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Silver mine
missing now
number58
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Crucial' meeting b^

I

-McGovern delegates from Wisconsin to the If
ltyicitfiitciii
filSvOnain Democratic National Convention have : %
chosen their roster amid signs of intraparty discord — story,
¦• ' ¦ • p
page 2a.
:s '
. . : |;

d IfliniiAeAla Minnesota Republicans have selected the .If
§: minnvSUia Ee.v. Philip Hansen to oppose Sen . Waiter §
Mondale in his bid for reelection — story, page 2a.
4
|
KELLOGG, Idaho (AP) - p AF-'
¦:¦¦/ - ,
'
A'A ' k
Officials of the nation's richest
Supporters of Minnesota Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey J
today upped g nCI
silver mine early ¦
¦*¦¦gained three of six national delegate seats at the |1
the number of men missing in |X
gj First District DFL convention in Rochester last weehend —¦ #
•a fire deep in the efartli to 58.
§ story, page 3a. ¦
¦
¦' . ' . ' • "' .
: W
:• - ' • A
Marvin C Chase, general I
§
manager of Sunshine Mining
Mflflol PillfK A 'aclc °f monc y and expertise and a ; %
Co., said the addition of, 11 §'
§ "10UW UIUC** plethora of red tape are among factors |
names to the roll of missing >! which have frustrated the promise of the Model Cities pro- . f|
came after "an exhaustive £* gram — story, pa^e 4a.
. &.
¦ ¦
•' ¦ •¦
name-by-name stud y ef the t$
' . ¦ • ' . ¦ ¦ &;»
II :
company's personnel list."
The Wabasha area school system tonight wilt p
^ Wahacka
WlaUaotta get its report card from ftie state Department |
Chase said the number of |
of Education and indications are grades will not be high %
confirmed dead from the fire |* enough to pass — stories, page 5a;
§§
ff
which broke out in the mine
HANOI BOMBED A :..".
last .; Tuesday remains at 35.
. new ' - book ' - by a top-level communist de- f! U.S, Navy planes from car|
i
-A
Micellae
One hundred and eight men esJ| IflloollcS fector quotes Anastas Mikoyan as saying ih' fl
riers in the Tonkin Gulf
caped.
|
|
to change | bombed targets on the edge
1S62 that the Cuban missile buildup was designed|
Meanwhile, a power
failure
page
story,
10a.
balance
of
power
—
the
world's
|
|
% of Hanoi 1 today.— Several
delayed discovery of the fate of
the missing men, who have H " North Vietnamese MIGs
tf anM«fj u Wisconsin Democrats are describing Sen. A!
been unheard from since the p 'IVGniittUy
were reported shot down,
Ted Kennedy as a 'J luture President " m wake i
fire started; ^and smoke arid %. of his weekend vi sit to the Dairy State — story, page 12a. „ according ; to American
carbon monoxide gas filled the I A
sources. (AP Photofax )
:vr . <'~ A ,"
mmmmmsmmtf *&
mine;
^
Chase said Sunday the power
outage and an exhaustfan malfunction which allowed some Ha ndling of clash is key
buildup of fumes near the shaft
ended hope of progress before
today.
Outside the mine, families of
the missing continued their vigil into the sixth day, holding on
to a weakening thread of hope
that the men still are alive.
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The Steel Workers of America , which represents most of
the miners here, said it.is asking its president to use his influence" to obtain a congressional investigation of the tragedy .:'
Frank S. McKee, director of
the ; union's western district ,
said the company had given its
miners inadequate Jnowledge
of escape
routes and in1
adequate
self-rescue
equip¦
¦
ment. V ' . A ¦ '

Simple economics
¦ Sign at an FTP florist:
'Give your wife flowers on
her birthday — you won't
have to buy her a pocketbook to match it" , . . A
lush explained why he never drinks ialone: "I need
someone to tell me when
I've had enough."
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4a)
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NEW DELHI «? — The
handling of a border clash
in Kashmir this weekend
provided.clear evidence that
the Indian .and" .'' Pakistani
governments are serious
about discussing peace.
"We agree oh the hotline
not to aggravate this one
with press releases," a highranking Indian army officer
said Sunday. "It'i better.
We decided to work it out
among ourselves,. : without
involving outsiders."
A seldom-used direct telephone link between headquarters of the opposing
armies was put into operatioii Saturday after public
charges and countercharges over artillery" and infantry clashes in the contested
region on Friday.
The result was a quick

RETREATING FROM QUANG TRI . . .
South Vietnamese soldiers climb aboard a
truck on Route 1, sixteen miles north of Hue,
during retreat from Quang Tri City abandoned earlier under heavy North Vietnamese

softening of belligerent public statements , and a ceasefire 36 hours after the figh ting began. '-.'
Field commanders in the
region of northern Kashmir
about 40 miles northeast of
Srinagar were ordered to
settle the squabble without
further
hostilities. Both
sides were believed to have
pulled back to their, previous
positions along the ceasefire line established in the
December war.
In past years, a clash of
such magnitude would likely
have had very serious repercussions. But "it looks
like they're playing it down
as a minor local skirmish,"
one Western diplomat said .
"That a. good sign. "
President Zulfilar Ali
Bhutto of Pakistan accused
India of serious violations of

the cease-fire line but conceded ''this kind of thing¦ is
likely to arise again . -. ' '.. .
when jou confront each other in an eyeball-Ao-eyeball
situation."
The r estraint on both sides
is an apparent attempt not
to jeopardize the peace talks
between. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and Bhutto that
are planned for late this
month or early June.
Kashmir has been the
chief issue between India
and Pakistani since Its Hindu ruler joined the state to
India in 1947 even though
Moslems outnumber Hindus
two to one in Kashmir.
Pakistan seized control of
32,430 of the state's 85,000
square miles in 1948, but the
Indian army took 480 square
miles of this back in the December warA

SAIGON (AP) — Thirteen
prisoners of war were killed
and 56 wounded in a brief
weekend rebellion at South
Vietnam '6 largest POW camp
on Phu Quoc Island , government military spokesmen said
Monday. .
Two officers and two military
police guards also were reported injured in the disturbance .
They had entered ore of the
dormitory buildings to make a
check and were jumped and
beaten by prisoners.
Other guards outside fired
warnings shots but could not
stop the disturbance , so they
fired on the prisoners, the
spokesmen said.
attacks . Troops are also loaded inside com- • Earlier in the day, there was
a minor confrontation between
mandeered bus directl y behind truck. Civilian
refugees, and a few soldiers are on foot at several prisoners and guard s
when the POWs refused to go
right. (AP Photofax )
to their assigned area of the
camp.
I Phu Quoc, located 10 miles
off the coast in the Gulf of
Thailand , houses about 26,000
prisoners of war , almost all of
them North Vietnamese.

Committee reform sought Small-scale

Bv CARL C. CRAFT
WASHINGTON (AP) Who knows what advisory
panels are in bureaucratic
shadows whispering information in government ears?
The public doesn 't now, but
would under a proposed new
law opposed by the administration.
Are costly reports simply
filed and forgotten , does
anyone keep track of who
studies what , do old boards
hang on after their jobs are
done , is thera any follow-up
on proposals of presidential panels?
These and other problems
Involving the power and performance of governmental
advisory groups are addressed in legislation due lo
reach the House floor for
action Tuesday.
During lengthy investigations , the House Government

By GAYLORD SHAW
WASHINGTON <AP ) - With his Moscow summit perhaps swaying in the balance, President Nixon summoned
his highest-level advisers to the White House today for a
crucial policy-making meeting on Vietnam. A
The urgency of the National Security Council meeting
was underscored by Nixon's orders for Secretary of State
William P. Rogers to interrupt his tour of European capitals
to return to the United States for " the session.
There was no official indication of whether the President had already m ade his decision, or whether he was still
considering a set of options designe d to stem the current
North Vietnamese
offensive and begin meaningful Vietnam
¦¦
peace talks.- '¦'
'¦' . ,• The options reportedly range from a naval blockade of
Haiphong Harbor to renewed bombing of military targets in
the Hanoi and Haiphong areas to possible dispatch of Marines
now on Navy ships in the China Sea to protect U .S. installations and troops in the beleaguered Hue region.
—-The- National Security- Council meets irregularly and
only when major decisions are. in.tie making. Its staff is
headed by presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger and its
members include the secretaries of State and Defense,. the
vice president, the chairman of the J»int Chiefs of Staff , and
the director of the Central Intelligence Agency.:

Operations Committee uncovered an uncontrolled and
essentially unrecorded population explosion of advisory
committees throughout the
federal bureaucracy.
The panels have spread
so far and so deep lhat officials could supply Congress
with no precise tally on
them with estimates rang-

Man held in stabbing
dea th in St Paul
ST. PAUL, Minn, CAP) - St.
Paul police were holding a man
in connection with the stabbing
death of a 47-year-old St. Paul
man.
Authorities said Donald L.
McLafferty was dead on arrival
at a St . Paul hospital Saturday
ni ght following a fight at a tavern.

ing from 2,600 to 3,200.
Over-all , investigators figured the annual cost to the
taxpayers at $75 million .
The proposed new law
aims to end secrecy, proliferation , duplication a n d
wasted effort.
There would be a twoyear self-destruct mechanism to do away with unnecded boards after their
work is done.
0MB officials testified
against the legislation. They
said that , while they agree
with its general objective,
they advocate arlmmistrJitive action instead of a new
law.
0MB hu been promising
a directive for m ore than
two years and has assigned
just one man to the mnnnf"i"fi j °b, operations committee chairman Cliet Holifield said.

violence felt
in N. Ireland

BELFAST , Northern Ireland
(AP) — Scattered small-scale
violence continued throughout
bloodstained Northern Ireland
Sunday night , and the British
government was reported becoming reconciled to the possibility of United Nations intervention If the province's Protestants take up arms against the
Roman Catholic minority .
A 7-year-old boy Ihrew an
acid bomb nt an army scout
car in Belfast , burning one soldier 's face, The soldier was not
hurt badly.
Two boys were wounded by
gunfiret In Belfast.

Today's meeting comes precisely two weeks before Nixon
Is schduled - to arrive in Moscow for the week of summit
talks with Sovietleaders.
While officials at the White House, State Department and
elsewhere have attempted to keep the Vietnam crisis separate from the Moscow summit, the two are obviously linked.
Kissinger, for example , talked extensively about Vietnam when he met two weeks ago in Moscow with Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev. Kissinger's secret Moscow journey
was followed a week later by a quick, clandestine trip to
Paris where he met with North Vietnamese negotiator I*
Due Tho. - A .
Two days after that the United States and South Vietnam
for the second time suspended the public peace talks.
Another link between the Soviets and the Vietnam situation is the steady supply of equipment that Moscow has sent
to Hanoi. :
When the Soviet Union said four of its ships were damaged
during U.S. bombing raids on Haiphong Harbor a month ago,
Washington replied that any such damage was regrettable,
if it -in fact occurred. But the State Department added that
''countries which supply offensive weapons equipment to the
North Vietnamese and enable them to mount an invasion, of
South Vietnam share responsibility."

Planes fly
raids on
Hanoi area

India, Pakistanseem
ser ious aboutpeace

llPOWidie
in rebellion
in S. Vietnam

Advisory groups

Nixon calls top advisers

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. warplanes returned to the Hanoi
area today for UIL first time in
three weeks and bombed fuel
and supply depots and other
military targets on the edges of
the North Vietnamese capital,
reliable American sources reported.
The U.S. Navy planes from
carriers in the Tonkin Gulf shot
down several North Vietnamese
MIG ¦interceptors,
the sources
¦
said. ¦' .

BEGGING VETERAN ¦;. , . Amid the bustle of S'aigon, a
South Vietnamese veteran: of the war squats begging from
passing Sunday strollers. (AP Photofax )

The U.S. Command said rt
would have* no immediate comment, nor was there any report
of U.S losses
Sources said the first raids on

Saigon forces feel
they can repel raid
By PETER ARN'ETT
and
HORST FAAS

SAIGON (AP) — An eerie
calm prevails in the bustling villages a n d market
towns around Saigon.
Extensive visits to the
half dozen provinces surrounding the South Vietnamese capital indicate It is not
an immediate target .
But for the first time in
several years the North
Vietnamese Army — t h e
NVA — has almost free rein
over t h e Cambodian provinces to the west and the
unpopulated jun gles to the
North that have been the
traditional staging areas
for attacks on Saigon .
The enemy 's intentions
arc just not known, All is
guess work. Since the big
reduction in American forces, there has been a great
setback in the gathering of
intelligence .
Whatever the timetable ,
American advisers a n d
South Vietnamese officials
in the protective belt of provinces around Saigon feel

confident they can ring the
alarms bells when the enemy makes his move.
While the militia forces
seen) well geared to alert
Saigon to a massive infiltration attempt, they are
no match for regular North
Vietnamsee infantry and
sophisticated weaponry. The
enthusiasm of the militiamen is new , but their little
outposts look like relics of
the days long ago when the
loca l Viet Cong fought with
homemade shotguns and
punjl stakes.
The big question mark in
case of a conventional attack on Saigon is whether
the government has the reserves available and the
ability to commit them immediately.
"At the time of the Tet
offensive in 1968 wc had 4!)
American infantry battalions available to rescue Saigon ," said an American adviser. "Now they 're a I 1
gone."
At this very moment , almost a 11 national reserve
troops — the airborne and
marine divisions — are com-

mitted to the northern battlefields. Many of them are
taking crippling casualties.
Some of the troops always
stationed around Saigon are
tied up in t h e stalemated
siege of An Loc, 60 miles
north of the capital. Holding
out in An Loc is being presented as a victory for the
South Vietnames e Army .
But some American observers fear that this grinding
action has sidelined the divisions that may some day
soon be needed in Saigon.
One colonel who fought as
a captain 10 vears ago along
the Saigon River has walked
over this same battleground
numerous times since then.
"I just flew over a couple of bunkers that we tried
to blow up on New Year 's
night 1968," he said . "When
I was back with the U.S.
1st Division we bulldozed
the place. I just saw the
bunkers right back in tho
same spot, but the trouble
is no friendlies ever go near
them now. "

(Continued on page 12a, col, 2)
SAIGON FORCES

the Hanoi area since April 16
were ordered by President Nixon. They were launched about
midmorning, a few hours before Nixon was to meet with
the National Security Council in
Washington to discuss actions
that might slow the 40-day-old
North Vietnamese offensive in
South Vietnam and force Hanoi
to enter into meaningful peacs
negotiations.
On the" battlefronts in South
Vietnam , North Vietnamese
troops poured hundreds ef
shells into bases in the cental
highlands, and fighting erupted
anew for control of Highway 14
between Pelidu and Konturn.
The northernmost defense
line 20 miles north of Hue continued to hold.
. A U.S. officer said that
American planes have knockdd
out all 20 bridges along Highway 1 in the 30 miles between
the northern defense line and
the demilitarized zone.
Informants said U.S. fighterbombers have been averaging
about 125 strikes per day. over
North Vietnam.
The North Vietnamese Foreign Ministry said U.S. planes
bombed six North Vietnamess
provinces Sunday, coming within 50 miles , of Hanoi and Haiphong and causing extensive civilian casualties and damage.
The report broadcast hy Radio Hanoi , said factories ,
schools, markets, and agricultural copperntives were hit ini
Ninh Binh , Thanh Hoa, Nghe
An , Ha Tinh , Nam Ha and
Quang Binh provinces.
Another H a n o i broadcast
claimed that five U.S. planes
were shot down Saturday and
Sunday.
U.S. B52 bombers continued
hammering at enemy targets
across South Vietnam. Ground
troops who went into ond B52
target area in the Mekong Delta reported indications that 100
enemy were killed .
The South Vietnamese* command reported a "slight increase " Jn enemy activity near
Hue.
Sporadic clashes continued
north of Saigon on the way to
besieged An Loc, and An Loa
itself was heavily shelled .

What will Nixon do?

Suspense in Washington thick
Bv LEWIS GULICK
military step-up in Vietnam , so
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sus- j he wanted the Secretary of
pense and speculation as to i State on hand.
"what will Nixon do " hung —Nixon still intends to keep
thick over Washington today as his Moscow visit date two
the President convened the Na- weeks hence. Otherwise he
tional Security Council under would have called off the reextraordinary circumstances.
mainder of Rogers * talks with
One of the extraordinary cir- t h e European allies, which
cumstances was Nixon 's mid- ' were scheduled as a prelimistream Interruption of William nary to the U.S.-Soviet sumP. Rogers' European journey mit.
so the Secretary of State could ! But this admittedly was specThe few
insiders
attend the top-level policy par- ulation.
directly pri vy to Nixon 's thinkley,
Since Rogers indicated he In- ing weren 't talking.
tends to hurry right back to The suspense has been buildEurope
afterwards ,
this ing up with each report of further North Vietnamese adspurred speculation that:
—N ixon is shaping a new di p- [ vances into South Vietnam and
lomatic move along with any I White House declarations of

presidential determination to
bar the invaders from taking
over the South by force.
Nixon has warned Hanoi and ,
in a more veiled way, the Soviet Union, He has beefed up
American air power in Southeast Asia. He briefly reopened
the Paris talks l a s t week
and dispatched adviser Henry
A. Kissinger to see North Vietnam 's Le Due Tho.
But the President has yet to
specify lust what he would do If
the invasion continues and (he
peace talks broke down , us
they have. And with small military measures seemingly insufficient to turn the tide , the
Nixon watchers are guessing
about big moves: stepped-up

bombing, re-introduction
of
new combat troops or major
diplomatic moves designed for
a new peace offer in Moscow.
White House sources have reminded newsmen thnt Nixon
has taken
surprising and
seemingly drastic measures on
the international scene in the
past , ranging from the U.S.
push into Cambodia to last
summer 's emergency economic,
steps.
Whether this signal from tho
White House is Just more psychology aimed at keeping
Hanoi and Moscow wary, or
means Nixon will soon take farreaching action , is part of the
suspense and speculation.

Others go as expected

GOP endorses minister
to mn a^

By TBE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota Republicans have
¦elected the Rev. Philip HanBen, a Lutheran minister and a
novice politician, to oppose Sen.
Walter F. Mondale, D-Minn.
Hansen's endorsement came
at a special GOP State Convention Sunday at St. Cloud
called solely to give the Republican candidate an early
start in his campaign against
the popular Mondale.
Other congressional endorsements went as expected at party district conventions across
the state during the weekend.
Hansen, who said he lost 28
pounds while trying to gather
support over the past weeks,
was endorsed on the seconds
ballot .
He gathered 923 votes to 492
for James Hill, Duluth, and 7
for Ronald J. Kelly, Apple Valley. Hansen needed 890 votes,
or 60 per cent . of those attending the convention.
First ballot voting gave Hansen 825, Hill 557 and Key 30
with 72 abstentions.
The Choice of Hansen came
only after an unsuccessful bid
by some delegates to draft
GOP National Committeeman
Rudy Boschwitz for the Senate
race.
A popular figure in the party,
Boschwitz bad to make two
trips to the microphone before
he could convince delegates he

did not want the endorsement.
Hansen's endorsement means
he will get party funds and recognition as the preferred candidate. His actual nomination for
the November election requires
that he win in the Sept. 12 primary in case some other Republicans also file .

Hansen, -tt, is a native of Milaca and lives in Roseville,
Married and the father of two,
he has headed an alcohol and
drug treatment unit at Northwestern Hospital in Minneapolis
for the past two years.
He told delegates he can be a
"cohesive element" in Minnesota and blamed Mondale for
being a polarizing influence. He
also charged that Mondale is a
down-the-liiie voter for organized labor .
Hill , 38, a computer salesman
for the IBM Corp., won support
largely from the counties of the
8th District. After - Hansen 's
vote had cleared the 60 per
cent hurdle, Hill moved to
make it unanimous.
The GOP also endorsed P.
Kenneth Peterson , Minneapolis,
for . reelection to the Minnesota
Public Service Commission. He
was unopposed.
At party district conventions,
a pair of college teachers were
endorsed by their respective
parties to run for the U.S.
House.

Richard Nolan, 28, Little
Falls, was named by 6th District DFLers in Montevideo,
Sunday, to run against incumbent Rep. John Zwach. Nolan is a state representative
and an instructor at St, John's
University, Collegeville.
Allan H. Davisson, 32, was
picked by 5th District Republicans in Minneapolis to oppose
Rep. Donald Fraser in November. Davisson has taught at
Augsburg and Macalester Colleges.
Delegates to the 2nd District
convention at New Ulm chose
Charles Turnbull, an administrator at the state hospital at
St. Peter , to oppose Republican
Ancher Nelsen.
Democrats supported
incumbent Congressmen1 Joseph
Karth in the 4th District , Fraser in the 5th and John Blatnik
in the 8th. DFLers have no candidate against Republican Albert Quie in the 1st.
Republicans In the 3rd District endorsed Rep. . William
Frenzel for a second term ,
Former Minnesota Atty. Gen.
Douglas Head stepped back
into politics when he was elected an alternate to the national
convention during the GOP 5th
District meeting. Both GOP
conventions gave all their delegate support to President NJxon.

Humphrey to get only
slim delegate margin?

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sen. Hubert Humphrey appeared headed for only a slim
majority of Minnesota's delegates to the Democratic National Convention after weekend
Democratic-Farmer-Labor conventions in his home state.
Humphrey gathered 20 delegates from the six conventions,
but a liberal coalition headed
by Sen. George McGovern of
South Dakota and Rep. Shirley
Chisholm of New York pulled in
15. Four delegates were uncommitted.

Final tally of the state 's eight
districts showed 26 delegates
for Humphrey and 20 for the
coalition—4 for McGovern and
6 for Chisiholrh. Five were uncommitted. The remaining 13 of
the state's allotted 64 delegates
will be selected at the state
DFL Convention June 9 at
Rochester.
Humphrey is expected to hold
about a 34-30 advantage when
the
uncommitted delegates
make known their preferences.
Humphrey's share of the national delegation will ba. small-

And triumphs

Humphrey avoids
use of television

CLEVELAND, Ohio ( AP) Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey has
won the last three major Democratic : presidential primaries
without using television spots —
the slick 30 and 60 second commercials most candidates feel
they need to win .
Since the Wisconsin primary,
Humphrey has . bought television time only to do telephone
question-and-answer shows. It
is an inexpensive format that
his ranking media expert says
presents Humphrey at his best.

In the Florida primary,
Humphrey did use spot commercials. "Everybody was on
the ballot ," Leary - explained.
"There were 12 candidates.
What we were faced with was
trying to separate our candidate from the pack."
The're was no political reason
or economic justification for using spots in the Pennsylvania ,
Indiana and Ohio primaries,
said Leary. "A half-hour talk
show costs about the same as
two one-minute spots," he said.

"Nobody, just nobody, does
this kind of program as well as
Humphrey," said D. J. Leary ,
national media consultant for
the Humphrey campaign. "He
is doing a one-on-one with the
viewer. It is direct communicati on It works. "
Humphrey spent less than
$20,000 or two call-in shows
during the Ohio primary. Sen.
George S. McGovern reportedl y
spent more than $100,000 in
Ohio on television primarily
for television i-pots. Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace used
spot commercials extensively
during the Indianr. primary
campaign .

Iluniphroy lias used tlie callin television format for many
years but not always with the
success ' he apparently enjoys
with it this year.
In the 1S60 West Virginia primary, he did a questlon-and-answer show that included on-the
air complaints about tying up
party lines and blocking emergency calls. John P. Kennedy
won the election and was on his
way to the presidency.
Humphrey and Richard Nixon both did televised call-in
shows on the eve of the 10fi0
presidential election. Leary insisted Humphrey 's show was
superior. Dixon was elected.

er than appeared likely several
weeks ago, largely because a
winner-take-all election procedure was replaced by proportional representation of delegates.
State DFL Chairman Richard
Moe said the delegate support
went about as had been predicted by political observers
and said he was "thankful"
that the conventions were free
of the bitterness that m arked
the 1968 campaign.

Humphrey picked up four
delegates from the 6th District
convention in Montevideo while
one went to McGovern and one
is expected to back Cblsholm.
At the 8th District meeting in
Duluth, Humphrey was voted
five delegates with one for the
coalition and one uncommitted.
The 8th . District convention
faced a challenge of 69 women
who were against the seating of
delegations from Cook and St.
Louis counties but this was
turned down when tho credential committee's report was
adopted. The report said the
committee could find no legal
basis for upholding the challenge on the grounds it violated
the Democratic party guidelines.
In New Ulm , the 2nd District
convention yielded three delegates for Humphrey and two
for McGovern with one uncommitted.
McGovern picked up three
delegates, Humphrey two delegates and one remained uncommitted at the 5th District convention in Minneapolis,
Peace Coalition forces won
four delegates and Humphrey
supporters gained three at the
4th District convention in St.
Paul. Two of the coalition delegates are in the McGovern
camp and two supported Chisholm,
Meeting In Uochest<<i\ the 1st
D i s t r i c t convention gave
Humphrey three of its six delegates. McGovern forces received a pair of national delegates and the other was for
Mrs. Chisholm.
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• By adding 5200 to a present Saving s Certificate
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m Obtain an Installment Loan of $1,000 or more
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m Free upon the approval of a Real Estate Loan

FREE! Acapulco Lawn Chair. Webbed
with 6 vertical and 8 horizontal ,
weather resistant polypropylene.
In
r ir n
green , gold or tangerine.
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DELUXE BAGS ALSO AVAILABLE
* By °pen 'm a new checkin« account °' *5'000
or mor«
• New Instant Interest Savings Account ol 15,000
or mor«
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y° ur ease • • • P'us sturdy, portable
barbec ue grills for your summer picnics.
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FREE! Men's Club Bag. Rugged, cloth
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We 're giving away four different sty les
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ys Tartan TTote
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combined wit h rich tartan plaid for
the casual look. Perfect take-along
for picnics , snorting events. Great for
shopp ing, tool
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FREE! Lady's Tot e Bag. Durable vinyl.
For all those last minute "LforgoMopack" odds 'n ends. Can do double
duty as a roomy knitting bag.
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FREE! Portable Barbecue. Perfect for
picnics and bocitings. Sturd y legs, as"mbles in minutes.

, ,-«,_
LIMIT —
ONE PREMIUM PER FAMILY

Democratic friction seen

Lucey chosen chairman
of Wisconsin delegation

By ARTHUR I,. SRB
MILWAUKEE (AP ) - Gov .
Patrick J. Lucey has been chosen a chairman of Wisconsi n 's
delegation to the Democratic
National Convention amid signs
of hostility between part y newcomers awl veterans.
A former member of the party 's national committee likened
the atmosphere at Saturday 's
delegate-selecting meeting to
the friction which shadowed the
state's Democrats four years
ago.
Lucey, having remainod neutral until after the state's April
4 presidential preference primary, was named a co-chairman by the delegates who will
4. Winona Daily Nowi
**• Winona, Mlnnaiot*
MONDAY, MAY 8, 1972

represent
Sen. George S.
McGovern at the convention .
T h <• Son Hi Dakota senator
won seven of the state 's congressional-district primary contests , earning 43 delegate votes.
Those 43 delegates chose Saturday tho state 's 11 at-large delegates , which also are committed t« McGovern,
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, DMinn., won the state 's 13 remaining delegates in the primary, and his supporters caucused privately during most of
the weekend meeting.
Parly regulars frequently
looked upon the boisterous
McGovern supporters as newcomers,
"We've never seen Home of
tlieso people before ," John Anderson of Stevens Point , a
II u m p b r v dcleaaUi . said.

"They are coming out of the
woodwork. "
Janette Swed of Rhorewood , a
former member of the party 's
national committee, expressed
fear the McGovern-dominated
delegation may lnck party loyalty, which she said similarly
was lacking in lOfitl when dissidents led a delegation won by
Eugene J. McCarthy .
Mrs, Swed called It a "trend
of l iMfl : the gloating and disunity ."
She said she will attend the
convention in Miami Beach to
work for Humphrey, but not as
a delegate.
Donald 0. Peterson , trader of
the 196(1 McCarthy delegation
but a supporter of Sen. Edmund S- Muskie this Benson ,
waived his convention privilege
for voting honors.
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Humphrey takes half of 1st
District DFL delegate seats

ROCHESTER, Minn. - Supporters of Minnesota Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey obtained
three of six delegate seats to
the Democratic National Convention in balloting at the 1st
District DFL Convention here
Saturday.
Two of the three remaining
•seats were pledged to South Dakota Sen. George McGovern,
with the remaining seat held by
a supporter of New York Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm.
One of the six national convention delegates and two of the
four alternates are from Winona .

STAY ACTIVE . . . St. Mary's graduates participating
In the spring commencement were urged to stay active in
goyerhment by speaker C, Bernard Carey. About 100, of the

192 students receiving bachelor of arts and master degrees, participated in the 47th annual commencement,

THE DELEGATE commitment breakdown for those Si
already elected includes : Humphrey 26; McGovern, H; Chisholm, 7, and uncommitted, 4 ,
The division of the 13 delegates remaining to be chosen
will likely be on about the same

proportions as those already
elected, since all district convention delegates will also be
seated at the state convention.
District officers elected at
Saturday 's convention session
include: Mrs. Barbara Clark ,
Northfield , president; Mrs. Opal

Peace festival'
is exactly that

noon was led by Baha 'i,
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn.
ATTENDING the National ' ¦
The* Rev. John Preston of
More
than
600
people
at—
Convention in Miami , Fla., July
Winona 's United Campus
tended the first annual
10 will be:
Ministry and the Rev John
Delegates : Thomas (Tim)¦
"Festival of Swords into
Czaplewski, Winona
¦
Stoltman, 658 W. Wabasha St. , Plowshares" on a farm just
Alter most visitors bad
Winona; Mrs. O p a 1 Peterson ,
left Sunday, members of the
Stillwater , a n d Parrel Miller, north of here this weekend,
peace course held a short
Pine Island (Humphrey); John frolicking in the sun and
ceremony "atop a bluff facOldendorf , West St. Paul , and sharing food , work and
ing
the Mississippi River
,
Northfield
Miss Ellen Beard
Ideas on religion and nonand implanted a wooden
(McGovern ) , and Mrs. Rita
sword in the ground.
Moosebruger, Stillwater (Chis- violence.
holm).
A The gathering, at the MarAlternates: Mrs . Alice Keller , vin O'Grady farm two miles
358 Collegeview, Winona, a n d
north of here, had earlier
Tom Novak , Hastings-(Humphrey), and Doug Griffith , Ma- brought quaking fears of a .
rine on the St, Croix, and Ulric "rock festival" from the
Scott , M76 W. 5th St., Winon a area ,: but the weekend was
completed without incident
(McGovern ) .
and without a
The delegate list adheres , to from neighbors orcomplaint
law
enthe McGovern -. Fraser guidelines that assure adequate rep- forcement officials .
The 24-day festival, dediresentation for women and
ROLLINGSTONE , Minn. - A
cated
to the advancement of
young people. Half of the . dele12-year-old Rollingstone boy who
nonviolence,
was
sponsored
gates are women , and two oi
survived after touching a 7,500the six — Stoltman and Miss . by the "Introduction to volt electrical line Friday reBeard — fall in the youth cate- P da ceA:course offered mained in serious condition tojointly by the College of day at St. Marys Hospital
gory- '
, RochAll eight of the state's DFL . Saint Teresa . and Winona
ester, Minn.
district conventions completed State college.
It concluded about 6 p.m. Timothy Gulden , son of Mr.
delegate selection this weekend,
and Mrs. Nick Gulden , brushed
Sunday.
electing : 51 of the state's 64 nathe wire about 7 p;m. Friday
About
150
of
the
people
tional delegates. The remaining
attending
spent the entire when he climbed a 25-foot pine
13 delegates will be elected at
the state convention in Roches- weekend on the biuffsidet tree near his home.
The Northren States Power
farm , sleeping in tents and
ter June 9-11.."
helping ; O'Grady build a Co. line runs through the topfield road and clear some most branches of the tree which
woodland
for
pasture. is located near the Wilfred RivO'Grady 's barn also receiv- ers property in the village.
The boy was taken to the hosed a coat of paint , and a
mural planned for one side pital by Praxel Ambulance and
was nearly finished and is his condition is listed as stable
slated for completion this but still serious. Injuries inclub severe burns of the left
' week.
Discussions S a t u r- arm and shoulder as well as upday night centered on a per parts of the body.
Timothy is a sixth-grader at
presentation by a religious
School.
group called Baha 'i, and an Rollingstone Elementary
¦
.¦
..A
The search for a rural Foun- anti-war slide presentation
tain City man continuesioday as called "The Automated BatThe lamprey, an eel-like
the Winona County sheriff' s of- tlefield. "
parasite , has long been a probfice, resumed dragging opera^
A worship service Sunday
lem in the Great Lakes.
tions this morning in the Mississippi River.
Missing and presumed drowned following a boating accident
Saturday evening is David MaIewicki, 26.
According to Assistant Police
Chief John Scherer , Arthur Konter , 866 E. 3rd St., came to the
police station at 8:30 p.m. Saturday to report an unoccupied
14-foot , aluminum boat floating
LAKE CITY , Minn. — Per- taken. The goods were insured ,
down the river. When police ar- soiinel from the Minneapolis , he said.
rived at the scene, at the foot Minn., headquarters of Coast to According to Eggenberger , the
of Center Street , four men were Coast Stores , and Oklahoma Lake City fire department was
pulling the boat to shore.
City, Okla., headquarters of C. at the scene at 5:15 a.m. The
THE RIGHT SIDE of the boat R, Anthony Co., are in Lake fire was discovered at about 5
was caved in and upon closer City today going over inven- a.m, by an unidentified man who
investigation it was discovered tories to determine the amount saw smok e coming from the
two pieces of bark had been of loss in the fire Saturday windows and notified the sherforced into the side of the boat. which completely destroy ed both iff' s office , he said.
Police theorized that the boat stores.
SMOKE was coming from the
struck a tree stump in the wa- The cause o! the fire has not windows of Anthony 's store
,
been
determined
according
to
ter.
assistant fire chief Dallas Eg- when the firemen arrived so
The sheriff' s office was called genbergcr.
they entered that building first ,
along with William Gannaway,
Dick L. Mills , president of the he said, then determined the
game warden and two Wiscon- Lake City Savings and Loan fire had apparently started in
sin game wardens to aid in the Association , the firm that owned the Coast to Coast store.
search for the man. The men , the destroyed building, said to- There was so much smoke in
along with several unidentified day he was fully confident the the huilding it could not be depersons , searched fruitlessly un- firm would rebuild , although it terminer? where the fire had
til 2 am. Sunday. The search would have to be an official de- originated , Eggenbergcr said .
He believed il was traveling up
was resumed Sunday and con- cision.
between the walls by that time.
tinues through today hy the sherMILLS set the building; loss at
The Red Wing and Wabasha
iff' s office.
According to Sheriff Helmer about . $100,000, and said the fire departments were called for
Weinniann , dragging the river building was covered by insur- assistance , and hy 0:30 a .m . the
fire had been stopped from
at this particular time of year ance.
Roy Jones, manager of An- spreading . Eggenbergcr said.
is difficult because of the fast
current duo to high water and thony 's Department Store , said The truck from Wabasha staydebris in the water. Weinmann he thought Ihe loss of merchan- ed until about noon, and the two
added there are many tree dise would be between $75,000 trucks from Red Wing until
stumps , branches nnd other and $(10,000 , but the figure would mid nfternoon.
not be available until the invenLake City firemen were at the
foliage in the water.
tory
was
made.
"If
the
building
scene
until about fi p.m., cleanthe
Mrs. Mnlewicki identified
boat as that of her husband' s is rebuilt , Anthony 's hope to be ing up the debris and watching
Saturday night. When her hus- in and back in business ," Jones the smolri'e ring fire ,
A Red Wing fireman received
band did not come home about said, The stock was Insured .
,
William
Wohlers
owner
of
the
a
cut on the hand , had it treatshe
asked
said
10 p.m. police
a friend to check into the situa- Const to Const Store , said he ed nt the Lake City Municipal
tion and then learned her hus- would not set an estimate of Hospital and returned to the
,
Bill
band had apparently drowned. damage until the inventory was fire A Lake City fireman ,
•

¦¦
¦
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Rollingstone
youth still
is 'serious'

SMC GRADUATE . .. C, Bernard Carey, a 1956 graduate
of SMC, was the spring commencement speaker at the
college Sunday. Carey, chief of the special prosecution division of the Illinois attorney general's office , spent five

Independence
man charged
after cra sh
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special) — A 25-year-old Iudcpendence man was; charged with
driving too fast for conditi ons
following a one-car ". accident
Sunday at 6:15 p.m. on Highway 121 in the city of Independence.
Wayne L. Manka has been
scheduled to appear in Trempealeau County traffi c court ,
Whitehall , on May 16 at 9 a.m.
on the charge.
According to . Independence
Chief , of Police Glen Killen ,
Manka was headed west in a
1970 sedan when the car left
the roadway and traveled about
375 feet before smashing into
and breaking off a highway
sign. A
Manka was not injured.

Keep idealism, speaker Continue
search for
g
teiIs SAAC raduates
By ROSE KODET
Daily News Staff Writer
"Do not lose the idealism
that has carried you this
far ," urged C. Bernard Carey Sunday at St . Mary 's
College1 commencement.
"You have the talent , you
have
the
responsibility
and you have the duty " to
constantly participate in
your government , he added.
Carey, a 1956 graduate of
St . Mary 's, addressed about
500 persons at the college
fieldhouse. Abou t 100, of the
192 students receiving bachelor of arts and master's degrees, participated in the

HONORARY DEGREE . . . An honorary
degree of bachelor of arts in social sciences
was awarded to Carl J. Briese , (left ) , captain
of the Rochester police <lepartment juven ile
division in recognition of his 33 years as a
law enforcement officer in work with Rochester youth and for his leadershi p in en-

47th annual commencement.
Carey is chief of the special prosecution division of
the Illinois . attorney general's office.
CAREY SAID the "greatest insurance this country
has to continue to elect
responsible men to government" is the activeness
of its youth .
"It is far better to have
noisy debate , " he said than
to have an apathetic attitude
prevail . The noisy debates
of this generation have redirected the thought of the
nation to ecological issues
and away from war toward

couraging education and training for members of the Rochester police force. Pictured
with Briese are , Brother George Pabl , (center) , president of St. Mary 's and C. Bernard
Jacobs , chairman of the board of trustees.
(Dail y Mews photos )

No inj uries
in crash near
Spring Valley

FAMILY SERVICE
of

The Margaret Simpson Home
Tho annual meeting of tlie Margaret Simpson Horn* will
be held In tho executive office, 4th Floor, Exchange Building, on Monday, May 15, at 4 p.m. for the purpose of
hearing tho report s of tlie officerj , election of directors ,
and such other business as may properly come before ihe
meeting.
All porsons contributing to or interested in tho work of
Family Service of the Margaret Simpson Home art cordially invited to attend the meeting.
(signed) Larry Conncll
Secretary
-

years as a special agent for the FBI, two years as undersheriff of Cook County and one year as assistant director of
the Illinois Department of Law Enforcement where he organized the Illinois Bureau of Investigation.

—r*

SPRING VALLEY , Minn, - A
fwo-cnr collision occurred Sunday at 5 p.m. in Spring Valley
Township, two miles north of
Spring Valley at the junction of
Fillmore County Roads 1 and
3ft. There were no injuries .
Vehicles were driven by Paul
E. Snyder , 46, Grand Meadow ,
Minn,, and Linden J, July , 25,
Mankato , Minn.
According to the Fillmore
County sheriff' s office , Snyder
was po-ing south on County Road
1 and the July car was traveling cast on County Itoad M.
Snyder 's 1969 sedan received
about $T>O0 damage to its right
side and July 's 1969 sedan had
about $125 damage to its front
left.
The accident in still under invcstieatlon.

peace, he added.
Tlie speech given by Carey was not ihe one he had
prepared ,.a Jew weeks ago,
he said. With the death of
J. Edgar Hoover , he said
he thought it more appropriate to incltde something
about law in his speech.
Carey, who spent five years
as a special agent for the
FBI , , said Hoover insisted
his men be "above hoard ,
above suspisiori and the
best." He added that Hoover also insisted their pay be
the ' - best.'
Concerning Hoover , Carey indicated the FBI director insisted every individual
be treated with the dignity to which he is entitled.
He added that FBI agents
were instructing persons of
their rights "long before the
Miranda warning became
the law of the land. "
An honorary degree of
bachelor of arts in so;/al
sciences was awarded to
Carl J. Briese, captain of
the Rochester police department juvenil e division , in
recognition of his 33 years
as a law enforcement officer in work with Rochester youth and for his leadership in encouraging education and training for
members of the Rochester
police force .
IN THE citation present ed Briese, il. stated t hat his
33 years of experience educated him tlie way . "no
book or school could. "
Francis Bobakk , Midland ,
Mich., received a bachelor 's degree after comp leting degree requirements under the nongradunte assistance program adopted by
the St. Mary 's Alumn i Association.
Degrees were conferred
hy C. Bernard Jacobs , chairman of the St. Mary 's board
of trustees .

Misspelled word
in puzzle
is corrected

The list of helping word*
In the Sunday News' PWZKWORDS PUZZLE contninod
a misspelled word.
Tin* list erroneously Included Ihe word "Intic , " which
should have read "gate. "
The misspelling a ppeared
In the midst of tlie list of
hel p words , which are listed
nlphnbetlcnUy, n situation
that made several readers nware of the error , since the
enon eons "late " appeared
In the middle of (he list or
words begimilng with "G."

missing boater

Peterson, Stillwater, vice president; Michael Schuth , Wabasha ,
secretary ; William Russell,
Rochester, treasurer; Eton Jorgenson, W e s t St. Paul; Alice
Gibson, Cottage Grove ; Demltrius Jelatus, Red Wing; Anne
Jacobson , Owatonna; Charles
O'Brien , Stewartville, and Mary
Daly, Caledonia, all division
vice presidents.
Two of the five at-large members of the District Central
Committee are Winonans. They
include David Moracco, 960 W.
King St., and Miss Ann Oyen,
Winona. The others are Jim
Buhler, Dodge Center; Mrs.
Maxine Lindstroth , Preston,
and Dan Yarosh, Mendota
Heights.
ALL PERSONS elected at
county conventions to the state
central committee also become
members of the district committee. Committee member*
from Winona County are Robert D. Langford , 263W. 5th St.,
and Mrs . Everett Kohner , 560
W. Lake St.
A' floor fight developed .Saturday concerning use of the McGovern-Fraser guidelines , but
an effort to make it mandatory
rather than optional finally prevailed . Actual delegate strengt h
at the district convention was
only 38 percent women and . 24
percent young people tunaer
age 25 ). .
Convention delegates acted
on only a handfu l of the many
resolutions presented to them ,
and the remaining 39 will go
to the next District Central
Committee meeting May 19 for* ,
action then .
A fierce floor battle developed over a resolution calling for
repeal of all state abortion
laws. In a standing vote , the
resolution failed , 53-52.
A ROLL CALL vote was called for ,, under terms that gave
each county its full vote total
to cast , even though some delegates may be missing, Under
that vote, the resolution passed,
63.7-58.2, with 5.1 abstentions.
Four other resolutions were
adopted unanimously. They included a call for immediate
end to the war; repeal of the
Selective Service Act; immediate efforts toward world peace
(created by Peter Kaye, Winona) ; and a law whereby the
President cannot commit troops
anywhere in the world for over
30 days without congressional
approval. A

Cause of LakeCity store
fire still undetermihed

ACCORDIN G to Ronnld Promlzinski , 507 E. 3rd St., he and
David Donnfcl d , 112 Laird St.,
St ., assisted two Illinois men in
bringing Uic capsized boat to
shore nnd said the time was
about 7 p.m.
He added that some of the
fishing equipment was still attached to the inside of the boat.
According to Weinmann , the
boat nnd the 40 horsepower
motor had been purchased by
Malewlcki only threo days before the accident.
WHITEHALL AUXILIARY
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special
— The Tri-County Memorin
Hospital Auxiliary will mce
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in the hos
pital dining room.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —
Reg, Meeting Tues., May 9—8 p.m.

Dinner at 7 p.m. Lon King will speak on
#"ROLE
OF CHEMICALS IN THE WORLD TODAY"
J. C. Masvga, Grand Knight

Dictenbroch , was overcome by
the smoke and treated and later
released from the hospital.

MILLS said the savings and
loan building had some water
seepage "here and there " and
all important records were moved out of the building during the
fire. The firm was open for business as usual today ,
Mrs, M. G. Farrington , owner
of the Ben Franklin Store , said
today the store merchandise had
received some smoke and water
damage. The merchandise is insured ; she said , and the store
will not be opened until the
amount of damage is determined, The insurance ndjustor was
coming today.
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Royal Arch Masons
MASONIC TEMPLE
TUESDAY , MAY 9
ANNUAL ELECTION
7:30 P.M.
REFRESHMENTS
HALE A. STOW, H.P.

NOTICE OF

Annual School Election
May 16, 1972

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that tho Annual Election of Independent School
District No. 861 of Winona County, State of Minnesota , will be held on Tuesday,
the 16th day of May, 1972, at which tho polli wil be open fro m 12:00 o'clock noon,
to 8:00 o'clock in the evening for the purpose of electing the following officers, to-

wit:

• Election District Three — One School Board member for a term of three yean.
• Election District Four — Or»e School Board member for a term of three years.
DESCRIPTION OF VOTING DISTRICTS AND POLLING PLACES

All rimlilird electors residing wllliln the Third and Fourt h Election Districts within Independent .School District No. (Mil , mny vole nt the polling place designated below for the election
district in which llicy reside.
ELECTION DISTRICT THKKK
Voters living in the men bounded by the city limits of the City of Winon a on the north nnd
south sides .ind lying cast of the center line of Harriet Street and west of the center line of
Liberty Street; vole at CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
ELECTION DISTR I CT FOUR
Voters living in the area bounde d by the city limits of the City of Winonn lying east of the
ronl rr line of Liberty St reel ; vol e ,il WASH JNGTON-KOSCJUSKO SCHOOL.

.. . \

tony Bennett sings no blues

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK -Tony Bennett, who sings, is also talking now, gushing out words
without music about being
new sing king of Las "Vegas.
"It's an u p s e t . . . Broke
everybody's r e c o r d .
Presley's . . . Streisand's
. . . like a thousand customers more than anybody
else in town," Tony whoops
into the phone from tbe Las
Vegas Hilton International.
"I got a new manager" —
Derek Boulton of London —
"a n d my whole career is
changed. Lena Home gave
me some advice, she said,
'Get a manager that loves
you.* - I'd known Boulton as
a friend for 20 years . A."
Boulton got him a TV show
in England , got Charlie
Chaplin's o.k. to use 4 minutes of film from "Modern
Times."
"No , I never met Charlie
Chaplin. I figured he did it
because I sold so many record of 'Smiles' th a t he
wrote for the film.

Earl Wilson
"And of course I'm married to Sandy Grant and we
have little Joanna . . ."
"You beating Tom Jones'
business?"
"Beating e v e r ybody's,"
Tony said.
Tony 's new contract, $100,0O0 a week, for 6 weeks, is
not the biggest in Las Vegas,
Tony modestly made clear.
"Streisand and Elvis make
something like $160,000 a
week. I'm gonna make only
'too, though I've been getting 75. "But," declared
Tony. "I'm not complainin'."
Jackie Gleason'll be surprised that his son-in-law
Jason Miller, 33, husband of
his daughter Linda , is the
modern Shakespeare, author
of one of "the greatest plays
ever written."
That's what they said
about "That Championship
Season," about basketball

stars' troubles in later life ,
which opened off-B-way,
part of the Shakespeare Festival Public Theater program.
"Did I hear right? 'A perfect play '? Jason Miller,
formerly. John Miller , son of
a Scranton, Pa., electrician,
asked in a light daze at
Sardi's, "I want you to meet
my wife. She's lovely."
I'd met her when she was
small and just Gleason's
daughter.
"We eloped to Scranton ,"
Linda said- "Nine years and
three kids later came recognition " Both worked as actors , sought no help from
anybody. The young playwright who played basketball at Scranton St. Patrick 's High about 1947, gave
credit for the raves to producer Joseph Papp and his
cast. He didn't agree, incidentally but would like to,
that it's one of the greatest
plays ever written .
Barbra Streisand's got
little time f o r social life

Tonight/ tomorrow on TV

now: she's filming here «
days a w e e k with David
Selby in "Up the Sandbox'1
( out at the Statue of Liberty
the other day ) then goes to
Kenya in J u n e for some
safari scenes. She plays a
housewife searching for her
identity and so far there's
no singing for her . .. European papers are gossiping
about Greta Garbo and an
Italian, Massino Gargia , 30
years younger than her 66

1
*:0t airman
News t-444-lt-lt-lf
Trulli at Cetv
itquincn
.
To Tell the Truth **
1
*:J0 consultillon
NMhvllle Music M
Lil's Make A DMI 4
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' ¦' • ' ' -Today - "

COLLEGE PROFILES , 9:30 a.m . and 7 p.m., Cable TV-3.
OPERA PREVIEW "DAUGHTER OF THE REGIMENT" ,
4:50, Cable TV-3.
A
LOCAL NEWS, 5:00, Cable TV T3.
AIDS TO NAVIGATION-USCG , 5:15, Cable TV-3 (Courtesy U.S Coast Guard). "
PLAYHOUSE NEW YORK-beginning of a four-part series on the Forties. "Particular Men" features Stacy Reach
as a brilliant scientist who opposes nuclear research—and
Is investigated as a security risk. 7:00, Ch. 2.
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? "The Masks We
Wear'' is a personality study on roles people play, Harry
Reasoner , producer Jules Power and Psychology Today editor George Harris, with films , and cartoons, point out that:
one's personality changes as he reacts to varying circumstances. Included are comments from a black lawyer,
dieters at a swank glamour mill and college students . 7:00,
Chs. 6-9-19. .
¦
'Tuesday
COLLEGE PROFILES, 9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m., Cable TV-3,
OPERA PREVIEW , 4:50, Cable TV-3.
LOCAL NEWS , 5:00, Cable TV-3.
ROATING SAFETY—Courtesy Afloat and Safety Equipment, 5:15, Cable TV-3, (Courtesy U.S. Coast Guard).
GLEN CAMPBELL ( repeat). Robert Goulet, Lola Falana and Dom De Luise join Glen in a salute to Broadway
musicals. 6:30, Chs. 3-4-8.
EVENING EDITION WITH MARTIN AGRONSKY. Representatives of Canada's political parties analyze differences between U.S. and Canadian politics; 7:00, Ch. 2.
JUNIOR MISS PAGEANT. Ed McMahon and Anita Bryant
host the 15th annual guest for America 's "ideal high school
senior girl" as entrants from our 50 states vie for the title
of Junior Miss. 7:30, Chs. 5-10-13.
CAMPAIGN '72. Walter Cronkite analyzes the Nebraska
and West Virginia primaries. 9:30, Ch. 3.
Keeper of the White House'
Mm. Winona Daily News
kennel
is Frank Sweitzer, a 22^¦* Winona, Minnesota
year-old National Park Service
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Pollution abatement orders
have been issued by the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR ) to 14 communities and
businesses in west central Wisl»
consin which affect the drainage basins of the Buffalo and
Trempealeau
rivers.
^•
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h "' .
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Show Biz Quiz: Who was
billed as "America's Boy
Friend"? (from John Bruno,
Pen & Pencil). Ans. to Friday 's Bbrrah Minnevitch led
the Harmonica Rascals.
TODAY'S WORST Piny:
From Shelby Friedman:
"The cost of living in Sa igon is less than in Mexico
City. Proving that Thieu
can live cheaper than
Juan."
EARL'S PEARLS: Bobby
Vinton mentioned an untalented actress : "She has.two
expressions — ' joy and indigestion."
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14 communities
on DNR pollution
abatement list
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cooperate with the Associatet
Milk Producers, Inc., Blair Di
vision to provide a jointly own
ed industrial treatment systen
by Sept. 1, 1973, or inform UK
industry and the DNR of whal
portion of wastes will be treat
ed in the existing city-ownet
ridge and furrow system bj
May 1, 1972.
Associated Milk Producer!
was directed to cooperate witl
the city of Blair to provide !
jointly owned treatment systen
for wastewaters from the dair*,
operation , or provide a separatt
treatment system for dairj
wastes by Sept. 1, 1973.
.
The Village of Taylor mus
place sewage treatment plan
disinfection facilities into oper
ation by Dec. 1, 1972. By Jan , 1
1974, it must place secondary
sewage treatment facilities, in
eluding effluent disinfection, in
to operation.
' ¦ ¦"

¦
:
¦

Retarded children 's
association to meet
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special
— The regular monthly meetinj
of the Fillmore County Associa
tion for Retarded Children wil
be held at Lanesboro Elemen
tary School Tuesday, at 8 p.m
Special education feachen
will hold open house in then
classrooms.
Officers elected at the Apri
meeting were: Ben Maroushel
Jr., president; Richard Berg
vice president; Mrs. LaVonni
Moger, secretary, and Wendei
Nordby, treasurer. All are from
Rushford.
Board members elected foi
two-year terms were Art Gra
bow, Wykoff , and Mrs. Jo<
Walsh, Chatfield. Roger Himlie,
Rushford , was elected for a one
year term.

Today
"ARROWHEAD ," Charlton Heston . An Army scout in
1866 Texas doesn 't believe the Indians when they talk of
peace. (1963). 3:30, Ch. 4.
"LUCKY NICK CAIN ,'' George Raft . A Riviera gambler
keeps busy with counterfeiting, intrigue and murder. ( 1951).
3:30. Ch. 6. /
"THE OKLAHOMA KID ," James Cagney . A man is
hanged and his son seeks revenge, (1939). 3:30, Ch. 19. .
"LOST FLIGHT," Lloyd Bridges, An airliner is forced
to land and marooned passengers must cope with nature—
and each other. (1970). 8:00, Chs. 5-10-13.
"WATERHOLE NO. 3," James Coburn . Carefree comedy
Of the Old West as a pioneer handles thievery and murd er
with finesse as he searches for gold. (1957). 8:00, Chs. 6-9-1$.
"THE .HILL ," Sean Connery. There's brutality inside a
British stockade when a prisoner clashes with a commander.
(1965J. 10:30, Chs. 3-8.
"CAGED ," Eleanor Parked An innocent young girl
becomes an embittered woman because of her contact
Dinah Shore 5-10-13
jeopardy
5-1C U 1:00 Love ft ¦Miny
with criminals. (1950). 10:30, Ch. 11.
Woman's World
I
Splmded Thing 1-4-1
4-9.19
password
Days ol Our
WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY AWARDS
11
Romper Room
?
Woman Talk
"WESTWARD THE WOMEN ,"10:50, Ch. 4.
HO-11
Lives
for
11 IliJO Search
What' s Newt
INCLUDING BEST PICTURE — ACTOR -- DIRECTOR
"THE HELL WITH HEROES ,". Rod Taylor. In Algeria.a - .
Newlyweo
1-4-1
Tomorrow
Sesame Street ' 19
Came
Who. What. . :
»:30 My Three Sons 1-4-S
•''•JJ
flier clashes with a smuggler.. ( 1969).
ENDS THURS. 7:15 ¦9:20 — 91.50 — R
¦ ¦ 12:00, Ch. 13.
• l-H-ll . ¦ •
Movie
Where
Concentration
5-10
"
: : Tuesday .¦ '
"THE GREEN HELMET," Bill Travers . Story of an
HE WASTES NO TIME
auU racer who drives for a tycoon. (1961). 3:30, Ch. 4:
Drive incomp lete
"LOVE AND KISSES," Jack Kelly. The Nelson ; family
)
(AP
.
Ind.
INDIANAPOLIS,
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
(TV ) is featured in this domestic comedy. ( 1965); 3:30,
— ' . . All government agencies —A portion of the Sister Kenny
chA6.
"FRISCO KID ," James Cagney. Story of the lawless don't move slowly.
fund drive in southwest WabaBarhary Coast during the gold rush days . ( 1935). 3:30,
T. W. Marshall , ah officer in sha County has been; completed
¦
Ch. 19!
"~ '~
"WHAT'S A NICE GIRL LIKE YOU . . .?", Brenda Vac- his Veterans of Foreign Wars with money forwarded to the A Soor> » CharlU Chaplin
^**1m J): ' ^Lt mi tia " ¦
In- Kenny Institute.
caro. A nice girl is the target for kidnapers—for unknown post , telephoned the
¦¦¦ '
"MODERN TIMES"
dianapolis Veterans Adminis- Envelopes forwarded w e r e
N* J W * W I ¦ ',
reasons. (1971). 7:30, Chs. 6-9-19.
"MISTER BUDDW1NG," Jean Simmons . A psychological tration hospital to complain
about needed benches for dis- from; Chester Township, $77.25,
suspense drama filmed in New York. (1966). 10:30, Chs. 3-8.
,
"NOT WITH MY WIFE, YOU DON'T! " Tony Curtis. A abled veterans awaiting taxis. Mrs. Leonard Klindworth, chairMarshall said acting hospital man; Mt. Pleasant Township,
neglected wife ir reunited with an old flame. (1966). 10:30,
Charles R. Armon $53.50, Mrs. Vincent Heise, chairdirector
Chs. 11.
found some unused benches and man; and the village of Mill"THE HILL ," 10:50, Ch. 4 .
"THE NAKED DAWN ," Arthur Kennedy. A bandit seeks had them in place the same Ville, $22.45, Mrs. Walter Moechnig, chairman.
help from a young farmer and his wife. (1955). 12:00, Ch. 13. day.
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Satisf y your noon time
appetite for news, news
commentary , weather and
sports information by
listening to this line-up!
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the war in Vietnam is felt
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By DONALD ROTHBER
(AP )
WASHINGTON
Eagle Pass, Texas, is the very
model of a Model City. So is
Alma , Georgia.
But whatever happened to
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles , Philadelphia , Cleveland
and Gary, that long list of troubled , smoldering American
cities where, five and one-half
years ago, President Lyndon B.
Johnson sought to "set in motion the forces of change ...
that will make them the masterpieces of our civilization, "
"Fund approvals in the Model Cities program , which started in 1967, total $1,275 million
through Feb. 29, 1972," says the
latest accounting from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
Thnt' s far less money than
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the planners of this major assault of the War on Poverty
had anticipated spending.
Robert . C. Wood , undersecretary and then secretary of
HUD during the Johnson administration, recalled in an interview, "What none of us
knew then was that in the same
months we were struggling
with developing Model Cities,
another group was deciding on
escalation in Vietnam. We
thought we were dealing with a
$12 billion surplus . "
Still the federal government
has poured more than $1 billion
into the program . What has it
bought?
Ask Floyd H. Hyde, former
mayor of Fresno, Calif., who
used to be HUD assistant secretary for Model Cities , and now
is assistant secretary for Community Development which includes Model Cities nnd a lot of
other programs,
What is happening, said
Hyde , is development of "a
whole new relations hi p between
what I call the establishment ,
local government and local decision-makers ... and tbe poor. "
That relationshi p is making
local governments more responsive to the needs of the
poor and the poor more understanding of the problems of city
hnll , he said,
From the overview per
spectlve of a Wood or Hyde ,
working out the role of the poor
has been a fractious , but educational , part of the progrnm 's
growing pains .
But to Dennis Keating, n former VISTA lawyer now at the
National Center for Housing
nnd Economic Development in
Berkeley, Calif,, citizen participation is an everyday, polticnl
struggle:
"In San Francisco , people
wanted n veto over projects before they got to the board of
supervisors . It was a question
of who's going to control the
programs , who's going to run
them.
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"HUD regulations are pitched
against any real control on the
part of citizen groups."
In Indianapolis, a citizen
group called the Near East
Side Community Organization
has filed a complaint with HUD
against the city, charging that
its Model Cities program lacks
citizen participation,
Duane Etienne, the organization 's staff director , said in
an interview that there has
been little citizen participation
in Indianapolis, and "agencies
that did participate tended to
be largely white and middle
class."
But Indianapolis was one of
20 cities chosen on the basis of
progress to take the next step
in the Model Cities evolution , a
c i t y w i d e program called
Planned Variations that is a
step even farther removed
from federal control or guidance
"The goneral view here ,"
said Etienne , "is that it's a
massive and colossal failure
even though touted as one of
the most, successful Model
Cities programs in the country. "
Robert R . Hawkins , director
of Model Cities projects in Indianapolis , acknowledged that
tho program got off to a slow
start , but said an economic development corporation that was
probably the least successful
program its first year , is now
"very effective. "
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Starts Wed. "Summer 42" /ind "Rabbit Run"

R

Overflow crowd^expected[ for meeting tonight

Wabasha schools ' report car^

By JOHN LUNDQU1ST
WABASHA, Minn. (AP) —
'he Wabasha area , school sysem gets a report card from
he State Department of Educaion tonight amid indications it
nay,, receive less tharr a passrig grade.
Some 25 to 30 staff members
f the Education Department
ate last month spent three
lays putting the local schools
inder microscopic scrutiny.
The meeting tonight with the
loard of Education is expected
o draw an overflow crowd ;
trobably with scores of stulents on hand .
Swirling aronnd the revealing
f the 81-page document are
lie'se" other developments in
iublic education at the Misissippi River community of
orne 2,700 persons:
•Randall Patton, superintenlent of schools, has resigned efective June 30 over what he
alls deep-seated philosophical
lifferences with the majority of
he board.
•Voters on May 16 will deide the fate of a $1,992,050
iond proposal for a new high
chool, and a separate $215,000
roposal for a swimming pool
t the school.
•State Commissioner of Eduation Howard B. Casmey has
ailed the Wabasha board "the
/orst in educational leadership
've seen anywhere." He cited
larticularly laclc of planning in
he building proposal— "they
iave no architect , ho site, no
IternatiVes:"
Two years ago, a $2.2 million
ond issue, including a pool,
/as rejected by voters 1,189. to
43. Overwhelmingly against
hat proposal (250-47 ) Were citiens in the Kellogg area , some
even mUes away, where one' ol
he district's ¦ two elementary
chools is located.
It is the patchwork physical
lants at Wabasha "that are at
be heart of the controversy,
rtiich has the board split 4-3
gainst a new "building.

the 70-year-old building next
door, aind on the other side is
St. Felix' gymnasium. Built in
1954, the gym serves as the
home court for the Wabasha
High basketball team.
When the football and track
and baseball teams engage a
conference foe, they go about
three-eighths of a mile from the
high school to a city park. And
they travel the better part of a
mile to a practice field.
Fonr years ago, the broad
survey of Minnesota elementary and secondary educationdirected by Otto Domian of the
University of Minnesota College
of Education—concluded Nflab a s h a ' 8 sprawling district
needed a new high school.
The report said high school
students had fair to excellent
general- classrooms but special
classrooms ranged from excellent to poor.
It noted, and the criticism
holds true today, there was no
office , laboratory or shop for
agricultural education, despite
the rural setting. Other phases
of vocational education were
found wanting.
That is one of the targets of a
local organization called "Citizens for Quality Education."
The group is fighting for passage of the bond issue, warning
that Wabasha is endangering
its state aid and federal vocational aid by not modernizing
its plant. It launched the petition drive to get the referendum after the board rejected
the proposal.
The Board of Education is
aligned this way;
The minority favoring the

bond proposals is Chairman good education or money?"
up coffee meetings to explain will dip to 71.3 mills next year , Of Patton's resignation he i area cannot attract industry or
John Doffing , a banker; Wil- "Actually, I think there's a an 11-page pamphlet on why because as a "have not" dis- ; said:
the people wet need to continue
liam Hawkins, a farmer , and lot of taxpayers wondering the Wabasha should vote for a new trict it gets more state aid.
as a community if we have a
appalling
and
"It
is
outj
Consequently, he says, 61 i ragcous that a man of this cali- substandard educational sysWallace Walter, director of same thing, what's the best school.
county social services.
way to spend money, where are Martin argues that Wabasha added mills for the school and per be humiliated and in- tem," ;,:. '
The controlling ("hold the tax you going to cut?" responded is financially equipped to ab- seven more for the poor would i timida ,ted by high-handed indi- Mrs. Martin said a general
tine") maj ority is made lip of Wilson, product of a one-room sorb a new bond issue. A chart bring the rate to J39.
I viduals! dedicated to com- practitioner's wife once vetoed
William Bruegger, implement schoolhouse many years ago. he drew shows the 176-mill lo- He has authored four letters ! placetey-abbut shabbiness and a move to Wabasha by her
dealer ; Ruth WiUiams, a home- Doffing
argued Wabasha cal levy for schools in 1971 was to the Wabasha County Herald mediocrity." .
family after she looked into the
maker; Clifford Wilson, sales doesn't have proper school fa- reduced to 128 this year and criticizing the board majority. jI Elsewhere, he wrote, "Onr educational facilities.
representative for a feed com- cilities. He said it is a growing
pany, and Ralph Lindgren, area, adding, "Anyone driving
grain elevator manager.
into the Sand Prairie neighborThe sharp division emerged hood (on the waterfront) will
at a forum before high school see people moving in by
youth last Thursday. Doffing flocks."
and Walter spoke for the school Walter, looking to the state
bond proposal and Bruegger department's report, declared:
and Wilson, against. The au- "I would challenge the ' ¦rest of
dience peppered them with the board to objectively accept
862
questions.
the recommendations that commay make."
Asked what he proposed if mittee
He
drew
loud cheers and apthe bond fails, Bruegger asserted, "I'm really not against plause from , the audience,
doing something, if we need it. about 40 of whom may be eliMaybe we should build some- gible to vote in next week's refthing else besides a high erendum and election of two
board members;
school. "
Bruegger also voiced fears Doffing, 33, was elected to
Wabasha might overbuild for the school board two years ago
future population trends. He and its chairmanship in July
said Bloomington schools have 1971* before the rift.
200 empty classrooms "and I What does he think of
wouldn 't want that to happen chances, for the bond proposal?
here." He said a 20-year bond "Some days I'm optimistic , and
proposal would cost $2 million some days I'm pessimistic," he
said.
in interest.
Superintendent Part on said
Wabasha High students have his resignation is final , alREGISTERED JEWELER - AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
.
an above-average academic though he hasn't lined up his I //.
|
record , the graying 51-year-old next position.
Bruegger said, noting he'd takMorgan 's this week
1
You are invited
|
en his early schooling in the "The situation that brought
me
to
that
decision
still
exists,"
same building, and it was draf¦¦
'' ;¦ , 4
¦ ' :'
- ' . A . - . to- see a ' . '¦ ¦¦;
ty then , just as teachers and he said of his philosophical split f
with the board majority.
students now complain ,
"I have a great deal of reA student asked Wilson , spect for the Board of Educa'Which is more important, tion. But I feel the superinten-

The high school is a three-stoy brick-face building erected
i 1918. To the rear and abuting the auditorium stage is a
ymnasium added in 1938.
A one-story addition was built
o one side of the main building
i 1952, and a two-story addiion to the other, in 1962.
When the St. Felix Catholic
"arish closed its high school
Dur years ago, it put a popuation and plant pinch on public
chools. In the shuffle , high
Stallard wrote that Ruth Wilchool students remained in the liams had tried to dictate how
Id structure and its additions , a story on the board should be
long with grades one through handled . Stallard replied that
ix. •
he would not be infringed upon
Public junior high classes in reporting the meetings.
7th and 8th) were moved two He" says he is not editorializlocks away, into the 18-year- ing oh the issue of a schoolld; two-story Huilding St. Felix bond proposal which will come
ad used for a high school. The before voters May 16. As the
chool board now leases it.
editor reporting board meetThe parochial school—grades ings, he explained,' he prefers
ne to six—still operates out of to chronicle the sessions accu..
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service charge.
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means a special identification card, showing
you're entitled to all these services.
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Seniors give blood

STAT
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§ Some of the unique jewelry on display was obtained from the estates of noted American families and. &
$ famous personalities including Marion Davies and Jay ne Mansfield.
§

ST. PAUL , Minn. (AP) There is much confusion In
Minnesota regarding taxation
of business identification signs,
according to spokesman for the
Minnesota Retail Federation.
Rdtailers told the state Senate Tax Committee that some
tax assessors in the state are
placing the signs in a category
that taxes advertising signs,
which the group says violates
the legislative intent of the
1971 tax law.
The federation said other tax
assessors have placed the signs
under real estate assessment.
It is "illogical" to tax as an
advertising device a sign that
merely denotes the name of the
business on a piece of property,
said Stan Krinksky, board $
chairman of the federation.

RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special) k
— Seniors from Rushford High
School donated 16 of the 123 y
units of blood drawn in the recently completed Red Cross
blood drive.
Two-gallon pins were award ed to Mrs. Theodore Roberton ,
Marvin Manion and Donald
Woxland , with one-gallon pins
going to Mrs. John Brand , Mrs.
Llewellyn Benson , Everctte
Jorde and John Magnuson ,

cnd

1

he
sometimes
tor^ who said
"feels like 140" and was just
back at his desk after treatment for tension in his back.
He calls the teamwork among
teachers, administration and
students a strength and praised
the staff: "From the curriculum standpoint , we have nothing particularly innovative, but
it is done well ." he said.
Another force in the drive to
win approval for a new high
school is Dr. David Martin. He
maintains the citizens committee represents a major part
of the school , district's population.
At the invitation of student
leaders, he was in the audience
at the board's encounter with
students and would have spoken except for objections by Wilson and Bruegger. That pair
explained to a reporter the session was only supposed to be
for board members, and Wilson
thought it unfortunate there was
a newsman there.

Sign taxation
causes confusion

CCC means all these things for personal checking accounts
. . . available to our depositors for a fixed cost of $3.00 a
month.

¦
V

'tfo^~^'

I PRIVATE COLLECTION OF OVER TWO THOUSAND PIECES of
dent has to be in basic agreeRARE ANTIQUE, HEIRLOOM, CONTEMPORARY
ment with the majority or you I
cannot function well."
The strain of the disput e was
and ESTATE JEWELRY
telling on the 40-year-old educa- I

rately and let citizens make up
their own minds.
Stallard also took Edmund C.
Lee, state director of secondary
education, to task for quibbling
about the definitions of "evaluation" and "inspection" as it
pertained to a 25-staffer study
by the state Department of
Education of local schools.
Stallard quoted Lee as say ing
the visit constituted an "evaluation ," not an "inspection."
That prompted the editor to
quote definitions from Webster's Dictionary and advise the
educator in an editorial*.
"WC hope that on May 8,
when Mr. Lee reports the observations of his team U the local School Board , he will tell it
like it is. Lay it on the line;
straight words and no quibbling
"It's kind of suppressing freeover which words have a bad
dom
of speech when the kids
odor and which smell like a
invited me up there to talk and
rose.
some of the board members objected ," said Martin, former
Bostonian and product of Yale
Medical School.
Martin , the only general surgeon in a wide area, around Wa
basha , came to the community
seven years ago. "He served
four years on the City Council.
His wife Sylvia has helped set

CCC MEANS
Complete
Customer
Cheeking

Tifffn T^^^^ffP ^TTrmi i VV

v

I

Press freedorn
also an issue

WABASHA, Minn. (AP ) —
Freedom of the press has become" a side issue in the tussle
over the educational system at
¦¦
Wabasha. ' - ' . .
John Stallard , 36, former
award-winning reporter for the
Milwaukee Journal, was named
editor of the Wabasha County
Herald last December and soon
clashed with a member of the
Board of Education.
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Now Many Wear

FALSE TEETH
Worry
With Little

Do fnlno teeth embnrrnM you by
coming loose when ygu est, Uuih,
or talk? A denturo Bilhfsivo can help.
FASTEETH* fti vra dentures » lonier, firmer, nteaiiicr hold. Mskca eat*
Ing more enjoyablo. Kor morn iwcurlty
and comfort uno I'ASTEKTH Denture Adhenlve Powder. Ponturca
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your dentiut regularly,
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Signs of the times
Although Winona, gratefully,1 is relatively free
of people who deface public areas with their scrawltags, the defacement in larger cities has reached
such major proportions that special products have
been manufactured to . remove the graffiti. A New
Jersey firm expects to sell 5,000 to 8,000 gallons
of Dirty Word Remover in the first half of this
year in New York City alone. It's a fluorocarbon
water-soluble remover. Other new products are
plastic barrier coatings to protect porous materials such as granite, limestone ajid brick. If these
products are on the material before the defacement it makes removal easier. — A.B.

You make me sick
Would a mortgage of more than $10,000 on
your home upset you a bit (or does it) ? How about
trouble with your boss? . Or getting married or
ending it? Would you find it difficult to adjust to
a new home or a pregnancy or if Sue or John left
home? Indeed could they make- you sick?
For many years researchers have been studying the relationship between dis-ease and disease
and Thomas H. Holmes and MLrioru Masuda have
concluded that , although germs may cause a disease, something else may cause you to- succumb to
the germ at a particular time. And that something
probably is your ability to cope with life 's slings
and arrows.
HERE'S THE way they put it in Psychology
¦
Today:. ' • ¦

"Human beings do indeed get sick when they
have to cope with many of the events of normal
life. When they struggle with overwhelming life
crises, they tend to get more serious diseases, The
explanation, we suspect, is that the activity of
coping can lower resistance to disease, particularly
when one's coping techniques are faulty, when they
lack relevance to the type of problems to be solved
. ..- . ' . When life is too hectic, and when coping
attempts fail, Illness is the unhappy result."
They report on an interesting study, the results
of which tend to support their conclusion. The
research pair studied patients who came to them
with colds and nasal infections. The patients
were asked to: return when they had recovered.
At that time they were examined — blood flow,
breathing, swelling, nasal secretion , etc. Then the
doctors started talking about disagreeable events
that had occurred to the patients before they became. ill';' After this conversation about his motherin-law, for example, or his new jobs, the measurements were repeated and the cold symptoms had reappeared. . .¦• • ;. ' '
Other research has found correlation between
dis-ease and... tuberculosis, athletic injuries, pregnancy, cancer, heart attack, among .others, including
of course, ulcers. A
WHAT SITUATIONS can cause people to be-

come sick? Well, it depends on the person but here
are the top 10 life events (out of 43) on the researchers ' Social-Readjustment Eating Scale in order of their potential dis-ease; the higher the number, the greater the event's anticipated readjustment requirement :
Death of spouse .......' ........ ......... MO
¦
...;.......... .;.. : 73:
Divorce ,; .•:-.., .....
Marital separation ;....,............... 65
. Jail term :. A ..;." '... . .... A-.v.......... 63
Death of close family member ........ 63
Personal injury or illness .............. 53
Marriage ...,...............*........... 50
.¦; .47
Fired at work
45
Marital reconciliation
45
Retirement . . . . . . . . . . . .
A sampling of others : in-law trouble , 29; change
in church activities , 19;.vacation , 13, and Christmas,

v.

The researchers have also tested this against
other cultures , including the Japanese, and found
a remarkable consensus.
Now do you believe in mental health?—A.B.

Where are you?

That's not an easy question to answer, because
there are a number of right answers.
Now that the Winona School Board , the Minnesota Legislature (for Congress) and the Winona
County Board of Commissioners have all reapportioned, a voter may find himself in another ward
or district. When the City Council redistricts, which
it must, and when the legislature redistricts, which
it must, there may still be more strange divisions
of the population.
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A page of opinions and ideas
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Wh at^ man in c/iorge
would ^

WASHINGTON - The nightmare
vision of which none dare speak
aloud — the possibility of a collapse
in South Vietnam so immense as
to imperil the withdrawal of the
remaining American ground forces
•— can no longer be wholly shut out
of consciousness.
Ever since the massive communist
invasion was opened, this ghastly
danger has been latent, obvious to
all who were willing to face its implications ,, and , of course, unuttered.
And ever since the communists
stormed in from the north this
ghastly danger has underlain President Nixon's resolute refusal to halt
the defensiv e American bombing actions so endlessly denounced by
American doves as an "escalation'1
of the conflict.
WITH AN extraordinary innocence

of certain iron realities of warfare
that have nothing to do with who's
a Republican and who's a Democrat ,
who's a conservative and who 's a
liberal , they have concentrated : on
two. * The first is that our bombing
must be ended forthwith . The second is that all our infantrymen be
"taken out, lock stock and barrel."
(Just as facile as that.)
• These people have overlooked the
not-inconsiderable fact that orderly
retreat, not to mention safe retreat ,
is no easy thing to accomplish , given
one of those rare and direful military situations in which forward and

William S. W

rear , areas become no longer distinguishable the one from the other
arid "the fog of war " descends
in blinding chaos,
All this is not to suggest that
such a situation; is actually at hand
in Vietnam. It is only to say that
it is no longer prudent automatically
to assume that so tragic an eventuality could in no circumstances ever
lie ahead. When a man of the restraint , the knowledge and the sense
of responsibility of John Stennis,
the chairman of ' the Armed
Services Committee, rises in the
Senate to say that a time of "tra vail,
bereavement and evaluation " may be
in the offing for this nation , he is
not simply giving a justification for
an American air intervention that
needs no apology in the first place.
FOR THE plain and now scarcely arguable truth is that without the
heroic — yes, heroic— assistance of
the American air arm it is profoundly likely (hat far more of
South Vietnam than is presently invested or terrorized by the communists would now be beneath the
enemy's heel.
Moreover * in such a set "of circumstances' informed men in Washington would today be pondering

By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service

NEW YORK - "For a generation
we have watched liberals gain
more power and display less liberalIsm," observed authors Jack Newfield and Jeff Greenfield in "A Populist Manifesto." "But now it's time
to return again to the first question
of politics: who holds power and by
what right?"
The authors' question and work
anticipated Alabama Gov. George
Wallace's populist political rhetoric
which proved so successful in the
Wisconsin primary and will undoubtedly influence the 1972 presidential
campaign.
THE NEW Populism ii fast becoming the hottest political property around; every Democratic presidential candidate is eager to get
aboard the bandwagon ^hat promises to lift the burden or taxes carried by working Americans. However, before this latest bogus , bill
of goods gains much more ground ,
it's important to understand what is
implied by populism.
Prof. James Q. Wilson , chairman
of the department of government at
Harvard University, contends the
new populism has "a familiar ring;
the supporting facts and argument
even more so. They are to a substantial degree the unfinished agenda of the left wing of the New Deal
coalition , circa 1936.
The New Deal was dedicated to
the dubious proposition that America's economic prroblems were the
product of "economic royalists."
Much the same argument was advanced by farmer-rural groups in
1892 which founded the shortlived
but highly influential Populist party
that was profoundly influenced by

DUNAGIN'S PEOPLE

the flood of immigrant intellectuals
who fled Europe in the mid-1800s,
bringing with them the ideas of
Marx and his hatred for a free
economic system.
THE MARXISTS preached against

the doctrine of business "greed"
and "exploitation" which was incorporated into the post-Civil Wai*
Greenback party . The Greenback
party influenced the Populist movement, which in turn spawned the
so-called "progressive era ," setting
the tone for the New Deal;
What the Marxists, . Greenbacks,
Populists, Progressives and the New
Leal all shared in common was a
belief that working Americans were
"exploited" by business and that
such a state of affairs could be corrected by the intervention of gov-

Conscience debt
An editorial in
Christian Science Monitor

The U.S. Treasury has just received $20 in payment of a World
War II conscience debt.
The ex-GI from Kansas, who sent
the check via his local congressman,
said be hoped it would make up for
two delinquencies of his: deliberately destroying a combat boot and
eating a can of pineapple found on
the beach at Bougainville in the Pacific.
We could moralize about this, but
lt would sound pretty corny. Let's
confine ourselves to noting that the
Treasury would make a mighty big
cash haul if all who had ever dealt
with government property were as
conscientious as the unidenified Kansan.

by Dunagin
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too somber to be used simply to
criticize the critics.\ It ; does seem
permissible, however, to point out
how dreadfully wrong their judgment has been. What price now all
the crises of "escalation" and .all
the promises of dove politicians to
dispose of the war simply by declaring it "immoral"' or "illegal" or
nonexistent? What responsible ---»
and informed — public man would
now really ground the bombers if
the buck had to stop at this desk?
United Features Syndicata

ernment.
However, in the 80 years sines
the rise of the above dogma we have
seen business produce ,, with the
help of workers, a progressively rising standard of living while the policies of government have confiscated more and more of working America 's wages and at the same time
granting special privilege to one
group or another.
Now the new populism proposes
a variation on the same theme of
the last 8.0.years, making big business ancF the "rich" the scapegoats
for the woes of the workingman —
woes- actually created by big governmentj which has: fueled inflation,
increased taxes and destroyed the
basis for sound economic expansion and progress,
THE NEW populism is an attempt
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TO BE SURE, this crisis is far

Beware of new populism

Splitting the geography up to get wards and
districts perfectly equalized by the numbers Is a
noble and legal exercise , but it also results in some
strange formations. Sometimes we wonder if peop le
wouldn't be willing to compromise a little on that
ore-man, one-vote principle to avoid being shuttled from one ward and district to another.—A. B.
¦
Some ol us really have the courage of our convictions. A friend reports seeing one .of those
"America — Love It or Leave It" signs on the
rear of a car. Ironically, the ..car was a compact
German import. ~ LoulsvlIU Courior-Journtl,

L. V. A LSTON
ROBERT V OGELSANG

not the dread hypothesis of some
Dunkirk for American soldiers but
rath er the probability of such a
¦¦
catastrophe. ; ' " ' .'
So, there is irony in the tireless
attempts of the doves to establish
as gospel engraved upon stone tablets the earnest stereotype that the
President has been bombing "against
the will of the American people."
This cliche was based upon the
oversimplified conclusion that since
the war itself was and is frustrating to the people they would disapprove Mr: Nixon's decision not
to stand aside and let an ally go
down in a hurry. That these two
things are not the same thing, this
columnist has previously attempted
to suggest. Now , a fresh pool shows
seven out of 10 Americans support
what the President has done.

* IF \W6 GO INTO EKTPA INNING , VO
MJB GET ov/ef-rriMe-. *

to go radically beyond the New Deal
to total socialism with the political
window dressing of equalitarian people's democracy .
It is no accident , moreover , that
we should see the emergence of the
new populism so shortly after the
new left movement in America
reached its peak in the I960. One
ot the authors of "A Populist Manifesto," Jack Newfield, is perhaps
one of the most influential apologists for the radical new left . He
gave a false romantic direction to
the youthful New Left when, in 1966,
he published "A Prophetic Minority. " An aging new left movament
is now attempting to fuse blacks, the
young, and leftist groups with workingclass Americans under the dubious political philosophy of a new
populism.
Prof. Wilson asserts that the Newfield-Greenfield "A Populist Manifesto" is "an example of false and
misleading advertising (of the populist movement), " However , Wilson fails to recognize that the extreme ends of his own liberalism
have brought the nation to its current economic and social chaos
which has spawned the new populism. Just as the new left of the
1960s were the children of liberalIsm , the new populism is a clear
attempt to concretize that revolt with
a political program. If successful ,
that program would carry the country farther down the road to socialism serfdom.
THE HISTORY OF American Intellectual thought in the last century , which has greatly influenced
politics, has been characterized by
the borrowing in piecemeal fashion
of radical socialist Ideas that are
European in origin . In doing so,
American intellectuals and politicians have abandoned the radical
tradition of the American Revolution
of 1776. Unlike those that swept Europe In the 18th and 19th centuries,
the American Revolution premised
Its movement on individual freedom , private economic enterprise ,
and limited Republican government.
What America needs as it approaches the 200th anniversary of
the Declaration of Independence Is
not a new populism that is not so
now , but a "new radicalism " rooted in the revolutionary experience
and Ideas of 1776 which took as its
slogan, "Don't Tread On Me."

-Li# ^

School cheating
now big business
Cheating in school has been going on ever since old pharaoh 's
student scribes were vying to see
which one could put the most hieroglyphics on a given sheet of . papyrus.
In my day, it used to be done
through "ponies" cunningly constructed of addihg-machine tapes
and rubber bands. These were used
to provide the classroom delinquent
with a comfy course outline he could
rotate clandestinely during the final
exam;which he had been too busy
playing poker and/or chasing
blondes to study for.
TODAY WE can say truthfully te

cheating: "You've come a long way,
baby." I refer you to an outfit calling itself Term Paper Research Unlimited, and when it says "unlimited" you'd better believe it. Recently
it opened a branch office in Chicago, and suddenly cheating became big business in the . Windy
City's halls of academe.
For a mere $2.25 per page, TPRU
provides you with a Xerox copy of
a term paper it has previously
prepared and placed ih its files. It
matters not what exotic topic may
have been assigned by an unfeeling
instructor; you can order a paper
on anything from "Assyrian Temple
Carvings" to "The Role of Dandruff
in the Career of Aaron Burr," and
relax with a six-pack, secure in the
knowledge the TPRU' s professional
cheaters will get you an "A" with
no effort on your part.
My heart is wrung like an old
dishrag at the memory of how much
slavery I could have avoided down
the years if only this fine, ethical
industry had been in existence while
I was in school. How I slaved over
one deathless effusion titled "Mythological and Biblical Interpolations
in Miltonic Blank Verse," for which
I had to. peruse every line of old
John 's interminable flights of fine
poetic fancy ! Then there was that
dreadful one I did in a school law
course on "The Frequency of Ultra
Vires Contracts in AdministrativeFaculty Relationships." TPRU would
probably have charged me $50 a
page for that one.
THIS SWINDLE syndicate is only
a couple of years old. Born rather
than banned in Boston, it has prospered so that its offices are now
found In 40 cities across the land.
It sells footnoted and blbliographed
masters' theses for $10 a page, and
Ph.D. dissertations for $25. Recently it hit the jackpot when a single
desperate doctoral candidate , up
against an ominously looming deadline, paid the company $10,000 to
compose him a masterpiece.
Upon reflection, I guess TPRU
wouldn't have done me vary much
good at that when I was burning
the old midnight oil at UCLA during the Hungry Thirties. I never
had that kind of money to spend on
term papers or anything else. In
fact , if Shakespeare himself had
shown up during a seance back in
those stark times and had offered
to ghostwrite a complete set ol
new sonnets for my English lit.
class, the most I could have scraped
up to gi-ve him would have been
$5.45 and an Alf Landon campaign
button.
SERIOUSLY though, this sort ot
approach to schooling may best be
described ns hilariously sinister , a
cross between a Charlie Chaplinesque assembly l|ne and dollar-studded knife thrust carefully into the
back of scholarly research . It ignores the utimate reality, trite but
true , that you get out of school the
exact equivalent in knowledge of
what you put into it in effort , and
no more, A national educational
climate in which well-heeled slobs
can buy "A" term papers and

I Dr. Max Mferty

climb to the elusive degree on the
shoulders of ink-stained mercenariei
will mean the certain end of education as a national factor for good
during the years ahead.
May 1 suggest to the American,
private business sector that it zero
in on this new and unlovely wart on;
its collective corporate countenance? Maybe the Better Business
Bureau boys can lower the boom
on the TPRU hirelings. If not, then
how about the several state legislatures outlawing this paltry prostitution of American private enterprise?. ¦ '
Much as I dislike political interference with schooling, I prefer it
to turning the whole educational
ehebang in this country over to
the chiselerj .
Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Attorneys-general
and party funds
From an editorial In
Memphis Commercial A ppeal

It used to be that the campaign
managers wound up as postmasters
general, an office which became
more honorary than real. That custom ended when President John F.
Kennedy appointed his brother-campaign manager, Robert , to head the
Justice Department. The criticism
which resulted from that appointment should have been warning to
President ' Nixon and kept him from
naming his old law partner , Mitchell.
This does not mean that either
Robert Kennedy or John Mitchell
actually was engaged in anything
underhanded in his operation of the
Justice Department. It s i m p l y
means that when campai gn fund
raisers are placed in such positions
there is suspicion that justice can
be colored by the political connections. It is a suspicion that should
be avoided.
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To the editor

WinonaDally News *Ta
a
Winona, Minnesota
"
MONDAY , MAY 8, 1972

Feiten named
Censorship of X-rated as director
motion pictures wrong city bank
of
I read the letters from several of your readers praising
your refusal to advertise X-rated movies.
I must take Issue with them and with your newspaper.
Underlying the over-emotional and rather nonsensical concern about the public's "weUare," there Is a startling assumption: that the newspaper can decide what its readers
should and should not see. It is, in effect , suppression of
the news in a misguided attempt to Influence public morality,
a kind of silent , censorship which attempts to' deny the
individual even the choice of what he will view by falsely
narrowing the number of possibilities. It is also a mute
threat to the theater owner, telling him that there are
"certain movies" which he may not show if he wishes to
have the "privilege" of advertising them. The ultimate
effect is again to narrow the public's range of choices, if the
owner succumbs to the intimidation.

S.J. Kryzsko, president of
Town and Country State Bank
announced today the election of
Philip Feiten, president of Feiten Implement Co. as a director of the bank.
He was elected
at a special
st .o'c k h o l d e r s* meeting
preceding t h e
regular monthly meeting of
the board held
at the bank
GRANTED THE highly improbable assumption that the
this afternoon.
movies really do seriously influence public morality (cf.
T h e implethe report of the President's Commission on Pornography)
ment company
and that sexual candor in a movie will somehow increase
Feiten
with which Mr.
licentiousness among our (no doubt) innocent youths and
adults, could your paper not apply the same policy of Feiten became associated in
1948 is the franchised local dealsuppression of advertisement for movies which are rife
with scenes of violence? (But then, most of them are rated
er ol John Deere farm equipment. He acquired ownership
PG. so that would start cutting into advertising revenue.)
Or how about movies which take a political stance which of the firm in 1959.
Active in civic and church afthe editor finds repugnant? Don't they constitute a danger
fairs; Mr. Feiten is a former ofto our impressionable children (and adults) as well?
But these mconsistencies of policy are, I suppose, to. ficer and director of the Winobe expected. After all, when a paper which is ever zealous na Jaycees, a director of Wiin keeping the public informed Bbout who has been charged
nona Area Chamber of Commerce and member of the Wi. with statutory rape, who was drunk and disorderly when
and where, who was accused of shoplifting, a paper whose nona Area Ambassadors. He is
evident concern for printing all the news that's fit to print
a past chairman of the cham(oops, wrong paper) extends even to supplying names and ber's Agricultural Committee
addresses of these alleged offenders to a public which they and is how chairman of the Agmust assume eager to be so informed — when that paper ricultural Advisory Committee
takes the inconsistent stance of refusing to tell the public ' of the Winona Public Schools;
about a fictional rendering of what goes on (at least, preHe is a member of the Casumably , in other communities ) among people, then other
thedral of the Sacred Heart parinconsistencies are not surprising.
ish and is vice president of its
PLEASE, isn't there enough censorship already?. Aren't finance committee. He is also
there . enough self-appointed moral guardians deciding what president of the Cathedral
School Board .
we and bur children may and should see? isn't the
Other activities include memrating system sufficient to warn off children and adults who
object to sexual frankness? The majority of X-rated films berships in the St. Anne Hospice Goodwill Ambassadors,
are so palpably exploitative and shoddy that no reasonably
intelligent adult would waste his money on them; but why YMCA, Winona . Country Club,
punish the occasional good one (e .g., "Midnight Cowboy" Winona County Historical Socieon its first release or, more recently, "A Clockwork ty and the Minnesota ImpleOrange ") which is brave enough to limit its probable ment Dealers Association.
appeal In the interest of candor and a fuller vision of life.
Feiten is a native of Winona.
If people choose not to attend, well and good; but they
He graduated from Cotter High
must be allowed to choose.
School, attended St; Mary's ColDAVID E. ROBINSON lege and is married to the former Therese Jaszewski. The
Feitens have four children and
reside at 302 W. Wabasha St.

Agriculture Dept.
book shows both
sides of problems

Ex-Wihonan
retiring as
longtime teacher

Kennedy strong in several bides

If blacks, low-income whites,
and young people were to vote
their full numbers at the ballot
box . Sen. Edward Kennedy
would run the strongest race
of any leading Democrat
against President Nixon .
Among the entire population just those likely to go to the a more likely 65 percent, the
big loser in tbe process of at18 years of age and over, Ken- polls next November :
trition is Sen. Kennedy. Here
nedy trails Nixon by four perTOTAL EUGB3LE VS.
are the reasons why:
centage points — -41-to-37 perLIKELY VOTERS
"¦¦• Young persons 18-29 years
Total
Likely .
cent — with Gov; George WalEligible Voters of age now make up 28 percent
lace as a third- party nominee
of the population eligible to
at 15 percent. By contrast, Sea.
vote,
but likely will bo no more
Nixon-Kennedy-Wallace
Hubert Humphrey runs behind
45 than 24 percent of the actual
by six, 41-35 percent, Sen. Ed- Nixon ..........41
35 electorate In November, based
mund Muskie by eight, 42-34- -Kennedy ....,.,37
14 on present registration totals
percent, and Sen. George Mc- WalTacT-rrrTA.15
Not Sure ...... 7
6 and past turnout. Kennedy wins
Govern by 45-28 percent.
this segment 48-33 percent with
Nixon-Htrmphrey-Wallace
EVEN with Sen. Kennedy as Nixon .........41
42 Wallace at 12 percent. Slippage
the nominee, however, it is ex- Humphrey A..35
36 among the young who do not
tremely '. - . unlikely,' judging on Wallace . . . . . . 1 7
16 turn out to vote on Election
past performances , that blacks Not sure ...... 7
A 6 Day could cost Kennedy 1.5
points of his support.
low-income whites, and young
Nlxo*»Miukie-WaUace
people would vote their full po- Nixon ;..,.....41
44 • Blacks make up 11 percent
tential next November. When Muskie ........33
33 of the population, out at best
those least likely to vote are Wallace .......16
15 will be 9 percent of the actual
eliminated, Sen. Kennedy slips Not sure .......10
8 electorate, based on past turnout and voting restrictions still
behind Mr. Nixon by a- full
Nlx(m-Nc€rOveni-Wallaee
10 points : 45-to-35 percent, with Nixon ..........45 .
47 in effect. Kennedy holds a wide,
Wallace at 14 percent .
McGovern .....28
29 79-14 percent lead among
Here are the results of trial Wallace .......17
16 |blacks. The failure of blacks
heats in early April among a Not sure .......10
d . i to vote their full numbers in
sample of 2,973 households rej November could cost Kennedy
AS THE vote Is winnowed another 2.5 points.
presentative of the entire population 18 years of age and over down from a potential 10O per• Low-income voters are 25
and the parallel results among cent of those 18 and oyer to percent of the potential but
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Upon retirement >
ELGIN, Minn . (Special) —
Eight hundred honored Charles J, Weisbrod, 64, superintendent of the Elgin-Milville
Community School, Independent District 806, the past 27
years, oh "his night" Sunday
at the school here.
An educator for 41 years,
Weisbrod has submitted his resignation, effective July 1. Bis
replacement will be Roger M.
Norsted, 32, New Brighton,
Minn.
When introducing a "This ; Is
Your Life" program, Dr. E. W.
Ellis, master of ceremonies,
said that the guest of honor was
being recognized for his contribution to the educational development of the community of
Elgin .

1945, Weisbrod was high school
principal at Williams, Minn.,
for one year, from 1936-37, and
high school principal at War-

road , Minn., from 1937 to 1945. school in Mille Lacs County
He also taught grades seven from .1928-30.
and eight at Warroad, from
His educational background:
1931-34 and taught in a rural
University of North Dakota ,
earning a master of arts degree in 1947: National Training
School, New York, bachelor of
Science and arts degree, 1943;
State Teachers College, St.
Cloud, bachelor of education degree, 1936; teacher training department, Princeton, 1928, and
Princeton High School, four
years, graduating in 1927.
He is a member of the Minnesota Education Association,
National Education Association,
Minnesota Association of School
Administrators and American
Association of School administratorsHe served in the various District III and Region I committee offices of the Minnesota
Stat© High School League and
was nominee for the board of
control of the Minnesota State
High School League. In 1936
he viBB the recipient of the
Eastman Scholarship at St.
Cloud State College.
The retiring superintendent
and his wife have two children.

E-LIM

Gibson Pharmacy

Advertisement

Want To
Hear
Better?
CHICAGO, III. - Most hearing
problems can be helped. An actual-size non-working model of
the tiniest hearing aid ever made
by Beltone is offered free to.
everyone who would like to try
it in the privacy of his own home.
This non-working model will
give you an idea of how tiny
modern hearing help .can be for ;
those who suffer mild nerve
deafness. It will also show you
how a hearing aid can fit entirely in the ear with no wires
or tubes to call attention to 1*... There is ho charge for, the
actual-size model . R e q u e s t *
should be directed to Dept. 5945,
Beltone Electronics Co,rp., 4201
W. Victoria St., Chicago, HI.
¦
60646. • ' V - A A ' ' : ¦ - '¦ ¦- ¦'¦¦• ' ¦ '

FOR DEVOTED SERVICE . . . C. J, Weisbrod, right, a
41-year educator, and superintendent of the Elgin-Millville
Community School, Elgin , Minn., the past 27 years, is
presented a gift by Dr. E. W. Ellis, chairman of the hoard
of education during a Sunday open house. Mrs. Weisbrod
is looking on. (Evelyn Schumacher photo)
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Breeze through Summer In bright pant
dresses that need no special attention to
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Senator. He gains another point
'.; '. ' ;- .
here. - .
The story on Sen. Kennedy
is that of all the Democratic
field he certainly could generate the most enthusiasm
and low-Income whites. Whereas Humphrey loses the vote of
the under-30 segment by 40-34
IN
CONTRAST, running percent and McGovern by a
against Sen. Kennedy, Presi- closer 39-37 percent, Kennedy
dent Nixon picks up real ground sweeps the young.
because of the likelihood that BUT Kennedy also has soma
certain key groups ready to glaring weaknesses. He runs
back him will turn out at the relatively poorly among the
polls at a high rate.
college educated, losing to Nix• Persons earning $15,000 on 56-29 percent. He also floundand over , although only 20 per- ers among voters 50 and over,
cent of the whole population, losing by 50-28 percent more
are expected to make up 23 than offsetting his gains ,among
percent of the actual voters the young. He is also relatively
next November. Mr. Nbton wins weak among Jewish voters, givthis group against SeflAKen- ing away 35 percent of this
nedy by a wide 57-29 percent group to the opposition, as
margin. Among the most af- against 21 percent who would
fluent, the President thus adds vote
Republican if Humphrey
more than 1.5 points to his lead were the candidate.
over Kennedy because of high
These might be troubles
turnout.
• Suburban voters are 26 per- enough for the last remaining
cent of the total population 18 Kennedy brother in a bid for
years of age and older, hut will the White House in 1972. But
comprise an estimated 28 per- his single biggest handicap as
cent of the electorate next fall. a candidate will be that it is
President Nixon holds a 51-33 precisely among those groups
percent edge among suburban- where his appeal is greatest—
ites over the Massachusetts blacks, low-income whites, and
the young -- where: the turnou t
is likely to be lowest. And
among the groups where his
appeal Is weakest—the suburbs; ,
the affluent , the college educated — the turnout on election day is likely to be high,
est.-. . .

Elgin--AAillville schoolman feted

RECOGNITION was given the
educator by persons from Thailand , Southeast Asia; Sioux
Falls, -S.D. Kankakee, 111.; Pigeon Falls and Bloomer , Wis.;.
Redwood Falls, St. Peter,
Princeton
, Franklin , Mora, N ewBy DON KENDALL
livestock manure each ye*ar
port, Morris, Bloomington, St
WASHINGTON (AP) - The equal to the waste from a hu- LA CROSSE, Wis. - Miss Louis Park, Minneapolis, MarAgriculture Department, often man population , of 1.9 billion Emma Erickson, a native of shall, Pipestone,
derided by critics for allegedly persons.
Winona and a graduate* of Wi- St. James, Warroad ,; Austin,
turning a deaf ear toward envi- Pesticides, always a touchy nona Senior High School and Wi- Pine Island , Mankato, Lake
ronmental problems, published subject for the department, nona State College, this sum- City, Red Wing, Clarkfield ,
today a SO-page* booklet thai come in for some hard scrutiny. mer will retire after 44 years Long Lake, Kasson, Dresbach,
shows the warts as well as the "The public has a right to be" as an educator, 29 of them as Owatpnna, St . Paul, Hopkins,
handsome side of man and na- concerned over possible poison- principal of Franklin School in Byron, Winona, Stewarrville, Viture. .;;. ¦
ing of the environment," the La Crosse.
ola, Cambridge, Milhrille, WabThe report is a series of arti- ARS says. "For example, DDT Miss Erickson, who is 65, re- asha , Kellogg, St. Charles,
cles prepared hy the Agricul- can cause thinning of eggshells ceived her bachelor's degree Plainview, Elgin, Racine , Eyota
tural Research Service. lAu- in ducks and falcons ...
from Winona State in 1928 and and Potsdam.
"Pesticides from the* air, wa- a master's degree from North- Twenty - seven years ago,
thors cite some of the major
challenges facing scientists and ter and soil may be absorbed western University, Evanston, when Weisbord came to Elgin,
regulatory agencies involved and concentrated in the bodies 111., in 1941. She has done grad- Community School had about
with agriculture as well as of o r g a n i s m s ... (and) uate work at the University of 150 pupils and 10 teachers.
some of the things being done frequently increased as one Wisconsin, Columbia University Members of the board of
to improve the environment.
species feeds on another and in New York and at American education of School District 57,
passes the pesticide from one
when Weisbrod accepted his
"Certainly not all of these link to another one higher in University, Washington , D.C.
Last November she was nam- first superintendency job here
tools will work," the ARS says the food chain."
ed Wisconsin Educator of the In 1945, were: Rollie Bolton ,
in a foreword. "There is no
panacea , no quick solution. It
Control of insects by "In. Year by the Professional Book- Jesse Sawyer, Herb RichardIn 1968 she re- son , George Baker , Mrs. Harwill require a national effort by tegrated" techniques Including men Association.
ceived the"
Serv- old Mullin and Mrs. Harold
millions of people working to- parasite's, induced diseases, re- ice Award olDistinguished
the
Wisconsin
Ele- Houghton . Members of his first
gether."
sistant plant varieties , traps mentary School
Principals Asso- faculty were Mrs . LeJRoy
baited
with
sex
lures,
genetic
Citing the limitations on natuciation, of which she was state
ral resources, the report said : and hormone manipulation and president and had served as Prescher, Mrs. Art Bradbury,
"We cannot manufacture these other methods may be the solu- treasurer for three years and Mrs. Marga ret Wallerich.
"Weisbrod came at
basic requirements of life. "Un- tion.
state convention chairman three when it was necessary ato time
put
fortunately, we—including agri- "Expensive? Yes. But com- times.
culture—are still exploiting pared to the" costs of pesticides , She had served as a princi- the school on a new footing,"
them. "
applied year after year, in- pal the longest time of any ad- said Ellis.
tegrated
control is a bargain , ministrator in the 20-school La Today the consolidated ElFor beginning ecologists , the
indeed,"
the report said.
Crossd Area Public School Dis- gin-Millvllle Community School
booklet, entitled "Managing
has 600 plus pupils , 34 teachers
trict.
Our Environment ," provides a
Recently she was honored by and is housed in two buildings
wealth of facts, including:
"SYTTENDE MAI"
•The Mississippi River an- GALESVILLE Wis. (Special) associates, formeF students — elementary and high school .
,
and school officials at a retire- WEISBROD has supervised
nually Carrie's nearly 500 million tons of sediment to the — In conjunction with Norway's ment dinner. Her retirement three building programs in the
Gulf of Mexico, an amount of Independence Day, "Syttende will become* effective in late Elgin-Millville District; a new
High school building n 1959-60;
silt equal to the topsoil from Mai ," Arthur F. Giere, Gales- July.
nearl y half a million acres of ville's attorney and numisma- Miss Erickson in retirement hgh school addition in 1968 foltist , will have an exhibit of Nor- plans on working on hobbies lowing the school fire on Sept.
farm land.
•Nitrogen fertilizers "at wegian money at the Bank of that include knitting, crochet- 25, 1967, and construction ot a
times" cause high nitrate accu- Galesville, each day. Included ing and golf and plans to travel , new . elementary building in
go to Norway. 1971.
mulations in food plants such will be silver, copper , iron hoping in 1973 to¦
Growth of the school district
as spinach and beets, but are1 and paper money.
¦
from 1945 to 1971: assessed val"not a serious contributor " to
V.A. TRAINS WORKERS
water pollution where good The National Weather Service DALLAS (AP) - As part of uation jumpe d from $287,000 to
farming practices are followed. provides detailed forecasts two its clinical affiliation with eight $1,622,000; area increased from
•The United States produces and three days in advance".
North Texas universities and 2.5 sections to 75 sections; encolleges, ,the Dallas Veterans rollment, 88 students in grades
Administration trained more one through 12, to 600 students
than 451 health workers during in kindergarten through grade
the 1971 fiscal year , says E. P. 12; professional staff f r o m
eight to 37, total staff , nine to
Whitaker
, hospital director.
MEN - WOMEN
Included in the total were 46 (all district personnel) and
a?e 11) and over. Prepare now Lincoln Service has helped
resident physicians and interns the school levy of $14,299 in
for U . S, Civil Service Job thousands prepare for these who received all or part of 1045 Increased to $293,547 in
openings during the next 33 tests ev«ry year since 1948.
their post graduate education in 1971.
months,
It Is one of the largest and
Government positions p a y oldest privately owned school* the VA hospital, Whitaker ex- Developments witnessed by
the veteran educator: first bus
high starting salaries. Ttiey of ita kind and is not connect- plained.
provide much greater security ed with the Government
,
transporation , hot lunch servthan private employment and Vm I?I> T-C K M „( „„ r> „.,
ice,
full-time kindergnrten , tranE
r
^
excellent opportunity for fldsition
from the fl-4 classification
n
^I
I
AL
^I
C
d
g
«*
vnncement. Many position , «™™" ;J °bs - ,'" J ' j ," . "ft
to
the
six-yenr high school and
«"
require little or no specialized ** •*>^\
»%„
P
R
O
B
L
E
M?
with
all
tho special departd
0l1
at
nC
°~
education or experience.
°
TAm-T"
ments, and no school buildings
But to get ono of these jobs, , UA ,,
older than 1960,
you must pass n test, The Y°u w'11 «'so Bet full details
Prior to coming to Elgin In
competition is keen nnd in on now »<"¦ «"¦ prepare your
some o.ises only one out ei self for these tests,
A POPULAR NUMBER
tivo pass
Don't delay — ACT NOW!
Excess W MBI in the body can be unJOHANNESBURG , So. Africa
comfortable. E-LIM will help you lot*
LINCOLN SERVICE , DEPT. 25-3B
(AP) — Motorists of Sandton
excess
water
weight
W» t t . . ,
Pekin, Illinois 615f>4
feel that 777 Is the brtst number
Gibson Pharmacy
I am very much interested. Please send me absolutely
for auto license plates, When
It,
recommend
FREE il ) A list of U.S. Government positions and snlnrles;
the suburb got its separate
(2) Information on how to qualify for a U.S, Governmen t Job.
plate , car owners were invited
Only <j)lt3U
Name
Age
to apply for any number beSI reel
Phone
tween II and 20,000. Most apCity
Stale
plied for 777. Second most pop7617
Westaat* Shopping Canter
ular was 555.

*° ™ £.

are likely to be no more than
21 percent of the actual voters
come Election Day. Kennedy
leads with the group with income under $5,000, by 46-40
percent. He loses almost another point here when his vote
percentage is adjusted for decreased turnout.
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W isconsin
couple wed

For TUESDAY, May 9

in St. Paul

Your birthday today: Your mission in the world is clarified*and perhaps simpler to achieve. There is more to do than
you had thought, with the extra strength and resources to.
work with. Travel features the latter part of the coming*
year. Today's natives are fond of evading hidden obstacles;
the women have talent for dancing.
Aries (March 21-Aprii 19): The natural limitation you
meet today is there and real, but not as great as it appears. ;
Self-expression is easier, concise in later hours;
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Discussions started now ramble on, may drift into disputes if you let them. Work will be
a center of personal conflicts.
Gemini (May 21-Jtne 20): You make progress in personal
creative ventures. Put an old score right with a few words
and some definite action.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Ah old system needs some
new methods. Take the needs of others into account, make
^
common cause for better results. Home life thrives.
Leo (July 23-Ang. 22): There's much stir and sound in
(Carhtra Arts Iludioi
today's bickerings but little lasting damage. You can smooth
things out by afternoon. Romance brightens where least
Mr. and Mrs. LelanrJ
expected.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): If others are to mesh their
Ferden, Utica , Minn., anplans with yours, they must know in detail what you are
nounce the engagement of
doing. Likewise, you should pay attention to them .
their daughter , Mary ElizaLibra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Don't let anything spoil this day
of many moods. Having your own way about everything
beth, to James Leo Rowemay cost you future cooperation.
kamp, sort of Mr. and Mrs.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21); Actions run into unexpected
Rowekamp, Lewistorr,
Leo
obstacles, interference. Avoid putting any further invest'. . . Minn.
ments to the test until you have a clear Understanding.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): No one seems to agree .
Miss Farden is a gradwith anything today. Your own : interests require serene pauate
of St. Charles High
tience. '. •"
School
arid is a student at
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Tend home and family
"
welfare first. You may have the chance to eliminate a long- .''¦¦.Rochester '' State Junior CoL' lege. "Her. fiance is a gradstanding doubt by alert listening and fast reaction.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Ask your friends and associuate of Lewiston High
ates for the cooperation you need, avoiding disagreements
School arid Winona Area
over money.¦ ¦ Some
discrepancy in your own plans comes to
¦
Technical School.
¦
¦
the surface . ' . ';
The wedding is planned
(
20):
Conservative
handling
of
Pisces Feb. 19-March
for
Aug, 26 at St. Charles
money provides extra benefits, broader choices later. ConCatholic Church. :
tacts which stir emotional reactions develop.

p
. - '. : m —

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
Miss Charlotte Setibert and
m} Lowell Hassler were united in
lm\ ¦ :
&».
W marriage April 22 at St. Luke's
Catholic Church , St, Paul.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Ottilia Seubert, Marshfield ,
Wis.., and the bridegroom is the
son of Mr . and Mrs, Earl Hassler, Lake City.
Given in marriage by her
brother , Ron SeuWrt, Marshfield, the bride wore a floorlength gown of white polyester
trimmed with pearls, She wore
a matching headpiece with ribbon streamers and earned a
bouquet of yellow ioses and
baby 's breath.
Miss Connie Svobod a, maid of
honor, wore a fulUength gown
of yellow crepe with floral bodice. She wore a matching headpiece and carried a bouquet of
yellow daisies and white roses.
Harold Asleson, Lake City,
POTHOLDeR-5
WITH
MV
NEW
?"|
['MOW WHAT DIP I 90
was best man . Ushers were Lonnie Hassler and Pat Chromasta.
A reception was held at Cooper's West following the ceremony.
The bride is employed by
Gould Inc., St . Paul The bridegroom , a graduate oE Lake City
High School and Austin Vocational School , is also employed
by Gould, Inc. The couple will
live in St. Paul.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has one brother and one sister. Tht brother married a very rich girl and he has no
man who
money worries. The sister¦ ¦married¦ a professional
" '- ' ' ¦'
" :. ¦ ¦' ¦;¦ ' ¦' . '
d o es very ; \ . . - • ¦': . . . ¦
I • ¦¦_ ¦•
.. .
well, a n d

"

.-
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Your horoscope—Jeane Dixon
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tHE LOCKHORNS

Diana Sehwake
Mrs. Mel
Mr. a n d
Sehwake, Lewisyille, Minn.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Diana Kay,
to Thomas W. Hadfield , son
: of Mr , and Mrs. Walter T.
Hadfield , 1276 E. Wincrest
' ¦¦ ¦
. . . ¦p r.- -> . . .
Miss Sehwake is a graduate of te«.akato State College and is teaching kindergarten in Rosembunt , Minn.
Her fiance, a graduate of
'
: '¦ Winona Senior High School
and Mankato State College,
is employed by Pacific Van
Lines, San Diego, Calif.
A June 17 wedding is
planned at Lewisville.

¦
'k¦
'
'
^^/©^ s;on-Bec
vows spoken
at W hitehall

: TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) -

Miss Charolet Olson, daughter
'
of Mr. and . '. Mrs . Lyle Olson ,
Whitehall , became the bride of
Curtis' D. Beck , son of Mr. and
Mrs; Curtis S. Beck , Taylor ,
; April 22 at Our . Saviour's Lutheran Church , Whitehall .
The Rev. Clifford Ritland performed the double ring ceremony. Miss Rachel Loga was
soloist and Mrs. Ralph Rasmuson was; organist .
The bride, given in marriage
by her father , wore a satin poie
de sole gown with a full veil
with a lace cap. The empire
waist was accented with venise lace. She carried a bouquet of blue and white carnations and baby 's breath.
:
Miss Eileen Olson, Whitehall ,
was maid of honor and bridesmaids were Mrs. James Larson, Miss Nancy Sveen and
Miss Geneva Beck. They were
attired ini blue dresses with ruffled collars and sleeves, and
empire waists accented '. . ...by
dark blue ribbon.
David Beck, Taylor , was best
man and groomsmen were
James Larson , John Hammond
and Lauren Olson. Ushers were
Gary Fromm and Charlie Frei
of Whitehall.
A reception followed in the
church parlors and a wedding
dance was held at Club 186.
The bride is a graduate of
Whitehall High School and was
employed in Whitehall before
her marriage . The bridegroom
is a graduate of Taylor High
School and is employed by Olson's L.P. Gas.
The couple will make their
home at Taylor.

Vows recited
in Houston
ceremon/
HOUSTON , Minn. - Miss
Donna Kay Hegland and Glen
Vernon Schallock exchanged
nuptial vows in an April ceremony at Cross of Christ Lutheran Church. The Rev. Duane Everson officiated.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs . Leland Vetsch,
Houston , and the bridegroom is
the son of Mr ; and Mrs. Vernon
Schallock , La Crosse.
Attending the couple were
Mrs. Doris Todd , sister of the
bride , Mrs. Donna Schallock ,
Mrs. Mary Downing, Marvin
Schallock, brother of the bridegroom , Arnie Bencke and
James Downing. Ushers were
Tom Zahn and Blair Symanski.
A reception was held in the
church parlors following the
ceremony.
The bride is a graduate of
Houston High School . The bridegroom is a graduate of Central High School , La Crosse ,
and is serving with the U.S.
Army stationed in Germany.

To marry
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs . J. Robert Hammond , Galesville , announce the
engagement of their daughter ,
LconeXlo Bruce Wcstlei , son of
Mr. and Mrs. Newmcn Westlie ,
Ettrick.
Th© wedding will be held
May 27 at Living Hope Lutheran Church , Ettrick,
Miss Hammond Is employed
at the Northorn Flexible Co.,
Galesville , and her fiance is engaged in farming with his father near Ettrick.

Bui" he never
yo u a rose ga rd en
they are ai.

so . on. , easy;: , "

street. They

DEAR CHUMPS: It seems inequitable, to put it
delicately, but I'm reminded of an old Yiddish saying,
"If you come for the inheritance you might have to
pay for the funeral."
DEAR ABBY: This is an open letter to my mother:
Dear Mom: If you should ever suspect me of taking
drugs , please invade my privacy because I know that you
always want the best for me.
J always tell you not to worry about me but I suppose that
it is silly of me to say this, because if you should cease
to worry about my welfare you will cease to love me.
I pray that I will never do anything to hurt you or Dad
in any way. I also pray tha t I will never do anything to
hurt myself but if I do, and you should find out, I know that
you wili do everything in your power to try to stop me, and
YOUR 16-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER
I will love you for it .
DEAR DAUGHTER: I appreciated your letter, and
while I know that many will agree with you , some will
not. Please read on for another 16-year-old's point of view:

""' "

'

¦¦ ' ¦
¦ ¦ '

Erigagement told

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Mr.
and Mrs. Norman A. Thompson, Ettrick , announce the engagement of their daughter ,
Sally Ann, to Donald 0. Anderson, son of Mr. and.Mrs. Theodore Anderson , Blair.
A June 3 wedding is planned at Faith Lutheran Church ,
Ettrick.

MIRACLE MALL — Winona ¦— Open 9 io 9 Mon. Thru Sat,, Noon to 6 Sunday
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DEAR ABBY: I am absolutely furious with you ! What
do you mean saying that you thought parents had the
"right" to search their children 's drawers and closets and
go ti» all lengths necessary to find out whether their children were involved with drugs?
I am 16, and it is my "right" as a citizen to do what I
want with my body. And if I want to take drugs my parents
have no business spying on me to find out whether I am or
not.
I have always thought you were reasonably fair minded ,
but not any more . And it won't do you any good to retract
your statement because I am through reading your column
FORMER READER
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m
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Vinyl

52" sq. REG. $1.97
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Extra heavy flannel back, All- 3(1Oftl
over floral patterns
.»-JUO,.v i

DEAR ABBV : Re the letter In you r column relating
to the difficulties of Retting an arrest stricken from the
record after an acquittal:
In Illinois , the procedure is simple : One files a petition
with the Chief Judge of the Criminal Court , and states
simply that he was arrested and acquitted and desires to
have his arrest record expunged.
Not only will his arrest be expunged , but if his fingerprints and photographs were taken , those will be returned by
the Chief of Police and absolutely no record i3 kept of the
arrest *
J . L, E., CHICAGO ATTORNEY

Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write
to AEBY , BOX 69700, L.A. CALIF. 90069 and enclose a
stamped , addressed envelope .
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VAIUI! shag bathroom rugs
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Firemen 's dance

SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — The annual Firemens
ELGIN , Minn. (Special) - Benefit Dance will be held
The American Legion Auxiliary day evening at Matters FriBallelected Mrs . H, E , Moore as its room , Decorah, Iowa. Music
president nt a recent meeting. wil! be by the Ray Sweeney OrOLhcr officers elected were : chestra.
Mrs. Wayne Senrles , first vice¦
president; Mrs, Ross Parker ,
second vice-president; Mrs. Ben
Gjerdenfien , treasurer; Mrs,
William McFarland , sergeant at CANTON , Minn . _ Mr. and
arms , and Mrs. Don Kurth , Mrs. Knute Johnson , Asheboro,
Mrs, Rueben Bartz nnd Mrs N.C., formerly of Canton, anIrle Gusn , executive board.
nounce t h e
It was announced that tho engagement of
district convention will be held their daughter ,
in Owatonnn May 19-21. Dele- Cheryl, to Chargates lo the convention arc ts Hobbs Jr.,
Mrs. Kurth , Mrs Moore and Quannh , Tex.
Mrs , Gusn ,
B o t h are
The auxiliary -will sponsor a g r a d u a t e s
poppy poster contest and will of East Texas
sell poppies Mny 20-27 , Poppy State UniversiDays.
ty, Commerce,
The Girls Stnto Tea will bo Tex .
held in Elgin Mny 27 nt 1:30 T h e wedding C. Johnson
p.m.
in planned for
A potluck picnic is planned for July I at First United Methothe June meeting.
dist Church, Quonah.

Wedding planned

SAVE 22%! Cannon sheared terry towels

SAVE 23%! Dan River no-Iron sheet sale

Thick,thirsty cotton terry towels in lovely
florals, Fringed ends,
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Cotton-polyester muslin shoots in pretty Y A W **'
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SAVE 22%.' q^d bedspreads
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DEAR Mil . E,: Congratulations to the progressive
State of Illinois !

Elgin auxiliary
eleefs officers

Mr. and Mrs. Darwin
Kuhlmann, 409 Sioux St.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, pebra Ann,
to William E, Bartz, son of
Mr. and Mrs , Harold Bartz ,
653 E. 5th St.
The wedding is planned
for Sept. 9 at the Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart.
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Dear Abb
y:
'. .:'¦•

By Abigail
Burerv
¦ . ¦• ¦• Van
- ¦ .¦ : ' • ¦ ¦ •
both have
I ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦
lovely large
etc. My husband is barely making
homes, help in¦ the
¦¦ house ,
' A
' ¦ • ' ,:.:;
it;- -' . A
Twelve years ago my father-in-law lost his wife and
didn 't want to live alone. The others couldn't take Grandpa because they traveled too much, etc ., so he came to
live with us.
We gave up our bedroom and moved into a dinky guest
room so Grandpa could have the best. For 12 years this
selfish, complaining, demanding old man lived with us.
Two years ago he suffered a stroke and I had to care for
him 24 hours a day, bathing, feeding, everything! He could
have afforded to go to a nursing home because he had
money socked away and plenty, but he wouldn't hear of it.
I put up with his cursing, complaining and demanding,
and so did my children. All the while, he never gave us; one
penny for his keep! Well, Grandpa died two weeks ago, and
his will read :A A:
"All my children shall share and share alike."
Would you care to comment? A COUPLE OF CHUMPS

Mary Elizabeth
Ferden

Debra Ann
Kuhlmann

I

JI

full sizes, reg. $4.37. .$3.57 plllowcosas. rofl. 02.57 pr. . . ©2 .17'
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Mondov i music
students win
state ratings

^

FOOD, FOOD. FOOD .. .Some 250 persons were guests
of the WSC International students Sunday night when the
foreign students hosted an International Buffet Dinner at
the American Legion Club. At left is Earl "Yang, assisting
with serving;; at center is Compton Veeramall ay, a guest
¦who attended from La Crosse, and at right is Miss Ana
Maria Secchi, WSC . student from Peru who assisted with

serving guests. "International Understanding" was the theme
for the annual event with Rafiek Khan serving as master of
ceremonies for the program which followed the dinner. Two
students from Hong Kong presented a Chinese dance. A
guitai* solo was presented and a student from India performed
a native dance routine. (Daily News photos)

Pover-Eyota
music students
rated at contest
DOVER, Minn. — DovdrEyota music students received
•44 star ratings at the . District
Three Solo and Ensemble Music Contest held April 22 at the
Uover-Eyota High School.
Soloists receiving star , ratings were: Stephanie Winter
and Joleen Coffin , flute; Mary
Bierbaum and Melanie Winter ,
oboe ; Linda Laumb, Becky
tehley, Richard Nicklay, Wenday Coulson, Linda Ellis, Gall
Reinecke, Nancy Schumann,
Julid Randall, clarinet ; Ann
Coulson and Jean Nelsen, saxophone; Jeff . Predmore, Daryl
Nigoh, Debra Wendt , French
horn ; Jim Busch , Glen Schumann , Pennie Pries and Ricky
Clark, trombone; Jacob Storrn,
Harold Nigon and Tom , Highurn, tuba; Jim Schumann, Tim
Benson, LeTioy Miller and Philip Woodward , snare drum; Deb
Schroeder , soprano; Joleen Coffin and Susan Tradup, mezzo
soprano; Connie Bernhardt , contralto; Mike Kowalczyk and
Dale Woodward , baritone.
Ensembles receiving star ratings were: Becky Stehley, Richard Nicklay, Linda Hammel
and Wendy Coulson, clarinet
.quartet; Diane Giese, •J-u .d.y
"Franke, Ann Coulson and Je*an
Nelsen, saxophone quartet;
Becky Stehley ,and Linda Hammel, clarinet duet; Jim. Bush ,
Glen Schumann , Pennie Pries
and Randy Whitcomb, brass
quartet; Richard Nicklay and
We^idy Coulson, clarinet duet;
Pennie Pries and Randy Whit
comb, brass duet; Stephanie
Winter and Joleen Coffin, flute
duet; Stephanie Winter , Joleen
Coffin and Rdnee Block , flute
trio; Stephanie Winter and
Gail Ganun. vocal duet: Dei

INTERNATIONAL FLAIR ,A . Native
costumes worn at Sunday night's buffe t dinner
depicted a true international flavor. Dressed
in native costumes and assisting with serv- .
ing were, from left : Mrs. Jasoda Hari , Guyana , South America; Miss Davika Ragbir,
Trinidad , and Miss Ingrid Aasex , Norway.

CHEFS .. . Four men from the WSC International Club were among the 18 foreign
students who arranged, prepared and served
the buffet dinner Sunday. From left, Esmail
Rpostaie, Mehran Habibi , Dumrong Supataraporn and Steph-en Cheung. According to Mrs*

Terri Markos, faculty adviser to the group,
the international buffet gave Americans a
chance to: experience the culinary arts of
other : countries so their customs wound be
better understood.
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JEWELRY

BLOUSES

s8.95

LOWER LEVEL

Rushford house,
garden tour
Betrothed
LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
set for June
— Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gelsler,

Osseo-Fairchilcl
music winners
are announced

Schroeder, Judy Bicknese and
Linda Laumb, girls trio.
The Dover-Eyota High School
Band received four stars out of
a possible four at the large*
group music contest held Friday at Plainview, Minn. The
i^Sv
^
^ ^
^
^
^
^
Dome
band and the solo and ensemWellington
ble winners will compete in
state and regional contests.
By DOTTIE WELLINGTON To serve arrange different
Jerome* Paulson is the instrumental music director and Mrs. Tiny party sandwiches are fun shapes, breads and fillings oh
Mary Gifford is the vocal mu- to make and add a festive note several small trays . It's easier
to bring in another tray than
sic director .
to a tea table. Serve them too to refill a large one at the
as a late evening snack—they
Early mariners from the go equally well with hot or cold table.
Here is one of your favorite
Mediterranean sailed with bar- drinks.
fillings.
Save this column, we'll
rels full of live snails as a meat A few tips will make the job
have
more
fillings next week.
substitute.
easier. Have several kinds of This one freezes well, and sandbread/ some light, some dark. wiches can be made a week or
Contrast fillings with the bread more before a party. They thaw
—a light filling on a dark bread quickly, too, so that you can
and vice versa, Use ihin sliced serve them to unex pected
We have a very good
%&&
bread and spread the fillings guests.
selection of blouses
Fillings should be wellthickly.
T
PECAfl BUTTER
seasoned and at room temperaand jewe lry for Mother's
-w*9
ture to spread easily. Use very
3 stick butter
Day or any day.
T
\i C
fresh bread for rolled sand
1 cup pecans
vAttL
fl
t
wiches, day-old bread for filled
K-J&K
1 teaspoon seasoned salt
sandwiches.
rtf > " •*• ^^0^!.^
*iP ^WI III
Trim the bread of all crusts Have butte r at room tempera
(save them for bread pudding ture. Finely chop or grate nuts.
or dressing). For a perfectly Stir in with seasoned salt and
mix well. Spread on very fres h
smooth edge, lay the bread trimmed white bread.
Roll and
slices in a singl e layer on a chill , seam side
down
,
baking sheet and put in the ing io directions given accordabove,
freezer for 10 minutes . Trim Slice
to
V
H " thick while cold
%
with a sharp knife . Spread the to make pin
wheel sandwichinside of each slice wiih a thin es. Makes 24 to
28,
layer of soft butter. It will add
Chill , then freeze . Wrap well
to the flavor and keep the fill- or put in
and seal with
ing
from making the bread sog- tape. Thawboxes
Chains , Pins , Pin and
overnight in refri g
^tXJ. •• /J|PM
< « WI
gy. Put on a thick layer of erator
or 1 hour at room temEarring Sets, Tailored filling and top with another butperature. Slice while cold. Will
or Dressy Sets.
tered bread slice.
keep in freezer up to 4 weeks,
Put sandwiches in a 'shallow
¦
4>X»Uv anil up plus tax
baking pan , cover with waxed
paper and lay a damp paper Lanesboro prom set
towel over the top. Slip the
whole pan into a plastic sack for Friday night
and refrigerate for several
*^r
They 're easy care permanA,
hours or overnight . Slice or cut LANESBORO , Minn . (Spe
^P-tL
'/^w'
,
U<
,
enl press, lovely daytime '*^"
while cold. Cut in triangles , cial) — The theme for the
\h|AT >
j ^\
juniorstrips or tiny squares (circles Lanesboro High School
blouses. What ever your In- W*M
J^%M$
senior prom is "On (he* Thres^
waste
too
much
of
everything.
(iiul
it here in
voriln you 'll
y J^M
tt^c^^^^^ 0
hold of a Dream. '"
The program will be held at
the Lnneshoro Community Hall ,
Friday from 9 p.m. to midnight ,
with music by Phrcd. The
grand march will be at 10 p.m.
Refreshments will be scrveVi by
the sophomores.

$4.00 -

The menu included such items as Korean
egg roll , chapatia from Trinidad , Syrian yabrah and gelatina from Peru , Chinese roast
pork , curried chicken , sweet and sour pork ,
Sacta De Pollo,Hong Kong rice and Loobia
polo from Iran .
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Watch Your "

FAT-GO
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Lr.io ugly exesss weight with tha lenilbl*
NEW FAT-GO dl«t plan. Nothing »nn>tlonsl |uit jtendy weloht lo«» tor those
that really want lo lose.

* \/

WILLIAMS
BOOK and STATIONERY
65 Ea*t Lavoe Plaza
FREE PARKING
At Our Conveniont Rear Entrance

A full tJ-day supply only IJ.30. The prlco
ot two cups of cotfe*.
Ask Gibson Pharmacy about th» FAT GO
reducing plan and start loslno wslohl
this week.
Money back In lull It not completely
satisfied wllh weloM loss from th» very
first packao" .

DON'T DELAY
got: FAT-GO today.
Only 52.80 *l

Gibson Pharmacy
Wostgote'SfooppIng C*nt«r

Plan July wedding
WHITEHALL , Wis . (Special)
—Mr, nnd Mrs. Leslie Wlnsand ,
Independence . Wis., announce
the engagement of their da ughter , June , to Ronald Brnntner ,
son of Mr. and Mrs . William
Brnntner , Durand , Wis,
Miss Wlnsand is a graduate
of Gilmanlon High School nnd
is employed by Samuelson's Department Store, Eau Claire. Her
fiance is a graduate of Durand
High School and is employed by
the U.S. Postal Service , Eau
Claire.
A July 15 wedding is planned.

OSSEO, Wis. — Two . OsseoFairchild High School entries
in the state solo-ensemble music contest won "A"' ratings in
the April 29 contest at Eau
Claire.
Brad Garber won a top award
for . his trumpet solo. The junior
girls' triple trio also received
an "A"; Members, of the vocal
group are Karla Sieg, Jackie
LaUfenberg , Cynthia Johnsrtid ,
Donna Moldenhauer, Debbie
Paulson; Patrice Luer , Judy
Olson, Mary Johnson and Lois
Schmidt.
Also competing in the state
y Mary Jane
meet were Patrice Luer, voLeonhart
cal solo; Carmen Duge, piano
solo ;' ,- 'Allah': Lundberg, tuba soMr. and Mrs. Dean Leonlo; and the brass choir. Instruhart
, Decorah, Iowa,- anmentalists in the brass choir
nounce
the engagement of
are Carmen Duge, Arnie Bentheir
daughter
, Mary Jane,
son, Peter Oftedahl , Brad Garto John T. Gallagher , son
ber , Eric Goplin , Allan Lundberg, Donna Moldenhauer , Deb- of Mrs. Eunice Gallagher ,
bie Paulson, Jackie Laufenberg, Mabel , Minn., and the late
Mary Johnson and Brenda Crist. Tom Gallagher.
The large-group music conMiss Leonhart is a gradtest will be held in Menomonie
uate of North Winneshiek
Saturday, with area band and
choral groups performing. Os- High School and Mankato
State College. She is teachseo-Fairchild Schools have five
ing at Rushford High School.
entries.
The high school chorus and Her fiance is a graduate of
band will compete in Class A;
Decorah High School and is
girls' glee club will sing in engaged in farming.
Class B, and the junior hi gh
A July 8 wedding is planband and chorus will perform
ned at St. Agnes Catholic
in Class C.
Paul Muss and Norman Yam- Church . Burr Oak , Iowa.
ada direct the vocal and inEarl T. Wilson , Harlem , Mont.
strumental groups.
Miss Johnson is a graduate of
St. Francis School of Nursing,

To wed in August

MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) —
Twenty-one music students from
Mondovi High School received
first ratings at the state aolo
and ensemble contest held at
Wisconsin Statd University —
Eau Claiie, April 29.
Donna Brunner, Jill Langworthy and Heidi Heike, in addition to winning first place ratings for their solos, were also
selected to audition for summer music camp scholarships
to the University of Wisconsin,
Madison.
Other soloists placing first
werd: Terry Pace, French horn ;
Becky Glanzman, trombone;
Harlan Weber , drum; Marilyn
Ringger; drum , Sue Hemstock,
flute ; Cindy Lenman, flute; Ginny Unger, oboe; Randl Hagen,
clarinet, and Sharon Odegard,
bass clarinet.
Ensdmbles receiving f i r s t
place ratings were: cornet duet:
Heidi Heike and Jenny Nelson;
trombone duet: Chuck Forster
and Becky Glanzman; brass
quintet: Heidi Heikd, A n n
Rieck, Mary Zierl, Becky Glanzman and Roger Wulff; brass
quintet: Jenny Nelson, Bruce
Lee, Terry Pace^ Eugene Puhl
and Paul Quarberg; born quartet; Mary Zierl, Dondi Nyre,
Jane Fitzgerald and Marie Ser- .
um; brass choir: Heidi Heike;
Jenny Nelson, Ann Rieck , Bruce
Lee, : Terry Pace", Mary Zierl,
Dondi Nyre, Jane Fitzgerald/
Chuck Forster, Diane Anderson,
Debbie Hanson, David Ness,
Paul Quarberg and R o g e r
Wu lff ; drum ' duet: Harlan Weber and Marilyn Ringger; marimba duet: Terry Pace and
Marilyn Ringger; percussion ensemble: Harlan Weber, Marilyn Ringger, Lorene Zinolek ,
PauI Kisselburg, Mary Wright,
Dave Rockwell and Lynn Anderson;

RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special)
— The Rushford Federated
Women's Club and the Town
and Country Federated Club will
sponsor their annual House and
Garden Tour June 2G from 1
to 5 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur BakkCh
and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cordes will have their homes and
gardens open for guests. Homes
to be toured include those of Mr.
and Mrs. Duarie Cook , Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Meyer ciid . John
Rockne. Visitors will also tour
the Conrad Holte garden.
Lunch will be served at Mon
tini Hall.

:
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Lake City , announce the engagement of their daughter, Julie, to
William Howard , son of Mrs
France's Howard , Arlington ,
Va., and the late Dr. I. Ray
Howard .
Miss Geisler is a graduate of
the University of Minnesota
with a major in sociology and
is employed by Gov. Wendell
Anderson , St. Paul. Her fi ance
is a graduate of the University
of Minnesota School of law and
is presently employed as a
lawyer with the state attorney
general's office.
. The weeding is set for Juns
24 at Unity Church, St Paid.

N
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At W West 4th

a%rC&tyZCaWEAR
Dison 's — known for dependability and quality, Is happy
lo announce this new addilion lo our store. We bav»
our own stock and it 's all new. See us for Prince
Edward styles, flares
^
and ruffled shirts.
&¦
\
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La Crosse , and is employed by

WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special) Erloc Hosp ital , Chico , Calif.
— Mr. and Mrs. Milo Johnson , ! Miss Johnson and her fiance are
Strum , Wis ., announce the en- I both students at Chico State
gagement of their daughter , College ,
Alta Elizabeth , to Theodore E. An Aug. 12 wedding is planWilson , son of Mr. and Mrs. ned in Harlem , Mont.

CARPET YARNS , . .
Wh y

pay for less thin thorough carpet cleaning?

What is the answer? Ly le 's steam process will clean

^jLXw ^^^^^^^^t ^^^^^^aBa ^^'/ ^M ^ammm

and extract the dirt , soil and old shampoo while removing
92% ot the water applied during cleaning. Our process
is comparable to ripping out the carpet , sendin g it to the
laundry and havin g it thoroughly washed , rinsed and spin
dried. Ly le 's (eels this is the finest method of cleaning
for all forms of carpetin g — we have been steam cleaning
for all forms of carpetin g — we have been steam cleanin g
upholstery and carpetin g for over three years now with
grea t success!
Is it true that carpet
cleaned?

soils faster

out film.

Call L yle 's for 10°/o Oiscount on stea m cleaning during
May! Let Lyl e 's help you spring houseclean and save 10%l
-
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af ter once being

Normally, with do-it-yourself shampo oing, all forms
of carpet look brighter lor a short while. Using a wet
pickup after shampooing, a very neg ligible amount of water
and dirt will be extracted. Shags are less "eSsy to clean
yourself , and moisture extractio n is considerabl y less than
desirable with shampooing. A prime example would be to
shamp oo one 's hair , let it dry without rinsing, and vacuum
the dirt and shampoo out later. I ant sure a test isn 't
required to know how ridiculous that would he. That is
exactl y the way carpets are left after shampooing — stiff
and starch y with a film coating the fibers , attracting dirt
and retaining it more than would t h e new carpet with-
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OTHER DISON SERVICES

FREE GARMENT STORAGE

Store All your winter cloth«s with Dlton'i
'til fnll. Get needed closet space .

FREE MOTHPROOFING

For a limited time all woolen* dry cleaned are mothproofed.

WATER REPELLING $1.00
Plus the regular dry cleaning.

I "

"V
"'"V
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I

Two Convenient Locatloni:
1405 Gilmore (We*t)
_
. , _ . ,
i
i West Fourt h (Downtown)

Highway 61 W«»t

*£3&'V<a4^j£ L ACLEANERS
U N D E R ERS
&Ar£&ay 7l &&

L y lo & Joann Zicgowaid

Call 452-7643 for Fr«» Delivery
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Chief of Wisconsiii prisons --

Study grm

MADISOM, Wis. (AP) — A
study group 's recommendation
for closing penitentiaries does
not answer the question of how
¦ mmm\r^^^K ^^^^^Sm ^^^^ammmmmmmmmmmmm ^SBS
¦*m\ taxpayers are to pay for penal
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^•"¦""w v security, the chief of Wisconsin
prisons says.
Many felons "have to be in
secure facilities, and these
don't come
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munity-based facilities," he
said , the taxpayers ''would
have to ¦be prepared to¦ ¦pay for:
it ,r: :'.- '
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MAY FELLOWSHIP ... Sister Pat Piper,
Austin, Minn., was the guest speaker at the .
May Fellowship luncheon held Friday afternoon at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.
The event was sponsored by Church Women United with Cathedral women serving the
luncheon. From left, Mrs. Clarence Krenz,
and Mrs ; Men Osborne, program participants; Mrs. Earl Laufenburger, president of
the Church Women United; Mrs. Roger Parks,.:
program participant; Sister Pat and Mrs.
Douglas Johnson, chairman of the luncheoa
arrangements. The theme ior the afternoort
was "Behold the Woman " and was first pre-.

Value of family unit
J ^wk^m\m<^^^^kMmkM\
^^^
ero ded by new age law
yif

J

sented by women from Immanuel United.
Methodist Church in the form of a skit. Sister
Pat continued to develop the theme in her talk
when she advised women to- become more
actively involved and be exposed to their surroundings. Sister Pat, a religious for 10
years , holds a master degree from CatholicUniversity, Washington, D.C, and has written ,
for several, religious publications. Miss Rebecca Van Auken presented a vocal solo, accompanied by James Carlson . More than 200
women attended the event. (Daily News
photoX

ployed missiles on the Caribbean island in an effort to
change the world balance of
power, says a former Hungarian diplomat.
Janos Radvanyi , who defected to the United States in
1967, attributes the claim to
The American Legion auxili- Anastas Mikoyan, top troubleary will meet Tuesday at 8 p.m. shooter for the late Soviet Preat the American Legion Memo- mier Nikita Khruschev .
rial Club. There will be an election of officers.
In a forthcoming book en
titled "Hungary and the Superpowers," Eadvanyi quotes
Mikoyan . as saying in NovemThe Music Guild board will ber 1962 that "the missile denot meet this week. The meet- ployment was aimed at defending was incorrectly listed in ing Castro on the one hand,
Sunday's social calender due to and , on the ether, at achieving
misinformation received by the a definite shift in the power
Daily News. According to Mrs. relationship between the social.Arthur Bowman , president of ist and capitalist world." . ' ¦' .the guild , there will be no board
' ¦cr . business meetings until Sep- "Almost in a flash I grasped
for the first time the ultimate
tember.
goal of the Soviet Union," Radvanyi says. "I realized that the
fla Winona Daily Newt
|
Ivd Winona, Minnesota
purpose of the extremely danMONDAY,MAY 8, 1972
gerous Soviet missile deployBy ENDRE MARTON
. WASHINGTON (AP ) - Communist diplomats were told following the :1962 Cuban; missile
crisis that the Soviet Union de-

Legion Auxiliary

¦

Music Guild

*. • ,
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¦

-

y,

¦

ment was to ¦ upset .the balance
of power." . ' :¦
Radvanyi said Mikoyan also
reported briefly on a visit he
had with President John F.
Kennedy the day before he
spoke with the. diplomats .
Mikoyan said "Kennedy had
given him. a firm guarantee
that, the U.S. Jupiter bases in
Turkey would soon be dismantled," Radvanyi says.

Kennedy established a naval
barricade . around Cuba in October 1962 after it was discovered
that medium-range Soviet missiles were being installed on
the island .
The missiles were removed
the following month after a
tense confrontation between the
United States and the Soviet
Union over the issue.
The Soviet missiles reportedly were removed in return
for a U.S. promise to remove
the Jupiter missiles from Turkey near the Soviet border.
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Y0UR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
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stitutions.
But the subcommittee recommendation, be suggested, might
be "an oversimplification of an
extremely complex problem,
made without regard fo such
concerns as public safety, and
welfare." ,
The state's penal systeta is
already working along the community-based line of treatment
to a limited degree, he said,
citing the 85 per cent; given pro..
bation.
There isn't always a "reasonable', sale alternative" in the
cases of the other 15 per cent,
he said.
Admittedly, there isn't a lot
to be said for the state's 19th
century penitentiaries at Waupun and Green Bay, he said,
describing them as drab and

remote from the inmates' home
towns
"We wouldn't build insitutions like that today," Powers said. "We would love to
trade them for bright uew institutions."
Raymond Malmquist chairman of the task force, said he
suspects his panel may suggest
c l o s i n g the Green Bay
penitentiary and the Taychee'dah Home for Women in two
years'. • ¦
None of his panel'B members,
Malmquist said , "is of the mind
that suddenly these people who
cannot fit into society safely
should be freed."
"Naturally, there is going to
have to be a maxirrium confinement center ," he said.
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Report Soviets tried to
change balance of power

¦
¦
-¦
.

of persona taken to criminal
courts in "Wisconsin being given
probation, Powers said, the
state still has "something like
2,600 adults in prison."
"If my memory serves me
right, something over l,5f/0 are*
there for serious crimes, including murder, aggravated assault, robbery, . burglary and
manslaughter," he said.
"Whether these 1,500 would
be the kind that people of this
state would! want in community
facilities Is a question the legislature would have to answer,"
Powers said.
He said the penitentiary system n«^s improving, and that
many inmates would respond
better to rehabilitation in
smaller, more • personal tar
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fender Rehabilitation. A draft
of the report was made pullic
Saturday.
The panel called for top priority in "closing of all major
correctional institutions, both
adult and juvenile," and replacing the prisons "with a 'community-base'd treatment system by
June 30, 1975."
The subcommittee said it acknowledges a need for maximum security for some convicts, but that education, psychological support services, job
opportunities and other agency
rehabilitation would be better
for the bulk of criminals.
Powers cautioned against too
much liberty for certain types
of convicts.
Even with about 85 per cent

___

MILWAUKEE (AP) — A reduction of Wisconsin's age of
majority to 18 tends to erode
the value of the family unit for
youngsters in their late teens, a
Circuit Court judge complained
Sunday.
Parents shed their responsibilities earlier than they should
when laws grant statutory
adulthood to their children,
Judge Maurice M . Spracker
told a civic group.

the Family Code under which
parents and guardians assure
support of youngsters until they
are 21.
The lowered age, he Said ,
"shifts this parental obligation
in many instances to welfare."
The new law conflicts ¦with
the meaning of the Family
Code and "discourages family
solidarity and unity/' he said.
'.'Today, families are in
trouble; trouble so deep and
pervasive as to threaten the. fuHe recommended the legisla- ture of our society," the judge
ture adopt remedial measures said, . ' - A .
¦Y A •
.
.
to modify the. age-of-majority
law, which allows persons who The lowered age "will add
are 18 and older to marry with- more poor marriages ; marr
out parental consent, sign con- riages not solidly based ": he
tracts, get sued and drink hard argued. ;
liquor.
"These 18-year-olds have no
Taxpayers should tell legisla- trade, no education nor any
tors "jt is not in the best inter- money, How can a marriage
est of the 18, 19 and 20-year- without a sound economic base
olds to permit indifferent par- succeed, especially in these
ents to walk away from their high-cost - of - living times?"
responsibility of supporting, Spracker said.
caring for and educating their Children , he said,-¦"¦"should . not
children."
be deprived of basic family ties
Spracker said the state and should not ¦ be forced on
should preserve the intent of welfare at 18." ¦

Does TV promote
reckless driving
By WILLIAM HELTON
¦
HONOLULU (AP ) ' -' •. . Violence' - oi) television may be a
cause of reckless and irresponsible driving, a university of
Hawaii ¦¦mass media researcher
says.

Five-O," "Mannix ," "The FBI"
or "Cannon ," you're more likely to be a careless driver than
if you prefer Lawrence Welk ,
"The Courtship of Eddie's Father" or other nonviolent iste.
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He says tliat if. you watch That' s the conclusion ot pr,
such programs as "Hawaii K.S, . Sitaram , who says he

Expanded role
for teachers
OKed by WEA

MADISON , Wis. (AP ) - An
expanded and more forceful political role for public school
teachers was approved Sunday
by representatives of the Wisconsin Education Association
(WEA).
D e l e g a t e s attending the
group 's two-day annual representative assembly voted in favor ot changing the structure of
the 45,000-member WEA and
forming a political action body,
Wisconsin Educators Politicall y
Active and Concerned.
The cliangcs require revisions
in the constitution of the WEA ,
which has been basically informational in its politi cal activties.
The delegates called for a
Sept. 9 special representative
assembly to put the proposal
into final form.
About 900 delegates attended
the weekend assembly, which
also voted to join membership
with the National Education Association , effective this fall.
In other action , the group ordered the WEA presiden t to actively seek members of minority groups for seYvice on statewide standing committees.
The delegates defeated a resolution opposing busing of students to achieve racial balance
and rejected a resolution
against discrimination in the
assignment and dismissal of
teachers .
On a special ballot vote, tho
group ruled out of consideration
a proposed resolution conrrcmning U.S, involvement in
Southeast Asia.
Knrllcr in the session, the
delegates called for cutting military spending nnd plugging tax
loopholes to provide" more money for education.
"fl&fficcrs elected nt the meeting included
president-elect
Mrs. Lauri Wynn of Milwaukee ,
first vice president Allan Solmonson of Wausnu , second vied
president Qcorge Ilahnnr of
Racine and third vice president
Paul du Vair of Madison ,
The current president-elect ,
Francis Fnizen of Beloit , will
assume tho presidency in Septem ber.

spent two years comparing the
television viewing habits of
good and bad drivers.
Sitaram interviewed 293 bad
drivers who had been ordered
by Honolulu District Court to
take a safe driving course as a
result of traffi c violations. He
compared their video tastes
with those of 54 good drivers.
"Most of the bad drivers listed such programs as "Hawaii
Five-O," "Mannix ," "Camwn,"
and "The FBl"as their favor
ite programs ,' Sitaram said in
an interview. "People with safe
dri ving habits tended not to
watch such programs. "
Sitara m also found that the
bad drivers could remember
such
character names as
" H a w a i i Five-O's" Steve
McGarretl and Mannix but
could not recall the nnmes of
the actors play ing the parts.
"This confirms my hypothesis that they are living in a
world of fantasy, " he said .
"They act out the fantasies
when they ore driving. They
probably think they are Mfannix
or McGarett and are trying to
imitate them."
There is a message in alt
this , Sitaram said.
aggression
"People learn
from the mass media , particularly radi o and television," he
said.

Air Wisconsin in
black , report shows
APPLETON, Wis. (AD Air Wisconsin , Inc., liar] 1971
net earnings of $50,110, compared with n loss of $B9,Rfi4 in
1970, Karl P. Baldwi n, president , announced .
Tho company, ho said , had n
10 por cent decrease in total
route miles flown during 3971, n
7 per cent increase in, number
of passengers , 30 per cent increase in air freight and 39 per
cent Increase in U.S. mail carried.
^—^^^^m^^maem ^mammawmm
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NATIONAL BANK

Ask About Installment Loans for
Many Other Things You W a n t . . .
• BOAT & MOTOR • AIR CONDITIONING
• TRAVEL TRAILER • MOBILE HOME
If it takes money... Think Merchants!

• TURF BUILDER
• HALTS PLUS
• TURF BUILDER PLUS 2

MERCHANTS

Df)DD BROTHERS
flUDD STORE , INC.

Membttr Fedorol Deposit Insurance Corporation

(Scot ^)

TRUE VALUE HARDWAR E

174 B. 41ft SI.

Pliant 4SZ4007

NATIONAL BANK OF WINONA

102 on the Plaza Bast

Phono -454-5160
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Injured SMC
student dies
at Rochester

Philip Freidel, 19, Waterloo,
Iowa, a student at St. Mary's
College, died at 3:49 a.m. Saturday at St. Marys Hospital,
Rochester, Minn., following an
incident at the college April
'
28. " '- . . . . .¦ ' ;.'

The daily record
Winona Deaths
William J. Fried
William J. Fried, 78, 559 E.
Lake Blvd., formerly of Fountain City, Wis., died Saturday
afternoon at Community Memorial Hospital.
A retired farmer , he was
born at Eagle Valley, Wis.,Mov.
24, 1893, to Leonard and Anna
Danuser Fried. A lifetime area
resident, he married Edna Florin at Cochrane, Wis., March
4, 1916. She died in 1962.
He farmed in Bohri's Valley
near Fountain City from 191669, when he retired and hurved
to Winona. Educated in Eagle
Valley School, he was a member of the Bohri's Valley School
Board for many years.
Survivors are; one son, Rus*
sel, Madison, Wis.; one daughter , Mrs. Werner (Olive ) Enjel ,
Fountain (Sty; seven grandchildren; six ^•eat-grandchildren;
three brothers . Dr. Anton Fried ,
Newtonville . Mass.; Orrin . Madison, and Lewis, St. Paul, and
two sisters. Miss Anna Fried,
Racine, Wis., and Mrs. Harold
(Lillian) Shaw, Harwick, Mass.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Tuesday at St. Join's
United Church of Christ, Feuntain City, the Rev . Robert G-oessling officiating. Burial will be
in Fountain City Public Cemetery. . ' .- .
Friends may call until ll a.m.
Tuesday at the Colby Funeral
Home, Fountain City, and "until
time of services at the church .

According to Assistant Chief
John Scherer , the police reWEATHER FORECAST... - . Wide-spread showers, with ceived a call from an unidensnow in some areas are forecast for today. Cooler weather tified male at 11:28 April 28
is expected across the nation except for the Southeast coastal stating there was a student
areas. Showers are forecast for the western Gulf and show- hurt who had apparently fallen
ers ov snow for the central plains. Showers are forecast for in St. Mary 's Hall. Upon arriving at the scene, . the police
the Atlantic coast with snow expected inland in the North- found
Freidel on, the first floor
"
east. (AP Photofax)
of the building, unconscious
and bleeding from * cut on his
head. He was found at the botton of a winding four-story open
.
staircase.
OFFICIAL WEATHER BUREAU OBSERYATIONS for
'
was
taken
to ComFreidel
the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 62, minimum 38, noon 56, no pre- munity Memorial Hospital by
Praxel Ambulance but transcipitation.
ferred to St. Marys early in
A year ago today:
the morning April 29. He never
High 72, low 44, noon 68, no precipitation .
regained consciousness.
Sun rises tomorrow at 5:48, sets at 8vl9 ;
11 A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVATIONS
Scherer said the police talked
(Mississippi Valley Airlines )
with the father of the boy and
learned that Freidel was with
Barometric pressure 30.15 and falling, wind from the
some friends in a room on the
. northeast at 3 mph, cloud cover clear, visibility 20+ miles.
fourth floor when he decided to
HOURLY TEMPERATURES
go to the first floor where the
(Provided by Winona State College )
soft-drink machines are locat• Friday - . .
ed. Scherer said it is not known
1 p ;m. ' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 midnight
which floor he fell from but
62
58 56 56 58 58. 58: 58 58 58 58 ^
the police are: convinced no Miss Madge McCullough
.Saturday:
'¦•¦ ' ¦ ¦¦ l- ' a '.rn. ' 2 3 4: 5 6 7. 8 9 10 11 noon
foul play was involvevd.
:
Miss Madge McCullough , 85,
' ¦"•¦ • " .-' 58
Funeral arrangements are- formerly of 1016 M. Broadway,
52
58 58 . 56 54 54 54 : 54 54 54 54
being made in Waterloo, Iowa. died at 8:45 a.m today at ComA . i p.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 10 11 midnight
.
,
54
.
56>
55
.
59
58
57
54
56 58 60 60 . 60
munity Memorial . Hospital. She
Sunday
had been ill the past twq years.
1 a.m. 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 noon
A self-employed seamstress,
52 50 50 50 49 48 47 47 48 50 52 54
she was born Ma^ 10, 1887, at
1 p.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 midnight
Fond du lac. Wis., to Oscar
52
58 61 62 64 64 64 63 62 59 56 55
arid Mary McCullough and
• ' . ¦ . . .: " '¦' Today
never married. Most of her
1 a m . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 noon
life was spent here, where she
51 50 48 47 46 44 42 42 44 46 52
56
•
belonged to St. Mary's CatTiolic
Church.
MADISON, Wis ; (AP ) — The Survivors are : one nephew,
State Agriculture Department Charles Frank,, Goodview . and
has announced the first of the one graadnephew . R o b e r t
district winners in its annual Frank, Winona: Two sisters and
Alice in Dairyland contest .
a brother have died
The annu al pageant is June 3- Funeral services will be Wed10 at Fort Atkinson. The winner nesday at. 10 a;m. at , St. Mary 's
serves the department for a Catholic Clmrch, the Rev . Msgr.
year, as a promoter of Wiscon- Joseph Mountain officiating.
sin dairy products.
Burial will be in St. Mary 's
The M ississippi
Districts and pageant entries Cemetery. ,
Flood Stage 24-hr. are:::
\
Stage Today Qig,
Friends may call at Fasvcett
S.E. Minnesota
District 4, Chilton : Sandra
¦, '
'
'
.
.
Lake
City
......
..
12.1
«
Funeral
Home Tuesday after
Increasing cloudiness to0 Harmelink, 21, of rural Oost- 7 p.m. Rosary will be recited
night. Cloudy Tuesday with Wabasha ....... 12¦ 10.2
0 4)urg, a University of Wiscon- at 8. ¦ • ¦'¦ - ' -:• ""¦ ' ¦¦ - ' ¦
chance of showers by after- Alma Dam, T.W. ...' ' 8.6
sin-Milwaukee junior , and Betty
noon! Low tonight 34 to 40.. Whitman Dam .. .. 7.1
J
High Tuesday low 50s. Whitman Dam . . . . 7.1 /« Ann Tesch, 21, of Black Creek,
Winona Funerals
Chance of precipitation to- Winona D., T.W. .. 8.5 ,4 a UW-Green Bay coed.
District
7,
Hammond:
Geornight 10 percent, Tuesday WINONA ;...... 13 9.3
0
Jolin P. Brang
Tremp. Pool..... .. 9.2
0 gia Ann Ausman , 21, of rural Funeral services for John P.
3* percent.
Elk
Mound
,
,
a
senior
at
St.
Olaf
Tremp. Dam ... .. 8.3
ft
Brang, 364 E. Mark St., will
Minnesota
Dakota ......... .. 90
6 Minnesota , CoUege, and Marion be at 10 a.m. Tuesday at WatOwens,
19,
of
Frederic,
a
UWIncreasing cloudiness to- Dresbach Pool .. .. 9.4
ft
kowski Funeral Home, the Rev.
night. Mostly cloudy Tues- Dresbach Dam.. .. 7.8
ft Eau Claire sophomore.
Joseph R. McGfdnnis,
Msgr.
District
8
day with chance of scatPark
Falls:
Janet
,
Forecast
Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart,
tered showers south. Low
Tue6. Wed. Thurs. Kohler,:-21 , of Bruce , a UWtonight 28 to 40. High Tues- Red Wing ..... 9,1 9.1 9.2 Stout junior, and Barbara officiating. Burial will be in
Woodlawn Cemetery.
day 48 to 56.,
WINONA ..... 9.2 9.1 9.1 Vraniak, 20, of Springbrook, a
Friends may call at the fupractical
nurse.
La Crosse ..... 9.1 9.1 9.0
Wisconsin
District 9, Antigo: Patricia neral home today after 6 p.m.
Tribntary Streams
Tonight, fair north and cen- Chippewa at Diirand ........ . 3.7 Elizabeth Jury, 22, of Antigo, a Members of the Odd Fellows
tra l , partly cloudy south , some Black at Galesville
Lodge will meet there at 7.
4.S UW-Eau Claire senior.
Ilglit rain or drizzle extreme La Crosse at W. Salem ..... 4.1
Lodge members will conduct a
TURNABOUT
southeast. Rather cold tonight, Root at Houston
6.1 MILWAUKEE (AP)-— Time memorial service at the grave
lows 27 to 38. Tuesday, partly
Tuesday.
sunny, high s 52 to 62.
Holdings, Inc., a diversified fiture changes. Lows 28 to nancial services organization,
5-day fo recast
48. Highs 50 to 70.
reported a $547,000 net income
MINNESOTA
WISCONSIN
Wednesday through FriFair Wednesday and Thurs- for the first quarter , compared
,
day. Cloudy with chance of with a $5,000 loss in 1971.
day: Considerable cloudiness with chance of showshowers Friday. Minor day to> Total prim ary earnings per
ers mainly in the east and
day temperature changes with share were 40 cents , compared
lows in the 30s and low 40s and with a loss of seven cents in the
south Wednesday and again
first quarter last year , the firm
A Winona boy was shot in the
Friday. ' No large tempera. ' highs in the 5fls and low 60s.
said.
back of the head by a BB while
he was riding his bicyc le on
Elsewhere
the dike behind Winona IndusHigh Low Pr. tries, Inc. , 602 E. Front St. , Sun60 40 .01 day afternoon.
Albany, rain
68 41 ..
Albu 'que, clear
Matthew Pehler, son oi Mr.
60 47 .. and Mrs. John Pehler, 5-99 E.
Amarillo, fog
45 36 .. Front St., was riding his b icycle
Anchorage, clear
(Ext racts from the files oj this newspaper.)
73 56 .20 at 3 p.m - when he felt someAsheville, rain
Birmingham , cldy 73 66 .09 thing strike him in the back
Ten yea rs ago . . . 1962
51 43 .. of the head. When he -came
Bismarck , cldy
74 49 .04 home the wound was bleeding.
Boise, cldy
A cruise to the Orient on a U.S. Navy transport ship has
72 4B .07 He was taken to Community
Boston , rain
been wor, hy Scouts of Explorer Post 2, Central Lutheran
53 45 .14 Memorial Hospital by Winona
Church. The post was picked as the outstanding youth group
Buffalo , rain
75 67 ..
Charleston , cldy
in the 17-stale Ninth Naval District .
police at the request of his
Cnrlus E . Walter , president and general mnnager of Peter
63 5B T
Charlotte , rain
was treated aaid reBub Brewery, Inc., became a "life member " of the Minnesota
47 43 .37 mother. He
Chicago, rain
leased.
Cincinnat i , rain
State Pharmaceutical Association . A 1925 graduate of Creigh76 59 1.20
continuing tlie inton University, Omaha , Wa lter worked as a druggist here Cleveland , rain
5fi 46 .14 Police areof the incident .
vestigation
joining
Bub's
17
before
Brewery.
61 36 .
Denver, clear
50 46 .05
Des Moines, rain
Twenty-five years ago . . , 1947
55 43 .31
Detroit , rain
43 28
Duluth , clear
Mrs . Wil liam O. Miller was appointed service officer
70 55 1. 15
Fort Worth, cldy
of the Auxiliary to Neville-Lien Past, Veterans of Foreign
5(1 32 ..
Green Bay, clear
War?. She will work with Carl Hargcsheimer, post service
Helena , rain
4fi 37 T
officers , on veterans ' relief cases.
64 72
Honolulu , clear
Harol d E. Stassen said that he might consider accepting
Houston , cldy
72 (14 2.4B
(AP ) — The
the Republican nomination for vice president in 1948, How74 60 .19 DULUTH , Minn.
Ind' apolls , cldy
ol College
Association
ever ho intends no let-up in his current campaign for the
National
82 79
Jacks'ville , cldy
Mayer of
Jim
presidential nomination .
elected
Veterans
Kansas City, rain
62 48 .04
president
Mo.,
,
GlrardCau
Cape
Little Hock , cldy
77 M .50
its
fifth anof
Fifty years ago . . . 1922
conclusion
at
the
Los Angeles , cldy
fiB 56
In DuSunday
conference
nual
75 (12 1.20
Louisville, cldy
Frank 0'Flaherty was a ppointed clerk of court for Waluth.
31) 29
,
Marquette
clear
hnshn Counly by Judge C. E. Callaghan at tlie opening sesD.
Memphis , cldy
75 03 .24 Also ckcted were Donovan
sion </f the May general term ol district court at Wabasha.
, Minn., , exMankato
Sullivan
of
,
Miami
clear
31
78
Emil y 'Brandt has been selected as valeriictorhn and
Charles
Milwaukee , rain
40 36 .22 ecutive vice president;
Marian Beech as salutntor lnr of St . Charles High school.
Langley of Washington , D.C.,
Mpls-St, P. clear
59 40
New Orleans , cld y 00 73 .14 Lou Fcrrctti of St. Louis, Mo.,
Seventy-five years ago . . . 1897
Lnfflydtte ,
Now York , cldy
fl.1 53 .56 and Hank Littrell of
and Jack
,
presidents
vice
Ind.,
Okl.a City, cld y
5B 46 ,.
Tlie tennis club has closed contracts for the fixing up
Frost of Duluth , treasurer.
Omahn
,
cldy
41)
45
..
of its grounds nt an expense of $150.
30
Philnrl' phia , cld y
63 58 .. Some 250 delegates from
Tivo government fleet of boats nt Fountain City is being
states
attended
the
conference.
Phoenix , clear
painted ,
67 B0 ..
Pittsburgh , cldy
75 55 .,
Beginniii R next. Sunday ( lie Milwaukee will run n sleeper
Ptlnnrl , Ore*, cldy
57 48 .16
on its fast mull between St, Paul and Chicago.
C ity accidenf"
Ptland , Me. cldy
70 35 1.39
The Utli anniversary meeting of the Young Men 's
Rapid City, cldy
54 33 ..
Christian Association was held at the new Central Methodist
Sunday
Richmond , cldy
church.
82 59 .. 9:42 p.m, — Franklin Street
St. Louis, rain
711 57 .10 28 north of Howard Street , parkSalt Uke , cldy
70 50 .08 ed car collision: Jnmen P. GnrOne-hundred yea rs ago . . . 1872
San Diego, eidy
65 49
ry, 116 E. Broadway, 1967 modSupt Slcvvnrt left for Chicago .
San Fran, clear
57 51 .. el seda n, right front , $500
W II. Dill is going West to tak e n railroa d contract on
(10 46 .. Thomas J. Kropidlowskl , parkSeatt e, rain
the western extension of tho Winona & St. Peter road . He Spokane, rain
60 4fi ..39 ed , 600 E. 3rd St. 1904 model
is a man who will drivo nnv work that come* In his w«v .
TamDa, cld v
05 70 .25 station wagon, $200.

Local observations

First district
Alice contest
winners named

Forecasts

Bicycling youth
shot in head
with BB gun

In years gone by

Missouri veteran
elected president
of college group

MONDAY
MAY 8, - Wi .
Two-State Deaths

At Community
Memorial Hospita l
Visiting hours: Mcdlcil ind surgical
pstlente: 2 te 4 and 7 to l:M p.m. (No
cfclidren under IJ.)
Maternity patients: I to »:» antl 7 to
8:00 p.m. l/dults only.)
Visitors la a pitltnt limited to two at
on» }lmt.

Clarence Oian
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
r- Clarence Oian , 62, Rushford ,
died at 1:30 a.m. Sunday at
Preston , Minn., Nursing Home
after an Uness of seven months.
He was a retired farmer.
The son of Henry ind Emma
HoltegaarrJ Oian, he was born
at Rushford, May 5, 1910. He
was a lifelong area resident ,
and a member of Rushford
Lutheran Church.
Survivors are: his stepmother,
Mrs. Josie Oian, Rushford; one
sister, Mrs. Maurice ( Ruth )
Lukkason, Rushford; nephews
and nieces. One sister has died .
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Rushford
Lutheran Church , the Rev.
Owen Gaasedelen officiating,
with burial in the church cemetery.
Friends may call >t JensenCook Funeral Home, Rushford,
Tuesday evening, th<n at the
church Wednesday from 1 p.m.
until eervices.

SATURDAY
Admissions
Lisa Kay Anderson, Rush ford ,
Minn. .. . . .
Mrs . Teresa O'Meara , 4820
6th St., Goodview.
Mrs. Joseph Poulin, 1604 W.
5th St. ' ,
Dischargei
A n t h o n y Schell, Stockton ,
Minn. . '
Mary Thompson , 4333 9th" St.,
Goodview.
Birth*
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hemmelman, 3740 6th St., Goodview,
a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon, Patrow ,
Rushford , Minn., a daughter.
SUNDAY
Admissions
William Block ,, 861 E. WaMiss Sophia Has*
basha St .
GALESVILLE - Miss Sophia
Mrs. Clarence Sanford , Wino- ; Hass, 86, Galesville, died this
i morning at Mulder Nursing
na Rt. 3.
Mrs. Marie Ledebuhr, 188'^ : Home, West Salem.
Walnut St.
. i A resident of the nursing
Mrs. Stuart Redmann , Minne- j home for several months, she
¦ •. ' was born June 6, 1885, at La
sota City Rt. 1, Minn.
I¦
Tracy Trester , Stockton, Minn. Crosse, Wis., to Maria and SamDischargei
j uel Hass. A lifetime resident of
Mrs. Lowell Stueve and baby, 1 the area , she farmed with her
20 Lenox St.
brother Walter in rural GalesPeggy
¦¦"¦ ¦ ¦' Beranek , 529 Lafayette ville until his death Nov. 18,
1971; She never married and
St. . '
Mrs: Peter Johnson , 1802 W. there are no sijr viv^rs . .
Mark St.
Funeral services will be held
Birth
Wednesday at 2 p.m., at Zion
Mr; and Mrs. Stanley Jackow-: Lutheran Church, the Rev. M .
ski , 602 Carimona St., a daugh- C. Parkhurst officiating. Burial will be in Pine Crest Cemeter.
tery, Galesville.
Friends may call at Smith
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Mortuary. Tuesday, . 7-9 p.m. and
Paui Sievers, 3oi E. King St., at the church after 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday.
6.-V- - ' '

Two-Sf ate Funerals

DAM LOCKAGE
Saturday
6:50 p.m. — Hugh C. Blaske,
12 barg«s, down.
Sunday
6:45 am. — Ray A , six barges, down.
4:05 p.m. — J; W. Hershey,
12 barges, down.
4:50 p.m. — Baxter Southern ,
three barges, down.
Small craft — 19.
. ': Today . :
Flow — 68,600 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m.
12:40 a.m. — Luke Gladders,
three barages, down;
IMPOUNDED DOGS

Mrs. William Fiedler
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. Funeral services for Mrs.
William (Bud ) Fiedler , Fountain
City Rt. 2, were held this Rafternoon at Fawcett Funeral Home,
Winona , the Rev. Louis O. Bittner officiating. Burial was in
Woodlawn Cemetery , Winona.
Pallbearers were Ryan Eder,
Allen Fiedler, Orville Abts, Armond Pashe. Erwih Paskewicz
and Paul Sweazey.
Emil P. Norb ye
;
Funeral services: for Emil P.
Norbye, Martin Luther Manor ,
Bloomington, Mini., former
area resident, were held today
at Martin Funeral Chapel , Winona , the Rev, Ellis Eskritt,
St. Luke's Lutheran Church,
Bloomington , officiating. Burial
was in Oakland Cemetery, Minnesota City.
Pallbearers were David Wockenfuss , Junior
Markwardt ,
Leonard Heuer, Herbert Witt
and Lester and Edwin Maus.

Winona
No. 89 — Large black, white
and1 brown male, mixed breed,
available.
No. 101 — ¦• Small bl ack female, mixed breed , available .
¦No. 104 — Medium size black
Labrador female, available.
No. 106 — Two small black
male part cockers , no license,
fourth day .
No, 122 — Small black and
Lawrence J. Dittrich
brown male terrier , no license, MINNEISKA , M?inn . - Fufourth day.
neral services for Lawrence
John Dittrich , rural Minneiska ,
were held today at Holy Trinity
Municipal Court
Catholic Church , Rollingstone ,
WINONA
the Rev. Leland Smith officiatAppearing for Mrs . Wilma ing. Burial with military rites
Decker, 4120 7th St., Goodview , by Kellogg, Minn., American
attorney Robert Langford enter- Legion Post 546 was in Immacued a plea of not guilty before late Conception Catholic CemSpecial Judge Loren Torgerson etery, Oak Ridge.
to a charge of leaving the scene Pallbearers were William
of an accident. The accident oc- Marking, Ronald Arens, Jack
curred in Goodview where she Neumann ,, Donald Doehling,
allegedly struck a parked car. William Clickner , Michael CorShe entered a plea of not guil- coran , Donald Grancr and Lawty April 24 in Goodview just ice rence Peters.
court before Floyd Farnholtz.
One May 4 Langford requested
the case be referred to municipal court.
She is released on her own
recognizance and trial Is scheduled for 9:30 a.m. June 6.
GItP:KN BAY , Wis: (AP ) Barry Kurtz , Houston Rt. 3, The Wisconsin Public Service
Minn., pleaded guilty to a Corp. has announced income of
charge of driving after suspen- $4.75 million for the three
sion. He was arrested at 1 a.m. months ended March 31, comSaturday on East 5th nnrl pared with $4.47 million for the
Franklin streets .
same 197] period ,
He was fined $100.
Net income for the 2 months
George J. Nazionale . 165 Huff ended March 31, was $12 milSt., pleaded not guilty to a lion , compared with $12.3 milcharge of operating a vehicle lion. Earnings we re $1,55 per
with an expired driver 's license average common share , comand driving after suspension. pared with $l.fi7 for the same
He was arreted at 2 a.m. Sat- 1071 period .
urday on East 5th and Walnut
liquor in possession , 1:50 a.m.
streets.
Bond was set nt $100 and trial Friday, Enst Broadway and
is scheduled for 10:30 a.m. June Mankato Avenue,
Eric J. Paulowski , 200 Chest1.
nut St., $25, speeding 40 in a 30FORFEITURES:
Richard D. Lembkey, 18, 520 mile zone, 4:56 p. m. Saturday,
Collcgevicw, $50, minor with East Ranhorn Slrfet and Manliquor in possession , 0:38 p.m. koto Avenue.
Friday, East Sarnia Street and Gayle G. Ciomirifiki . Iled Top
Trailer Court , $IB , leaving three
Mnnkato Avenue.
Dale R. Johnson , 20, 71 Man- dogs run nt large in Lake park ,
kato Avenue , $50, minor with 2 p.m. Wednesday .

W isconsin PSC¦ V
income rises /

Abbie Hoffman
to speak at
WSC Tuesday
Abbie Hoffmsm, member
ot the "Chicago 7.'» Indicted for disruption of the 1968
Democratic National Convention, will appear at Winona State College Tuesday evening at 6:30.
A part 61 the "Festival
of Life," sponsored by th*
WSC Political Science Clob,
Hoffman's appearance will
culminate a day-long peace
rally starting at 11:30 a.m.
at the Lake Park bandshell.
Bally mem ben w i l l
march from the park at 5:30
p.m. to Sotnsen Hall at
WSC where the film will be
presented.
The public is invited.

Fatality
suit starts
at Caledonia

CALEDONIA, Minn. — Jurors were selected this morning
in Houston County District
Court to hear a wrongful death
suit being heard by Judge Glenn
E. Kelley.
The plaintiff , Henry Breitsprecher , Mabel, Minn as
trustee as next of kin of Dennis
C. Breitsprecher , deceased , is
asking for $36,500 damages from
the defendant , Curtis Vickerman, Mabel Rt. 2.
The complaint states that on
May 13, 1970, on Highway 44
near Mabel, the defendant Vickerman negligently drove a vehicle that collided with one driven by Dennis Breitsprecher, who
died of injuries received in that
accident.
the defendant denies the allegation , admits the collision
and admits that Breitsprecher
died;
Jurors impaneled were .* Mrs.
Phyllis Ender, Hokah; Orin
Township;
Loken, Houston
Mrs. Claude Redding, Houston
Village; Doris Webbles, Houston; Maxine Egstad , La Crescent, and James Vetsch, May
ville Township.
Ten exhibits were entered
this morning; nine being pictures of the scene and the cars
involved and also a scale drawing of the accident scene.
When court recessed this noon
Al W. Holtbert, Highway Patrol
officer who investigated the accident, was being cross-examined.
This is the last week of the
October general term of court ,
with 63 cases on the agenda.
The spring term of court
starts next Monday, with 77
cases being scheduled.

in Twin Cities

MINNEAPOLI S, Minn .. (AP )
— More than $250,000 to combat
poverty was raised Saturday in
the Minheapolis-St. Paul Walk
for Development, officials said
Sunday.
More than 45 ,000 persons participated in the 30-mile trek
through the Twin Cities, according to Jerry Pyle, staff
member of the sponsoring
Freedom from Hunger Foundation.
Pyle said officials hope about
$500,000 will be raised in Minnesota by the end of May, whe'n
42 such walks will have been
completed in the state.
Participants in the walk obtain pledges from their sponsors for each mile they complete.
Other weelccnd walks in Minnesota were at Rochester , Albert Lea, Morris and Alexandria.

HEART

TO GOD

Letter Unnasch, Clerk
N»w Hartford Townshi p
Dakota, Minn. 35925

CHARLES E Loshek. 518 E,
4th St., reported he was southbound on CSAH 17 one mile
south of Winon a when he struck
and killed a deer that was crossing the road.
Damage to the front of the
1965 mode hardtop is $200.
No injuries resulted from ¦
one car accident at 4:30 a.m.
on Highway 61 one mile south
of Minneiska; According to Patrick M. McDonough , Kellogg Rt.
1, Minn., he was southbound on
Highway 61 when he fell asleep.
His car crossed into the left
lane, hit eight guard rails and
went through into the ditch for
45-feet , spun around and caught
fire.
The Minnesota City fire department was called to investigate the fire; ,
The McDonough car Is listed
as a total loss. .
¦
The Dallas fire department
responded to 1,132 heart attack
calls and 28 drownings in 1971.

every haiard of lost to your
boat. And protection against
liability I OSMH . Allstate
Boatowncr 's Insurance
gives you bolh.

/instate'

Soe or Phone

GENE REGAN
SEARS STORE
57 en thi Plaza East
Phom 4S1-7720
Res. Phone 454-22M

j m m m \ \ \y\ \Im m
\ \ \ \Af J
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HAND

TO MAN

The misfortunes of others have always been
the concer n of The Salvati on Army; and

WHKHKAS:

The Salvation Army 's love for God and concern for humanity is expressed by Its uplritunl ministry nnd a wide variet y of social
services which are extcwlcnl to those in need
withou t discrimination as to race or creed ;
and .

WHK11KAR:

Hie Salvation Army has nssiMed countless
members of our communilj In their time of
need;
v

NOW
THKHKFOItK:

cubic yards , morn or !•»» , of Crushed Rock to b« de-

Board raserves th* right to roject any and all bidw.

MISS JACKIE R. Brugger.
H.15- 40th Ave., Goodview, w»i
taken by Praxel Ambulance ta
Community Memorial Hospital
where she was admitted. She
Is expected to be released sometime today.;
Another passenger , Steven
Harris ,. 15, Lewiston Rt. 2, waa
:
not injured. :
Damage to the front of the
1966 model hardtop is $500.
Two other accidents also were
reported to the sheriff's office
Sunday. They were not investigated at the scene.

WHFJtF.AS:

Tim Town of New Hartford will accept bids for 3,000

Tho Town

A 19-year old Goodview woman was injured in a one car accident at 4:30 a.m. Sunday :.«n
CSAH 25 three mlies south of
Lewiston, Minn.
According to Winona County
Sheriff , Helmer Weinmann, a
ear driven by Gerald R. Schweitzer, 17, St, Ctiarles, Minn., was
east bound on CSAH 25 when the
ear struck a power pole on the
south side of the road.
Schweitzer told sheriff's deputies he had fallen asleep. The
accident was not investigated at
the scene.

BoatownerV
Development' walk 2*way
protection/
raises $250,000
Protection against almost

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
livered and spread on Townshi p Roads.
Bids will be accepted until May 23 , 1972,

Local woman
hurt in crash
near Lewiston

IN WITN'KSS
WIIHFtKOI 1':

I , Norman I W I H II , Mayor , do hrrehy proclaim
the period of May 8-14, 1072, Salvation Arm y
Week In Winon n , Minn., i\ni do urrj e all citizens to join me in honoring (1us organization
of dedicated mon nnd women who enrich
the life of our entire city hy their compassionate service,
I have hereunto sol my hand , caused Ihe
seal of Winonn to he affixed thin day, May
3, 1072.

THE SALVATION ARMY

LT. RICHARD FORNEY
1)2 Watt Third St., Winona , Minn.

Phone 4S2-4963

Claim Canada
group
KenriedyyisifM
Foreign re/of/ons
fo remain in
p robesV/efnam /i/sfory wheat business fuel to preside^

By HARRISON HUMPHRIES
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Senate' Foreign Relations Committee reaches back through
two decades of history in hearings this week exploring the
origin of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
Chairman J.W. Fulbright, PArk., announced the" hearings
today, after the committee
made public a staff report assessing the current prospects
for peace as bleak.

Fulbright said the hearings
Tuesday through Thursday are
designed "to illuminate the lessons of the past and benefit
present and future policy ."

Testimony will be based on
the once-secret Pentagon Papers which traced U.S. involvement in Vietnam through
the Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson administrations.
The staff report concluded
that the . success of President
Nixon's Vietnamization policy
has no bearing on the prospects
for peace in the embattled nation.
"It seems clear that the
North Vietnamese1 will be able
to continue to use the territory
of Laos and Cambodia to pursue the war in South Vietnam ,
no matter how successful
Vietrnamization proves to be,

Saigon forces —

and to keep South Vietnam in a
state of permanent siege," said
the document.

By DON KENDALL
WASHINGTON (AP),. .- Agriculture Department officials,
The analysis was based on
farm
the assessments of James G. taking a look at Canadian
say
the
northern
prospects,
Lowenstem and Richard - U.
Moose, committee staff mem- neighbor will remain in the" bigbers who visited Laos, Cam- time wheat business at least
last through 1975.
bodia
and Thailand
January .
The analysis was provided
Sen. Stuart Symington , DWednesday
, in a report by the
Mo., chairman of the subcommittee on U.S. security agree- Economic Research Service.
ments, released parts of it Sun- Canada is one" of the world's
day after executive-branch se- largest exporters of farm prodcurity officers censored it.
ucts and is second only to the
The foreign relations panel's United States as an interhearings begin with testimony national wheat salesman.
"Although Canada's wheat
by Dr. Leslie Gelb, chairman of
the task force which conducted production through 1975 will be
the Defense Department study up from 1970-71 levels, it is not
that became known as the" Pen- expected to reach levels attagon Papers after widespread tained during the mid-1960s,"
the report said
publication last June.
Other witnesses will include Other observations included:
James C. Thomson Jr., a for- — "Coarse grains (including
mer White House aide and now corn and barley) production
a Harvard history professor; will continue to increase rapidArthur M. Schlesinger Jr., an ly.
assistant to former Presidents —"Be"ef production will inKennedy and Johnson ; and crease but less rapidly than
Noam Chomsky, a professor at sharply increasing domestic deMassachusetts
Institute
of mand ."
On the outlook for Canadian
Technology and a member of
the Committee of Concerned beef expansion—which also affects U.S. markets and import
Asian Scholars.
levels—the report said Canada
In another development, Sen. •will bridge* the production-conEdward M. Kennedy . insisted sumer gap mainly by boosting
that U.S. aid programs for ref- imports. There is no sign Canaugees in Laos still are being da plans to reduce beef exports
usgd to support military oper- to the United States, the . report
ations
said.

Some strategy
hardto figure
(Continued from page one)

terrain between the Michelin
He put his hand on the map, rubber plantation and the dispointing to a 15-mile-wide trict town of Ben Cat.
swath of unpopulated , scrubby "I; just can
't understand what
the South Vietnamese are
Fond du Lac man doing. The NVA can march
abreast in columns and sing on
named president their way to Saigon , and we
eVen know it until
of Wisconsin CEG wouldn't
they run into the villagers; We
GREEN LAKE, "Wis. (AP) - should be fighting them up here
Robert Rucks, civil service di- and not among the people."
rector at Fond du Lac, was in Like most other American ofstalled as president of the Wis- ficers, he fe*els that a great
consin federation of the Council mistake is being made in not
for Exceptional Children (GEO. patrolling and searching the
The annual convention ended hinterlands of the war zones.
Friday evening and was attend- All the advantages th at, were
ed by about 400 persons, mostly gained by the American inteachers and administrators in- vasion : of Cambodia in 1970
volved in instruction of re- were lost when the last of the
tarded , emotionally disturbed Saigon troops were thrown out
and physically handicapped
of eastern Cambodia two weeks
children.
ago. Now,
not patrolling in
William C- Kahl , state super- depth , the bySouth
Vietnamese
intendent of public instruction ,
urged delegates to seek public have yielded the . communists
response , to- efforts of a state old war zone sanctuaries.
been ortask force* studying educational District chiefs have
1
dered
to
prepare
for
conplanning for all Wisconsin chilventional
warfare
a
North
,
dren. .
Outgoing president was Dr. Vietnamese .invasion rather
George Stockton, professor of than hit-and-run guerrilla acspecial education at University tions. Some troops are being
trained to use . antitank weapof Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
ons, Plans have been drawn up
to mass the Popular Force plaA GRAFFITI EPIDEMIC
1
NEW YORK (AP) — There's toons and Regional Force coma new epidemic in this city. It's panies into larger miliary forcalled graffiti and scrawls on mations under a central comsubway walls and trains are no- mand .
ticeable almost everywhere.
Frank T. Berry, a Transit What Upsets many Vietnam
Authority official , says it costs ese, . especially military offithe city more than half a mil- cers, more than the potential
'
lion dollars** a year to remove enefmy threat from the nearby
jungles
and
Cambodia
is the
the scrawls. Most of the markcontinuously
bad
news
from
the
ings are drawn by teen-agers
northern fronts.
using felt-tipped pens.
No panic is. noticeable. The
annual Route One bicycle race
•|9a Winoni Daily Newi
, 60
Winona, Mlrniawta
was held last week over what
*
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By JOHN HARTZELL
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Sen.
Edward Kennedy's visit to Wisconsin over the weekend added
more fuel to speculation he will
become the Democratic presidential candidate in some future year .
This seerfted to be the case
even though the Massachusetts
senator—who had made a dozen major appearances before
party, labor .and student groups
in the last few weeks-^bntmued to disclaim he is a candidate in this year's race.
"Perhaps because I'm an ac
tivist and very much involved
in issues and very much concerned about what's happening
in the country and speaking out
on the issues, I suppose they
associate this with political activity," Kennedy said Saturday at an airport news conference upon his arrival.
Or perhaps Kennedy, who
was born in 1932, feels he could
still run lor presiden t in any
election through at least 1992
and still not be considered too
old for the job.
Wisconsin Gov. Patrick Lucey, who was one of the first to
support the senator 's older
brother , John, in his successful
campaign for the presidency in
1960, indicated this might be
the case Saturday night at the
party 's . $10O-a-plate JeffersonJackson Day dinner.
Lucey noted that he had campaigned recently in Massaehu-
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s e 118 for
Sen. George
McGovern, and had introduced
the South Dakotan as "the next
president of the United States."
McGovern first sought the
presidency after another Kennedy brother , Robert, was assassinated while seeking the
party's nomination in 1968, and
has been endorsed by one of
Robert Kennedy's daughters.
The governor said -.Edward
Kennedy would have to settle
on being introduced as "a future president of the United
States."
Those attending the fund raising dinner filed past Kennedy
at the head table Saturday for
nearly an hour—shaking hands,
getting autographs and having
their pictures taken with him.
There were many among the
3,000 present still waiting to
meet him face to face when the
program began a half hour behind schedule. But, while he received a half-minute standing
Ovation before he delivered a
short speech , the crowd was
not ecstatic as they had been for
his brother 12 years ago when
he was in the heat of a presidential race.
The senator indicated he felt
McGovern and Sen. Hubert
Humphrey of Minnesota , the
party 's nominee in 1968, had
emerged after early primaries
as the prime contenders for the
nomination .
He said he could support either of them, but had . no in-

tention of endorsing anyone until the convention.
Kennedy said his current efforts were aimed at helping
Democrats at the local level
"in establishing the framework
for the national political campaign." He told newsmen he
would continue speaking out on
domestic and foreign policy issues and hoped to "have some
input" in determining how the
party's'- .'' nominee, will address the nation's problems.
The dinner netted the Democrats a sizable sum for upcoming elections. • Party officials estimated 1,500 of the
$100-a-plate tickets were sold as
well as about an equal number
of $2 seats in the Auditorium
balcony.

nist leaders and - brought back
two China panda bears." And
he noted the president planned
to visit the Soviet Union soon
and "have some more champagne" with the communist
leaders there.
The Nixon administration
was described by Kennedy as
showing that the Republican
Party is the party of the corporations, rather than the people.
"This administration is more
interested in the economy of
ITT than the economy of the
nation," he said . "This administration is interested in the
welfare of Lockheed and in the
welfare of Penn Central. It is
not interested in finding welfare reform for the American
people.

Nixon's failure to get the
United States out of the Vietnam war in the 3Vi years he
has been in office , despite his
campaign promise to do so,
was blasted by the senator.
Kenned y said President Eisenhower , under whom Nixon
served as vice president for
eight years, had promised to go
to Korea if he were elected in
1952 and did go and the war
was ended.
"Why doesn't this administration follow the example of
t h e E i s e nhower administration?" he asked.
The senator pointed out that
the president recently went to
Red China, "where he had
campagne " with the commu-

"This is an administration
which is more interested in the
health of the AMA and the insurance industry than the
h e a l t h of the American
people;"
While the Jefferson-Jackson
Day dinner, like most party
fund raising affairs, was one of
back-slapping praise by Democrats ; for one another, there
was one note of discord.
Rep.: Clement Zablocki, the
congressman from Milwaukee
who has sided with Nixon on
Vietnam, -was virtually ignored
as politicians circulated prior
to the program and was booed
by some when he was in
troduced. He departed early
from the head table.
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.. .start working early.
Young seedlings take root on fire
blackened slopes to do their part in
stabilizing the soil, preventing erosion,
and bui Iding forests for the futu re.
Help keep our forests green.

Here In our part of the oountry most folks want to be known
as dependable. Tfiey stand behind the goods and services
they provide one another. They give their best on the job
every day. And they seek to be the dependable kind of
friend or neighbor others can really count on.
Your NSP neighbors who serve here in our great northern
states want to be known as dependable people too. In a
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personal sense, and as public servants who take seriously
their responsibility to provide dependable electric energy,
reliably served where and when you need it with the least
possible Impact on environment.
Maybe there are other ways of being dependable that you
think NSP ought to consider. We'd like to hear from you.
New ideas are welcome.
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.onlyyou can prevent forest fires. E2f ©°
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published as a public service in cooperation with Tlie Advertising Council,
¦iht U.S. Forest Services, the National Association ol Slate Imcstcrs
and Ihe International Newspaper /Wvortlsine Executives.
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Caledonia
fops Winona
in TV quiz

OPEN HOUSE . .. An estimated 4,000 school, including the new addition now under
visitors attended an open house at the Winona construction where demonstrations, were in
Area Vocational-Technical Institute Sunday progress throughout the afternoon. Buses left
afternoon. From the left , George Gurney, Wi- ,:• ' the school every half hour to take visitors to
nona, and Mr. and MrSi Gerhardt Prigge, the aircraft mechanics shop at Max Conrad
Lewiston, heard an explanation of various op- Reld and guests went to. Birch Boulevard to
erations in the machine tool ahd die course by inspect the house under construction by the
Joseph Plaisance and Basil Thorson, instruc- carpentry class; (Daily News photo)
tors. There were tours of all areas of the

DEMONSTRATION ..' . . Sue Plachecki is erations in various classes. In each classthe subject as Scott Gillespie, a fellow stu- room and laboratory there were exhibits of
dent in cosmetology, fashions a wave in
work done by students and materials used
her hair while Mrs, Carl Benrud and Mrs.
in the course. Stampout pins produced in the
Lorraine Schwar tow, Goodhuej Minn.; Mrs. tool and die shop were giver to guests . Among
Ruth Kvalvog, Zumbrota , Minn., and Benrud . . . the visitors were representatives of area busiwatch, Members of the institute's Student
ness and industry and Winona State College.
Senate distributed brochures to all visi- Instructors spoke . to a number of prospective
tors, served refreshments and explained op- students and parents.

ALA CROSSE, Wis. — In two
extremely close games Sunday
on High Quiz Bowl, over Channel 8, La Crosse, Caledonia defeated Winona High School, 110
to 135, and Eau Claire MemoT
rial topped Osseo-Fai'rchild, 135
to 130.
On May 21, Caledonia and
Eau Claire Memorial will meet
to determine which team will
advance even further into the
Super Bowl contest.
Members of the Winona team *
coached by Charles Stephens,
head of the English department,
were Jamie Kinzie, captain,
James Keller, William Franzen,
Claire Meichlewitz a n d alternate William Mills, and of the
Caledonia t e a m, coached by
Mrs. Mary Anderson, librarian,
David Brown, captain, Doug
Wiegrefe; Preston Drogemuller,
Mike Smerud and alternate Dan
Thimmesch.
Next Sunday, in the second
half of the quarterfinal eliminations, St. Charles will compete
against a team from Houston,
and La Crescent Hi g h School
will meet Westby.
Representatives from St.
Charles will be .- John Brownell,
Steven Benedett , Donald Spitzer , Roger Randall , and alternate Peggy Root. The St. Charles High Quiz Bowl coach is
LaVonne Geiger.
Dirk Abraham , Caroline Stevermer, Denise Rostad , and
Scott Lundberg make up the
Houston team. Sherman Cole
coaches the team; and the alternate t e a m member is Scott
Carlson.
Representatives from La Crescent will be Ralph Yates, Stephen Harn, Jeff Rose, Candy
Hortori, a n d Gary McDowell.
The team is coached by Tom
Unangst and Sylvia Seaton.
Coached by Charles Miller and
Mrs. Catherine Stulken, members of the Westby team are :
Chester Hilton, David Schrelner, Curtis Brye, David Moilien,
and alternate Jan Velve.
On May 21 the two winners
in the quarterfinal eliminations
will return to play in another
High Quiz B o w l Super Bowl
game.

Inj ury of youth mars
St. Charles
Walk for Deveiopment man elected

Saturday's Walk For Development was marred when one
of the participants, 13-year-old
Brian KringSj son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Krings, 712 W. King
St., was struck by a car driven
by Miss Barbara Meyer, 18, 421
Mankato Ave.
According to police, Miss
Meyer was passing a group of
the marchers when several of
them jumped on the hood of
her car. Someone yelled for her
to stop and when she applied
the brakes Brian fell off and
was dragged approximately
nine feet before the vehicle
came to a stop.
Brian was still in the hospital this morning, listed by authorities as in satisfactory condition. His mother said that the
doctor (had told her son that
when a deep cut to the inside
right knee had sufficiently healed, he would be released.
THE ACCIDENT occurre d at

12:40 p.m. in front of the East
Lake Blvd. home of Mr . and
Mrs. Stanley Hardt,.6 of a mile
west of Mankato Avenue. Several of the marchers appeared
at their front door and requested that Mrs. Hardt call an ambulance. Mr. Hardt provided a
blanket and pillows for the boy
prior to the arrival of Praxel
Ambulance.
Mrs. Hardt commented that
on two occasions earlier, when
she and her husband were driving along the route of the Walk,
that the marchers as a group
behaved in a "very careless
manner" and that they had to
slow down several times and
use their horn to clear marchers
from in front of their car.
Leslie Lofqulst, march organizer, thought that overall the
marchers were a well-controlled crowd and noted that 250 litter bags had been provided so

that refuse from the march
would be collected. Area residents commented that in comparison to last year 's march
there had been little, if any, littering from the participants.
RECEIPTS FROM the pledged sponsors of the walk have
not been completely counted,
but Lofquist estimated $9,200
has been raised for a variety of
projects with 260 out of the 621
marchers, who started completing the 25-mile hike. He expressed appreciation to , the citizens
of Winona for their cooperation
in making the march possible
by their support of the walkers.
The Rev. Frederick Dorn finished eleventh among the field
of youthful area participants.
The 71-year-old chaplain of
St. Anne Hospice has been a
long-time hiking devotee and
said that he admired the "spirit
of endurance " shown by the
youngsters .
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500 attend pageant

Kell ^

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— Five hundred persons Sunday evening saw Miss Constance Dittrich, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Marcus Dittrich, rural Kellogg, receive the title of
"1972 Miss Plainview."
Doing the honors was 1971
Miss Plainview, Cindy Klassen.
Runner-ups named were Miss
Becky West, daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Donald West,

Plainview-, as first attendant ,
and Miss Donna Ball, daughter
of Mr . arid Mrs., Floyd Ball,
rural Plainview, as second attendant.
Miss Minnesota, Sheila Bernhagen, presented the Miss Congeniality trophy to Mis3 Lynn
Erickson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs . Richard Erickson, Plainview.
OTHER visiting queens in at-

tendance included Miss St.
Paul, Linda Hagan; Miss Austin, Carol Williams; Miss Kenyon, Cindy Estrem; Miss Red
Wing, Denise Baxter; Miss Albert Lea, Sue Adair; Miss
Maplewpod, Naurita Johnson ;
Miss Elgin, Cindy Beck, Miss
Rochester, Vicki Bess and Miss
La Crescent, Kathy Bennett.
Miss Dittrich , who presented
a modern dance, is 5 feet 3 and

CEOWNS SUCCESSOR .. . Connie Ditt- Plainview pageant Sunday evening by Cindy
rich, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Klassen, Miss Plainview of 1971. ( EvelynDittrich , rural Kellogg, Minn., is crowned A Schumacher photos)
Miss Plainview of 1972 during the Miss
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ILL president

HART, Mann. — Robert Heim,
St. Charles; Minn., was elected
president, and James Connaughty, Stockton, Minn., treasurer
of the Lutheran Laymen's
League Sunday.
Election of officers was held
at the spring rally at St. John
Lutheran Church , Hart , Sunday with 153 members attending.
Kenneth Schumann , Lewiston,
Minn., is holdover president..
Guest speaker was the Rev.
Fred C. Darkow, Brownsdale,
Minn., director of Ongoing Ambassadors for Christ, Inc. This
is an ongoing witness for Christ
program for youth confirmed
and older. Its threefold goal is
to witness to all for Christ, find
the unchurched for churches of
the Lutheran Church ,, Missouri
Synod, and train other Missouri
Synod Lutheran youth to witness.
Also attending the rally were
eight teen-agers who are witnessing for Christ in Minnesota , Iowa, Wisconsin and parts
of Canada.
Dartball trophies were presented to the Eyota , Minn.,
team for first place, and the
Stockton team , second place.
Schumann reported 25 new
sponsors for the Lutheran Hour
from the Winona zone. In TV
ministry, there are 10O new
sponsors from the Minnesota
South District and 12 from the
Winona Zone.

DOING THE HONORS ¦'. . ' . Miss Minnesota , Sheila Bernhagen , right , presents the ;
Miss Congeniality trophy to Miss Lynne
Erickson , daughter of Mr . and Mrs. Richard
Erickson, Plainview. Others, from left , Donna

Ball, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ball,
rural Plainview, who was named second runner-up, and Becky West, daughter of the Rev.
and Mrs. Donald West, Plainview, first runner-up.

has brown hair and blue eyes.
The 18-year-old Plainview High
School senior is active in th»
school band , choir, yearbook,
dramatics, cheerleadlng, modem dance and as an elementary teaching assistant She also is in 4-H and was a homecoming candidate. .
Her hobbies Include music,
reading, hiking, poetry, sewing and playing the guitar.
Miss Dittrich, sponsored by
Lanning's Red Owl, plans to
attend Brainerd State Junior
College. She lives on a farm
north of Plainview and has fiv«
brothers and five sisters. A. .
MISS WEST, who gave a
dramatic reading, stands 5 feet
1 and has dark brown hair and
brown eyes. The 17-year-old
Plainview High School senior
is student council president,
an all-star chorus member, ac.
live in cheerleadlng, drama
Club, National Honor Society,
school newspaper and Girls
Athleti c Association. She is in
4-H, is a Girls Stater and Miss
Homemaker of Tomorrow,
Her hobbies include horseback riding, singing, writing
poetry, and reading.
Miss West , who was sponsored
by Peterson 's Drug Store, "The
New Reliable," plans to attend :
Concordia Teachers ' College,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Ball , who offered a vocal selection, is 5 feet 1 and has brown hair and eyes. The
17-year-old Plainview High
School senior is active in . the
school choir, and enj oys the
hobbies of fishing, collecting
shells, horseback riding, hunting and painting. She was sponsored by Mack Publishing Co.
MISS Erickson, who gave a
song and dance routine, Is 5
feet 6 and has auburn hair and
blue eyes. The 19-year-old
Plainview High School senior is
active in school choir, small
group singing, plays, drama
club , cheerleadlng, school newspaper editor . Girls Athletic .Association and modern dance..
She hopes to attend a drama
school in the Twin Cities.
Miss Erickson was sponsored
by Interstate Power Co.
Joe Maas, master of ceremonies, introduced the .1972 Miss
Plainview candidates who therm
went through the swim suit,
talent and evening gown competition . Pageant singers wero
Janice Jurgenson, Milo Peterson and Tom Hassig.
Judges were Gary R. Wagemen , and Mrs. Robert Finneseth , Austin; Bud Pilacynski,
Inver Grove Heights, Minn.;
Mrs. Robert Hedigan , Bloom-ington, Minn., and Roger O'Day,
Rochester .
The annual event was sponsored by the Plainview Jaycees
chapter of which Dave Marshik
is president. Merlin Bratberg
was pageant chairman.

ARP members
to hear
Rep. McCauley
The Winona County Association of Retired Persons will hold
its bi-monthl y meeting tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the Valley View
Tower .
State Rep. M. J. McCauley ,
will present an illustrated talk
on tho operations of the Minnesota legislature .
All older adult persons arc
invited to attend , according to
Miss Dorothea Reps , secretary.
¦
STEPPING DOWN
BELOIT, Wis . (AP) - Mary
Devine, vice president-treasurer of Warner Brake and Clutch
Co., Beloit, has retired after 48
years with the firm , it was announced this week .
"Mary Dovine was an Important factor in building the company from $50,000 sales volume
when she started to almost $44
million in 1971," said Warner
President William W. Kwfer.
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On the house

Belt sander has bower plus
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¦ ' ¦- COLONIAL VERSION shows multi-paned ,^^ double-hung
windows, shingle walls, brick, wood shutters and carriage
-

lamps,

House of the week
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CONTEMPORARY VERSION shows vertical rough-sawn
plywood panels, some stone veneer, exposed rafters, casement
Design L-49 has a living
room, kitchen-dinette , two
bedrooms and a bathroom ,
totaling 904 square feet.
There is a one-car garage
with storage space/ Behind
the garage is a laundry
room, including a lavatory.
A stairway to the cellar is
close to the-kitchen. laundry
-room and a rear entrance A
The over-all dimensions of
5i feet 8 inches by 27 feet
8 inches include the garage.

"POEAGHEK
ELECTRIC

.

windowo and wide overhangs.

State insurance
trotibleshooter to
be in Rochester

Forrest •Taioott , : investigator
with the Minnesota State Insurance Division in the hearing of
complaints on insurance claims
and policies, will be in Rochester Wednesday
¦ from 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. ¦'" . '
He will be at the Minnesota
Manpower Services Office, J07
4th St. NE/ No appointments
are required. . .
Persons wishing to contact
Talbott ; on insurance matters
should bring all related insurance papers. There will be no
charge for the* interviews to be
made on a first-come-firstserved basis.

ST00S
ELECTRIC
ROLLINGSTONE , MINN.
Harold & Myrtbn
-—PHONE—
689-2116

• RESIDENTIAL

• INDUSTRIAL

• COMMERCIAL
• FARM

¦
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More detailed plans
Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.:
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each: 'Your Home - How to Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 Of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
Winona Daily News
Winona , Minn., 55987
of Design No. L-48
Enclosed is 50 cents each for —— baby blueprints
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet

Name .'....'
Street
City
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Top Quality Roofing Materials:
• NELSON'S 3-Tab, 235-lb. Asphalt Shlnglaa
• NELSON'S SURE SEAL 3-Tab , 240 lb, Asphalt
Shingles
• NELSON'S MASTER SLAB SHINGLES , Good for
High Wind Arra
• Mineral Surfaced 90-lb. ROLL ROOFING
• 19" DOUBLE COVERAGE SELVAGE
• Smoot h Surfaced 35-lb . and «5-lb.
ROLL ROOFING
• New Wet or Dry PLASTIC ROOF CEMENT , C«n
be applied when roof Ii wat

— ROOFING CREWS

NOW

AVAILABLE —

KENDELL-0 BRIEN
LUMBER COMPANY

115 Franklin St.

Zip

Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY

DEED

Florence Becker to Robert G. Zenk,
el ux — Pnr| ol Blank Block Curtis
Third Addition lo Winona.
Daniel F. Przybyljkl, el ux to Port
Authority ol Winona — Part of NWV<
of Sec. 34-107-7.
Luex Sales Corp to Robert D. Moniel,
el ux — West 56 feet of Lol 3, Block
3, Hill's Addition to Lewiston.
Winona Management Co. Inc to Royce
Construction Inc. — Lol 4, Block 1, Pleasant Valley Terrace Subdivision No. 3.
F, L. Hlldebrnnd , et ux lo Dnvld A.
Hansen, et ux — Part of Lot 8, Vlllapje
of Elba & ensement across Lot 5<.
Gerald (?, Soronson, el ux lo Donald
J. Znhradnlk, <*' "x — Part ol NE'.< of
SW. ot Sec. 1M07 B.
Charles T. Nagle, et ux to Steven R.
Beeman — Lol 23, Block "A" Goodview
Subdivision,
Henry C. Jelewikl, el ux to Joseph F .
Bronk et ux — Lot 6, Block 3, Gale &
Kohner 's Addition In Winona.
Henry C. Jezewskl, el ux lo Charles
T. Naole, et Ux — Lot 33, Block "A"
Goodview Subdivision.
Earl R. Roller , Jr., et al to Byron H,
Hock , et ux - Lol 15, Block * , E. R.
Boiler 's Third Addition lo Goodview.
Joseph F. Bronk, el ux In Edward R.
Board, et ux — Lot 6, Block 3, Gale A
Kohner 's Addition to Winona. ¦
Byrnn H, Hock, et ux lo John C.
Donahue, el ux — Lot II, niock te,
Laird's Addition to Winona.
Martin M. Fnorav, et t/x fo Roherl
W. Thaldorf, «l ux — Part ol NE' « ol
SE'i of Sec. 30-107-7.
Donald E, Oulbmndsen, et ux lo Harriet Stermtr — Lot 6, Block 7, Chule'i
Addition to Winona.
F-dward R. Board , Jr . to Thomas J.
Laskn, et ux — Part of NW'A ol SE' i
of Sec. lfl-107-7 lylno between old hlohway No. el S. Chicago Norlh Weslorn
Railroad right of way.
Royce Construction, Inc. lo Wllmor
L. Larson, at ux — Lot 4, Block I,

Pleasant
Valley Terrace Subdivision No.
¦

3:

"Here to Serve."
"Tubby" Jacked, Mgr.

Ph. 454-3120

¦'¦

Wilmcr L. Larson, et ux to David J.
LItchy, et ux — Part of Lot 3, Minnesota
City,
Albert L. Thels, et ux to Kenneth L.
Harstad, el ux — EYi of m"M . '. t. W.
160 It. of Wli of NEVi of Sec. 31-107-7
& right of way. .
Wesley Larson, et ux to Hans W. L.
Frcudcnthal, et ux — Lot 7, Block 5,
Park "A" ' Addition ' lo ;Winona .
.
Harold J. Mohom, et ux to Wllma A.
Block
5,
Freudcnlhal, et ux — Lot 7,
shaw Addlllon to Goodview,
Steven A. Rckedal, et ux to Thomas
O. Allaire, et ux — Lot 4 & W. 2 feel
¦
of Lot .3, Block ;2, E. P. Whitlcn's
Subdivision ol Winona.
Kenneth L. Harstad, et ux to George
P. Bronk, et ux — E'i of NWi & W.
i of Sec. 31-107-7
HO feet of WA of NE'.
J. right ol way.
James O. Rocmer, et ux to Joseph
F. Bronk, et ux — Part of SVb of NWV<
of Soc. 11-107-8.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Sharon L. Onvering lo Kenneth J.
Covering - Lol 1, Block 2, Bcnke 's
Subdivision to Slockton.
Emma Llfefskl , by Trustee to Roy E.
Llterfkl — East 22 leet of Lot 1, Block
144 , Original Plat of Winona.
Ramona L. Jciewski, et al lo Harold
J. Libera — Lois I,,I ( J 10, Block
54; Lois 9 4 10, Block 80 S, Lots 2,
3, 4, S ' & A. Block 64, Slockton.
Harold J, Libera, ot ux lo Ramona L.
Jczowskl - Lois 1, 3, 0 fc 10, Block
54; Lots 1 8. 10, Bloc k "0 A Lois 2,
3, 4, 5 A 6, Block H, Slockton.
Beverly T- . VNos 1o George W. Wos —
Part of Govprnmenl Lot 7, Sec. 16-107-7 .
PROBATE DEED
Glenn E. LaBarre hy Executor lo Cordon E. Matthees - Part ol Lot 5, Plat
of Subdivision of Sec. 20-107-7 .
Arrrmnd Conway, Deceased by Representallve lo Donald G. Fabian, ct ux —
Lois k 8. 7 except W. 52 fl. thereof .&
except E. 160 fl. of S. 20 ft. of Lol 7
A except W. 52 fl. ol N ., 3 3 It . of Lot
8, Block 3, Original Plat ol Lewiston.
DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Waller A. Matlkc. Deceased to Urban
Malikc, el ol -- Lol 3, Block "A" Simon's Plal In Allura.
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Curtis J. Slark, et ux to Paul W. Weidon, el ux - Lol 4, Block 1. Ullca.
Melvln Feller, et ux lo , Harlan R.
l ol
Sebo, el ux — WVj of SW'.'? ol SW'.
¦
Sec. 4; S E' i ot SEU A E' i nl SWU
highway.
5-105-5
except
of SE' i ol Sec.
Donald Unnasch, el ux In Urmrd E.
Lageson, et ux — All land lylnn South A
West ol County Road 103 In Sees. 35 A
36-105-a except Bartsch Farm In said
'
Sec. 35 .
Roy E. Lllerskl to Joseph E. Malls,ew,KI _ Ensl 22 tect nl Lot 1, Block
144 , Original Plal of Winona.
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1072 Dollar Volume $1, 117,054
7W) ,tl2!)
Commercial
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New houses

Volume same date
In 1071

$4fi2,480

¦
The* [our ninin ocean areas of
InPacific ,
Earth-Atlantic ,
dian , and Arctic-hold ft.'i.n per
cent of the world's water supply.

Drive Down Rising Costs!

• HOUSING COMPONENTS rABRICATED IN A MODERN FACTORY.
• USINGI ALL HIGH qUALITY BUILDING MATERIALS.
• BUILT TO RIGID ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS.
• WF .WILL FABRICATE TO ANY HOME PLAN.
• YOUR HOUSE EXTERIOR WILL BE COMPLETE IN ONK IJA i .
¦
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS THROUGH FACTORY METHODS .

CONTRACTOR
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WINONA BOILER & STEEL GO.

163-167 Wo It Front Street
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Building in Winona
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• NON-FIBRED ROOF COATING
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a separate dining room , which would cut
down on the size of the other rooms. ' .

FLOOR I»LAN: Eating area has been
wisely included in kitchen rather than have

^P^r'^G
^

field. It is intended for rugged the motor until the sander is off must be used. In making a selection, tell your dealer what it
work and is Especially useful in the work.
sanding down large surfaces, Extra caution is necessary at is beingused for so that he can
such as sheets of plywood.
the edges and corners of the help you choose the right kind.
An abrasive belt runs contin- material being sanded. If the There are various other types
uously over pulley or drums at sander is pushed too far, it will of belts for special operations,
both ends. Changing the belt is begin to tilt over the edgds and among them the polishing of
plastics and other materials.
a simple operation, although take off too much wood.
varying with different makes. The belt sander is sometimes
•JL Winona Daily Nawc
Sanding belts are spliced and used for removing old paint
•*» Winona, Mlrintiwfa
have designations on the inside and varnish. Be sure to use
MONDAY/ MAY 8, 1972
to show which way they should open-grit bSts for this operbe installed so that the splices ation. As the finish is pulled
will not break.
off , it has a tendency to beIn using a belt sander, it Is come a little gummy, clogging
important that the machine be the abrasive even though the
in operation betore touching the op.en-grit style is intended to
work surface. : Once it has minimize this effect. Some of
gained momentum, it is low- this clogging* can be avoided if
ered slowly so that the back you use shorter stroked than
By ANDY LANG
part
of the belt touches first, usual and if you begin at the
Builders in the field of re after which the belt is quickly far end of the surface and work
tirement housing have noted brought to a horizontal position towards yourself. The machine
that some prospective buyers as it is moved forward. Prom should be lifted at the end of
have begun to ask questions there1 on it's a case of guiding each stroke so that it is not imin contemporary the sander back and forth in a mediately placed down again
about homes
¦
styling/ . ' A , .
sort of stroking motion with on a spot that has started to
This comparatively new trend very little pressure. To avoid soften.
might be due to the fact that the taking off too much in one spot, Because the
sander is so
elderly are traveling much never leave the machine on the powerful, you belt
should
get the
surface
unless
it
is
moving
eimore these days and so are
hang
of
it
before
you
begin
usexposed to a great variety of ther backwards or forwards. ing it for more delicate work
And
when
you
are
ready
to
Whatever
the
housing styles.
than rough sanding and paint
reason , it influenced architect stop, either permanently or for removing. Once you have disHerman H. York to create a a moment's rest , don't turn off covered what it can do, it can
retirement home which gives
be tried as a finishing tool; that
the owner the choice of a Disney officials set
is, for the final sanding of a
Colonial or contemporary deexpansion program for surface. A fine abrasive belt
sign: . .
It is a small house—only 904 complex in Florida
square feet of habitable area-yet it has a full-sized kitchen, a ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Ion? living room and two Walt Disney World officials
963 W. Fifth
bedrooms arranged in an un- have announced a multimillion
usual and practical manner. dollar expansion program f o r
the $400 million amusement
The same floor layout is used complex.
.• .' ' .; ". . .
for both the traditional and
Phone
Dick
Nunis,
executive vice
with
contemporary models,
changes only in the sidewall president of the tourist attractconditio*"12
452-9275
materials , window types and a ion, made the announcement I
Friday
at
a
luncheon
of
the
few details, among them open
Florida Press Association.
rafters and wide Overhangs.
Nunis said a space explorTHE TWO bedrooms are ation display and a new WestYour Cirltlltd Lennox Dialer
identical in size and have been ern frontier pavilion were part
QUALITY
SHEET
and
"hers"
on
marked "his"
1
of the project.
the floor plan. There is a ,sliding Officials said the complex is METAL WORKS, INC.
glass door between the two expected to spend about $50 J1J1 E. BrMdwiy
phone 45<-«t4
rooms, creating "togetherness" million in development costs
yet retaining separate sleeping during a period from October
areas. Actually, one of the 1972 to October 1973.
rooms can be used for guests by Nunis §aid he expected Walt
closing the door and drawing Disney World's attendance to
the drapes. The bathroom is exceed 10 million in its first
convenient to both bedrooms as year, and added , "with that
well as to the rest of the house. kind of volume our expansions
The approach lo the house is will have td be much faster
under a covered porch , giving than anticipated. "
protection from the weather at
the front door.; A fireplace on GALESVILLE PATIENT
the far wall of the living room GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
gives the attractive first im — Julius Mason, who will be
pression so, important in resi 86-years-old on Wednesday, is
making a satisfactory recovdenlial design.
ery
at home after having part
A pair of bi-folding doors
separates the living and dining of a leg amputated at Lutheran
areas. In retirement housing, Hospital, La Crosse.
there is a need for casual , less in the oversrzed closets, hall - '^^^^^^^V""* T * I t W~mmmmmmm\
\W
formal living and dining. In this closet and pantry. A convenient
plan, the dining room is in- broom closet is near the back
corporated as part of a large door.
kitchen, with the table set in Whichever exterior is selectfront of a bow window over- ed, Design L-49 offers a good
looking the rear garden. The living arrangement for retirees
laundry and powder room and small families.
are handy to the kitchen ,
garage and rear yard. The
A Good Neighbor
cellar stair comes up in a good
Anyirvhere
location—in the service area—
so that traffic from it can be
directed to the outsde without
iff ^^umu? ^
going through living rooms.
\nmQQt)mei^
;
\ tflffl*. ^^p' »fyii- ;|ia '?iA;8^SAi;;i: > iA -.'<''' THE ATTACHED garage is
oversized , greater in area . than
As Low A s . . . . . . $10,134
the minimum so often provided N Complete—Include! erection
on your lot and foundation.
in a one-car garage. Every
Faaturas Include:
home owner becomes aware of
tlie lack of storage spaces in
• Beautiful bathroom with Eljer
flxturat, llfatlma ceremlo tlla
most garages, for after having
• Carafraa kitchen with ganu*
lived in a house he realizes that
Ine birch cefclneU.
A^-Af^
he has so little space for the
:
• Roomy bedrooma, large cloiet*
:; ::;' :t'^ i
x>.- - ¦:*& ::%
\:'yX .¦:' '
: /? :- .: ;^
many p ieces of power equip
• Hydronlc radlent heating—
clean and dreftleee.
ment , garden tools, etc. In
• Cathadnl beamed calling *
this house, the 12-foot width
Low Cost Financing A val/ablt—
creates much floor space along
BILL WIECZOREK
the side of the garage.
-DEALER —
In addition to a full cellar,
PHONE.453-38M-,
there is storage on the first floor
: regular S8.15 -.JJ^JgallOfl ' :/

By ANDY LANG
A portable power tool is one
that is operated electrically and
can be carried to the material
being worked on.
In the case of a portable belt
sander, the reference to power
has a second meaning. For the"
belt sander is a power-plus machine—the heavy-duty workhorse of the portable sander

Phone 452 5965

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 9:00 P.M.

WINONA PAINT & GLASS CO.

J AM INTERESTED IN COST SAVING ON CBS HOMES

n I own a lot
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Store Hourti 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

184 Main Street
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SALE

276-278 East Third St.
"LOOK FOR THE VALSPAR SIGN"
Phono 452-3652
We Deliver
Convenient Parking on 3rd & Kansas Streets

Permit for Manpower
Service office taken

Winona's 1972 building permit
valuation rose to $1,437,954 last
week compared with $462,480 at
this time a year ago, according
to the office files of George
Rogge, city building inspector.
Howard L. Keller, General
Contractor Inc., 4440 6th St.,
Goodview , drew a $96,984 permit to construct an office building at 52 E. 5th St. The 80-foot
by 66-foot one story building
will house the Minnesota Mampower Services , 163 Walnut St.
rhe exterior of the building will
be break-off concrete masonry
units, a brick-lifee material, The
interior will be partitioned off
into offices, a conference room
and a testing room , said Keller,
rhe building will be carpeted
throughout and the walls wil} he
paneled or covered with a vinyl
substance.
The building is scheduled for
completion July 1.

FROEDTERT MALT, Corp.,
500 W. 3rd St., drew a $16,027
permit to construct a 34-foot
by 32-foot addition. The woodframe addition will house apparatus to screen out waste
products from the* water the
corporation utilizes before it
goes into the sewer.
Work , by Ralph Scharmer ,
571 W. Mill St., is scheduled ior
completion in five-months.
W and C Printing Co., 119 E,

2nd St., drew a $3,921 permit to
construct a print shop in their
building.
Work,'by Nels Johnson Construction Co., Exchange Building, is scheduleu for completion
in one month.

KUJAK BROTHERS, Corp.,
978 Municipal Harbor Road;
drew a permit for $9,200 to construct a platform scale and a
19-foot by 36-foot addition to
their building. The addition will
be added to the northwest side
of the building and will be constructed of wood and steel. It
will be one office and house
the controls for the platform
scale. The 60-foot by 10-foot
platform for the scale will be
constructed adjacent to the* office;
Work , by owner, is scheduled for completion in four
months
Duane Speed, 753% t. Broadway, drew a $24 ,795 permit to
construct a 36- by 65-foot house
at 512 Kerry Dr., Hillview addition. The split-level wood frame
house, will have a two-car garage, three bedrooms and gasfired heating.
Work , by owner, is scheduled
for completion in eight months.
j erry Borzyskowski, 827 E.
4th St., drew a $20,767 permit
to construct a house at 717 E.
4th St. The one-story wood
frame house will have gas-fired

Counter adds
pafio appeal

When the weather turns warm and the air indoors seems
stuffy and confining, most families head outdoors to work ,
play, and relax while the sun shines.
An open air life-style develops with the season , especially
when entertaining moves outdoors and yardwork seconds
housework as a prime concern.
Pick-up lunches and barbecue suppers multiply,; for convenience and to take advantage of the coolest spot; the
garden arom as. An innovation, the outdoor refreshment
center has practical appeal when snacks and cold drinks are
in demand.
IT MAY" be quite a simple project , a serving counter
with cupboards below for tableware and barbecue accessories,
but location is all-important. A kitchen/dining deck is a
likely site, and if the counter is built out from the house
wall, it may also serve as a divider between patio table
and the busy area off the kitchen , A
One home recently visited was beautifully geared to its
active family with a plumbed-in serving bar off the dining
patio — great for keeping guests outside for pre-dinner drinks
or serving a buffet brunch.
A wet bar isn't essential but if a water line is accessible,
a drain may be hidden under a wood deck. Not just for
entertaining, this addition will eliminate a thirsty gardener 's
compost trail , or, if there's a backyard pool keep, dripdry swimmers out of the kitchen.
BUILT between house and garage, the counter has
sides-of lx8-inch western pine boards overlaid with lx2-inch
battens and stained cocoa brown to match cedar siding. A
tall section at its open end forms a doorway to the service
court beyond.
Quantities of ice are just steps away in a freezer in
the garage, and food and drinks are shaded by an attractive
beam construction formed of 2x8-inch Douglas fir planks on
either side of a 2x6, with 2x4-inch cross pieces supporting a
section of slat roof ing.
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heating and three bedrooms.
Work, ly Brooks and Associates, Lohse Drive, is scheduled
for completion in eight months.
Winona Construction Go., 51
Johnsonst., drew a $35,235 permit to construct a 23- by 73foot house at 879 Hickory Lane,
Green Acres addition. The split
foyer , wood frame house, will
have a two-car garage , and
four bedrooms.
Work, by owner, is scheduled for completion in six months.
OTHER PERMITS:
Frank Brueske , 416 W. Howard St., $150, repair rear stairway; work, by owner, is
scheduled for completion in two
months. ;
George Sturm, 1024 W; 2nd
St; $1,714, rebuild a l0- by 12foot room on rear of house;
work, by owner , is scheduled
for completion in three months.
Ray Urness, 523 W. Mill St.,
$80, enclose porch - work, by
owner, is scheduled for completion in two months.
Harry Krage, 752 E. Mark St.,
$300, new roof on garage ;
work, by owner is scheduled for
completion in two months.
Gene Karasch , 601 Main St.,
$700, remodel porch at 479 W,
5th St.;¦ ¦ ¦work
¦ ¦ by Bruce. McNally.
.
.; •
John Burbach , 660 E. Sanborn St., $2,827, construct a 24by 25-foot garage; work by
owner, is scheduled for completion in six months.
Walter Tarras, 563 E. King
St., $2,199, construct a seven by
22-foot addition to house ; work ,
by owner , is scheduled for completion in six months.
¦¦
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S. Dettinger

B. Aasland

Scheller

Wounded eagle
healing but he'll
never fly again

CONTINENTAL
HOMES
"Quality " Factory-Built
Homos to fit your budget.
•k BUILT IN WINONA
Visit Our Plant
Plumblng-Electrlcal-Heatlng
State & City Inspected
- MODEL ON DISPLAY 1111 East Broadway
Phon* 454-1SBS

JIM LARSON
:<a. •

Builder
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C. Williamson

B. Larson

J. Hogden

M. Anderson

R. Brandtncr

R. Landers

Spencer

C. Bomow

B. Aasland

E, Clark

B. Lettaer

Paulson

C. Eichman

2 71ake honors at G-E-T High

D. Hovell

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Deaths of sevens persons Jn
weekend accidents raised Wisconsin's 1972 highway fatality
toll to 309 today compared with
259 on ¦ the same date a year
ago . " ¦
.
Walter Dixon , 27, of rural Beloit died . Sunday when his car
struck a tree beside a Rock
County road.
Robert Hendrickson , 34, of
Mount Horeb died Sunday in a
head-on collision east of Mount
Horeb.
Two Reedsburg men, Lyle
Richard
Kruger, 24, and
Strampe Jr., 23, were fatally
injured Saturd ay when their
car overturned on a Sauk Coun«
ty road.
Phillip Bonack , 21, of Greendale was killed Saturday In La
Crosse County when his car
overturned in a ditch .
Laura Rogers , 15 months , of
Barron died Saturday when she
fell out of her father 's car.
James Andruss , 23, of Madison died Saturday in a crash
near Janesville .
¦ ¦
.

Mothballs should be used
Henderson, son , . Wanda Nelsestuen, John With care as they pose a danrepresentative. Who's-—-W h o Hogden , Monica
Among American High School Shauna Dettinger , Jeff Hogden , Byom , Wendell Klein and Con- ger to children If they are eaStudents, High Quiz Bowl Team, Barbara Lettner, Bonnie Lar- nie Hanson.
ten . and has belonged to the National Honor Society for three
¦
years. ' '
Kriesel, who will enroll in the
University of Wisconsin , Madison , majoring in mechanical engineering, has been a. member of National Honor Society
for three years
A He was chosen to be the" student council representative in
his freshmen: year and is the
current president of the Science
¦¦ ¦
¦¦
Club. He also was on the High
. AmmW- ^mW-:-, ' ¦'¦; ¦
Wi
MAY 23rd, :
Quiz Bowl Team. He has reA -A A- -A gjDM
ceived the Thorp Essay Contest's District award , the Freshmen Engineering Merit award
and was a National Merit Scholarship semi-finalist.
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TWENTY - SEVEN seniors at
G-E-T High School , more than
one fourth of the class of 106,
will graduate with academic
honors on June 1.
The honor students, who have
achieved a 3.0 or more of a possible 4.0 grade-point average
are as follows:
Debra Schultz , Donna Adams,
Debra Hovell , Catherine Eichman , Eileen Clark , Beverly
Aasland , Charlene Bonow , Daniel Spencer, Carol Williamson ,
Steve* Scheller Barbara Aasland , Alan Paulson , Roch elle
Landers, Mary Anderson , Janet

D. Adams

1
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RUNS MAY 26 ONLY!
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This Coupon And

26°CASH
Will Buy An 18-Word
Want Ad For May 26

D. Schultz

1

At U. of M.

Heart research
center p lanned y Af [ EARLIER

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn . (AP)
— Construction plans for a $9.5
million cardiovascular research
and training center at the Un iversity of Minnesota were announced today by the university
and the Variety Club of the
Northwest.
The center , a five-story structure containing 70,000 feet of research laboratory space , is expected to open in June 1974,
The Variety Club is acting as a
fund-raising agency.
Dr. Robert L. Vernier, planning director of the project and
pediatrics professor at the university, said the center will operate as an interdisciplinary research facility.
Planning of tho center has involved the colleges of medicine,
engineering and biological sciences and the school of public
health. Researchers brought together at the center will include biochemists , engineers,
surgeons , immunologists and
cardiologists .
It will offer an opportunity
for cooperative research and
cross-stimulation , provided in a
setting that does not now exist
on the campus and is available
at only a few other univer-

sities," Dr, Vernier said.
Research space will be assigned to various studies , he
said. Continuing assignment or
reassignment will be decided
by an external committee of
experts from other universities.
The committee will make annual reviews and recommendatioas on the work.
Planning for the center began
in 1967 and has been financed
by the National Heart and Lung
Institute , a branch of the federal government .

Teacher to retire
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
— Teachers and administrators
here honored the 44-year tench
ing career of Mr. TeW Hanson
Wednesday at a dinnei at the
Midway Supper Club , Independence.
Hanson , who will retire June
2, has taught at rural Osseo ,
Alma Center, Arcadia , Hixton
and York schools. He has been
at Sunset Elementary School
since 1965.
In 1971, n total of fi ,00G ships
moved in and out of the St.
Lawrence Seaway.
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M. Henderson

W. Nelsestu«n

Ya ledictorian, salutatqrian named

Special guest to
attend district
dairyland fete
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BABY BLUEPRINT
GRAB BAG

Hogden

Byom ; .

Klein

CA Hanson

Kriesel

GALESVILLE , Wis. - Kathleen Butman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Butman , Ettrick, is valedictorian of the
Class of 1972 at Gale-EttrickTrempealeau High School with
a four-year grade point average of 3.976 of a possible 4;(L
Ken Kriesel, son of Irvin Kriesel, Trempealeau , is salutatbrian with a four-year average of
3.919.
Miss Butman plans to attend
the University of Wisconsin , River Falls, next year and study
pre-law,
She has been a member of
chorus four years and has participated in solo and ensemble
work. . She also has been a color
GALESVILLE, Wis. — Miss guard one year, and in foretoJulie Triiax of Ettrick, Wiscon- sics four years, going to the
sin's Fairest of the* Fairs , will state contest one year.
attend the district Alice in
CURRENT president of the
Dairylaad contest at Galesville Gale-Ettrick-Trempealeau
FuSaturday. She will attend day- ture Homemakers of America
time activities and speak . at the chapter, she has been a mem8 p.m. banquet.
ber four years and was vice
Two Alice finalists will be" an- president previously. She won
nounced at the banquet to rep- both the Crisco Award and the
resent District 6 at the state Betty ; Crocker Homemaker of
finals at Fort Atkinson.
Tomorrow Award. She has been
Other highlights of the day in- 4-H secretary , the county 4-H
clude dairy promotions and ac- Junior ; Leaders president and
tivities, free che"ese samples, the Outstanding Trempealeau
A
old fashioned five-cent ice County 4-H Girl.
Miss Butman was chosen to
cream cones and musical entertainment. Joe Larson , Spar- be the recipient of the Spoon of
ta , former Galesville" resident, Knowledge, Badger State Girls
will be banquet speaker.
Banquet tickets are available
at banks and dairy plants in
Trempealeau County and may
be purchased at the" :door. . '. '. - .

JACKSONVILLE, Fla . (AP)
— Baldy , the wounded American bald eagle, will never
again soar to the skies in the
tradition of his ancestors.
His wing, punctured by several shotgun pellets when two
boys found him walking along
U.S. 17, has healed after three
months treatment by Dr. F. L.
Peacock.
But the Jacksonville veterinarian says Baldy had an allergic reaction to a pin used in
mending the wing and he" can
only fly short distances because
of an ''arthritic wris-."
Peacock said the eagle will
be sent to a wildlife preserve in
Laurel , Md. U.S. wildlife officers therd will attempt to breed
him with other eagles already
there. They hope to help pre^^^i serve a vanishing species.
Seven other Ragles from Florida have been sent to the preserve , Peacock said.
¦
The St, Lawrence Seaway is
2,342 miles long.
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Seven killed on
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death toll 309
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Los Angeles finally claims first NBA crown

Tw/ns iopp/e

turns to smile

run but it fell short and in the
By JACK STEVENSON
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Wilt fourth period, the Lakers pulled
could away. . Chamberlain's scowl
Gail Goodrich scored 12 in
scare a bear, but he wore a
smile of satisfaction when/he the final period arid 25 for the
said, "I think that winning this game. Jerry West had 23 and
title should make life a little Jim McMillian 20 as four Lakers scored 20 or more .
easier for me." A
The 7-foot 1-inch captain of Halrston, the other starter,
the Los Angeles Lakers relaxed had 13 points but was second to
today in his $L5 million home Wilt un rebounds with 14.
and the easier life to which he
referred reflected acceptance The 33-year-old West, who
has Won almost everything in
as a team player .
¦ He blocked shots, scored 24 the NBA during Ws career ex^
cept a title prior to this one,
points and hauled down 29 commented : "I couldn't feel
rebounds despite a painfully in- happier if we had won 10 titles.
jured right wrist as the Lakers I was disappointed that I didn't
shucked off years of frustration shoot better, but I feel I conSunday with a 114-100 victory tributed in other ways."
over the New York Knicks.
For the Lakers, the title
That gave the Lakers their mearis about $17,000 extra in
first NBA championship since playoff money
per man. The
they came to Los Angeles in losing Knicks get about §10,000
1960 and their first since 1954
" depending; on how many
when they made Minneapolis each
shares are voted.
their home, j The margin in
games was 4-1, four straight Dave DeBusschere of the losing Knicks said quietly, "We
since losing the opener.
played well, : but the Lakers
For Chamberlain, this was a definitely deserved : to win.
big moment. He has been criti- They're a great team."
cized during his 12-year NBA Walt Frazier led the Knicks
career and accused of not get- scoriiig with 31 and Eari Monting along with his coaches or roe, pressed into service at
fellow players.
guard , finished with 16.
As the Lakers won a record At . Goodrich said it for the
33-in-a-row and total of 69 du- Lakers, "It's just like a storyring the regular season , there book finish . They key of the en¦was no such criticism. . None tire year was us working tocame as they beat Chicago and gether as a team."
defending champ Milwaukee in Yfndch is the same thing said
by Chamberlain who drew a
playoff games .
The 35-year-old basketball standing ovation from the
millionaire was named the .ciwd of . 17,505 at the Jorum
Most Valuable Player. And it when Sharman took him out
wasn't until late that it became late in the fourth quarter , the
evident he had sufficiently re- championship assured.
covered from the sprained
wrist suffered last Friday night Bay State Boxers
in New York; He wore a protector usually worn by defensive capture roll-off
linemen in pro football,
Los Angeles jumped out to a The Bay State Boxers captur10-0 lead and then found them- ed the league title in the WestBelves 53-53 at the half. Their gate Action League Sunday by
third quarter made the differ- a 38-pin margin¦ over the Bay
State. Blacks. .
ence;
James Douglas led the BoxLeading 75-74, Happy .Hair-- ' ers, the league's second round
ston sank a basket and then leaders, with a 209—576 es they
Wilt added a pair , sandwiched raced to a 1,004-2,805. The
around a shot by Walt Frazier Blacks, the first round pace setwhich he blocked. The Lakers ters, carded 2,767 to finish as
had built a seven-point lead .
the overall runner-up.
Tne Knicks made one more
¦
_

¦

.

- ¦¦

.

.

for Sfft inrow

GRACIOUS IN DEFEAT ; . . Da\e DeBusschere of the
New York Knicks reaches out to congratulate Wilt Chamberlain in the Los Angeles Lakers' dressing room after Sunday 's
NBA playoff game, which the Lakers won 114-100 to wrap up
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SPORTS
Brewers run drought
ends after 30 innings

ANAHEIM,, Calif. CAP) - ning when Rick Auerbach sinThe Milwaukee BreSvers ended gled and made the circuit on a1
a 30-inning scoreless spell Sun- wild pitch arid two infield outs.
day as they tripped the Califor- Bob Oliver's homer tied it for
nia Angels 5-2 with the help, the Angels in the fifth .
perhaps , of Billy Conigliaro's Milwaukee went ahead againi
an inning later with singles by
new shoes, '. -«•*¦ ¦
. Conigliaro is normally super- John Briggs and George Scott ,
stitious about his garments pri- and Conigliaro's blast after
or to a game. But he tried new "Briggs ¦ got
¦ himself caught off
shoe's, and laced a two-run base. "- ' ¦ :¦ ' .
Oliver's double and Leo Carhomer in the sixth inning.
He followed up with a double denas' single gave California a
to inspire a two-run rally in the seVenth-inning run.
ninth frame.
Tom Reynolds' pinch double
Conigliaro had been batting and an Auerbach single !" follow.154, had hit once in 11 trips to ed Conigliaro's
ninth-inning
¦
the platter, and had struck out double. ¦:
six times in his regular footgear. -A
He related he was headey toward the field prior to the
game when he said to himself:
"These shoes aren 't doing me
any good . I' m going to A trio of golfers shared this
weekend's Blind Bogey honors
change. "
He homered off loser Rick at the Winona Country Club ,
Clark , and doubled off south- with Ev Edstrom , Br. John
Alampi and Dr. Larry Korda
paw Rudy May.
Winner Bill Parsons (2-2 ) was winding up with rounds of 70.
replaced in the seventh inning Jerry Peterson was in the
by Ken Sanders, who turned in next spot with a 73, followed by
Stan Hammer, F. L. Zeches,
his fourth consecutive save.
As a measure of Sanders' Mike Gostomski and Weal Wervaluo to the BreVers, the club ner with cards of 74.
has only four victories in 14 This Saturday will mark the
first of the club's horserace
games.
Milwaukee , having undergone tournaments with a shotgun
three successive shutouts , got a start getting things under way
long-waited run in the third in- at 12:30 p.m.

Cotter thinclads
5th at St.John s

I
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IRONS - GOOD SHAPE

$90i00

• MANY MORE SETS & ASSORTED CLUBS •
SEEi PAT SHORTRIDGE

The Golf Shop
WINONA COUNTRY CLUB

COLLEGEVILLE, Minn. T h o Cotter Ramblers finished
fifth in Saturday 's St. John 's
University Invitational track
meet, but only seven points separated the Ramblers frorn a
second place berth behind the
winning hosts, St. John's.
The Ramblers tallied 30
points , finishing well ahead of
the majority of t h e 14-tenm
field , nnd just behind the top
four, St. John 's won with 4fi ,
followed by Rochester Lourdes
and Minnehaha Academy with
37 and Austin Pacelli with 31.
Cotter Rot their best finish
of the day fro m the mile relay
team ot Rich Smith , Sean
Burke , Tom W i s e and Tony
Kleinschmidt as they led the
Class M field w i t h n 3:44.8
clocking, nearly two seconds
nhend of their closost competitor — Minnehaha Acndcmv.
Klelnschmidt and Phil Drazkowski posted the best individual performances of the day as
Drazkowski wound up second in
tho milo with a 4:51.2 time nnd
Kleinschmidt set n new school
record with n time of lfi .3 in
the 120-ynrd h i g h hurdles —
good enough to tie for second.
Tho remaining Cotter points
came In the 180-yard low hurdles where Kleinschmidt captured n third ; in the RflO-ynrd
run wherr* Tom Wise wns third;
in tho 220 whore Smith was
third and In the sprint medley
whero tha team of Rick Klein*

schmidt , Mark Mcrchlewitz ,
Dan Kujak and Tom Clemens
finished third.
Ac Dee Watten was thi? only
other Rambler to finish among
the top five in more than one
event , drawing a fourth in the
discus with a toss of 115-3 and
a fifth In the shot put with a
heave of 40-8.
The Ramblers see their next
action on tho track a t Jefferson
Field as they take on Wabasha
at 1 p.m.

Engine trouble
halts Boland
BELOIT , Wis - Ron rj olanrl,
Winona , Saturday bout a valve
stem In the engine of his Lotus
type fil Formula Ford roa d rac'
Ing car and retired after one
and one-holt laps of his first
Sporta Car Cluh of America
regional race of tho y- ear.
Bolnnd started lllth from tho
grid in tho rain-hampered fivelap practice race for his class
at Blflckhawk FarmR. Ho moved
up five positions in tho first
lap, but troublo developed shortly thereafter forcing him to drop
out, Subsequent attempts to repair tho car failed and ho miss
ed tho ensiling 10-lap qualifying
raco and 25-lap regional race for
his class.

test of the three-game senei .
Mel Stottlemyre will start for
the Yankees.
Minnesota has won frv«
straight games, 11 of the: last
12, to lead the West Divi'si6n.
In Sunday's g a m e , pitcher
Dick Woodson started a fourrun rally in the fifth inning to
break a - tie. He singled,
Danny Thompson doubled and
Rod Carew drew an intentional
-walk to load the bases.
' Then Harmon Killebrew hit a
two-run single into the left field
comer.
Bob Darwin and Steve Braun
bounced singles through infielders for two more runs and
a 5-1 lead. Braun hit four singles for a 7-for-13 tally in tha
three-game series against Boston. He is 20-for-40 overall for a
league-leading .500 average.
The Red Sox* problem Sunday was the same thing as it
was in the first two games of
the Minnesota
series—no hit¦
ting. " ¦ : ¦ • ' ¦
Boston jumped to a 1-0 lead
in the first inning when Tommy
Harper was hit by a pitch,
moved to second on an epror
and scored oh Carl Yastrzemski's single.
However , by the 1 time the
Red Sox scored again—in the
seventh inning when Carlton
Fisk reached base on an error
and scored on Luis Aparicio's
single—the Twins had already
put seven runs on the board
and the game was out of reach.

AL Wlnoria Dally News
™ Winona, Mlnnetota
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Three share 1st
in CC tourney

OUCH . . . Gal! Goodrich of the Los Angeles Lakers
shows his surprise as he accidcntly crashes' into teammate
Wilt Chamberlain in Sunday 's NBA. champ ionship game with
the Mew York Knicks. The Lakers toppled the Knicks 114-100
to claim the NBA crown . Also bouncing off the solid Laker
center is Earl Monroe of tbe Knicks. (AP Photofax)

their first NBA title since moving to Los Angeles 12 years
ago. Chamberlain led the Lakers to four wins in five games
of the best of seven series. (AP Photofax j

BOSTON (AP) — The Boston
Red Sox have yet to break out
of their season-long slump and
that means Manager Eddie
Kasko will be making some
lineup changes to try to shake
things up.
.
The Sox dropped Sunday 's
contest at Fenway Park to the
Minnesota twins by an 8-4
score, giving the Twins a sweep
of the three-game series and
leaving Boston with a sorry 4-0
season mark.
The Twins,, enjoying their
best season start ever, play
their first night game at Metropolitan Stadium tonight at 7:30
against the New York Yankees.
Bert Blyleven, 4-0, will start
for Minnesota ii the first con-

EMBRACEABLE YOU . , . Ne-w. York's
Brad Park , 2, and Boston's Bobby Orr
¦wrestled on the ice during Sunday's Stanley
Cup Hockey match in New York's Madison

Square Garden. The Bruins went on to win 3-2
and take a 3-1 edge into what could be the deciding game of the playoff series in Boston
this week. (AP Photofax)

Mlnntiota (8)
abrhbt
Tovar.rf 3 1 1 o
Thom 'n.sj J 1 1 0
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Kil'rew.lb J 1 I »
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5 0 ID
Nslllei.lf O O O O
Mlt'wIeU 3 0 1 0
Wooti'in.p 4 2 2 0
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Ortng>r,p 0 1 1 0

Bosto n edges Rangers,
leads Cup finals 3-1

Total
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By DAVE O'HARA
NEW YORK (AP) — Maybe
there 's no such thing as a oneman team in the National
Hockey League but defenseman Bobby Orr^ of the Boston
Bruins comes closest to it. Just
ask the New York Rangers.
"Wc got another great game
out of Orr ," Coach Tom Johnson said in almost routine fashion after the young .super star
scored two goals and set up the
other Sunday as the Bruins defeated the Rangers 3-2 and took
a commanding 3-1 lead in the
best-of-seven series for the coveted Stanley Cup.
Although playing with a bad
left knee which probably wili
require post-playof f surgery,
Orr appeared at his best ,
breaking his NHL defenseman's
record for the playoffs with his
20th , 21st and 22nd points. He
set the old mark of 20 in leading Boston to the Stanley Cup
two years ago.

'That first period , Orr ran
the whole show ," New York
forward Ted Irvine said. "Not
only did he do everything, but
when the other guys on Boston
se'o him play like that it makes
them play better. And then
they start to go."
Onl y 24 and th e NHL's most
valuable player award winner
for three consecutive years,
Orr put on a show which left
tho Rangers , a partisan New
York crowd and a national television nudiencd In a state of
awe.
Down 2-1 and prompted by
Coach Emilc Francis' statement that they had to win the
fourth game on homo ico in
Madison Square Garden , the
Rangers were manhandled by
the Bruins , who can wrap up
the serlds in Boston Garden
Tuesday night.
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LaRoeha ...
.... 1
S 2 2 1 I
Granger . . . . . . . . . Vs t 0 'M • c
TIant L, 0-1 . . . . . . J
1 1 4
A 1
Bolin . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
J 2 1 T 1
Paltin
2
3 1
1 • 2
Save—Granger 1. HBP—by R. Woodton, Harper. T-1.51. A—11,747.

Orr and Mike Walton , part- play goal with just 1:25 remainners in a summer hockey ing. However , the Eruins clung
school in Canada,, combined on to the lead, and victory.
a neat give-arid-go play for the 1
first goal at 5:26 of the opening OVERSEAS DELI/ERY AVAILABLE
period.
i -e -'
i
''-f
• '¦«" «¦
i
W$T:
Referee Bruce Hlood whistled
18 penalties, including 8 majors
and one misconduct, for a total
of 76 minutes in the first period. However, the Hangers, who
struck for three power play
goals in the first period of the
third game in New York Thursday night , were unable to collect.
This time" it was the Bruins,
who had managed to click on
just two of 18 manpower advantages in the first three games.
Johnny McKenzie spotted Orr
with a neat pass. Bobby moved
in and rifled a shot for a 2-0
lead.
What proved to be the deciding tally came in the 17th minute of thd second period. With
Boston short-handed , Orr intercepted a pass and went down
ice on another give-and-go with
Don Marcotte. Orr finally
£Tt£ **i I," / ,* t
^<Saw«R4WW?|S5S
passed behind the New York
Wrn^
defense and Marcotte put away
a back-hander. It was the
* ,^ 3
Ws^r* *^Js^i''i!^S! ™^!S5*&***THBli»V£"" *¦ ** "¦ -*« - .i
*«.*«f> » Vi &'
.
Bruins ' fifth short-handed goal Klgmfa*l&t)KkM< *MW ^
of the" playoffs , tying the record
they share with St. Louis.
Irvino scored for the Rangers
in the second period and then
Rod Seiling made things sticky
,*
1
' i # , ' *** *'*'j '
Wim"
'A*¦
j i
KJMC
*
for the Bruins with a power
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Dodge trap range
to open Wednesday
DODGE , Wis. — The trap
range at th^Dfldge Sportsmen 's
Club will be open for practice
shooting this Wednesday evening, according to club officials ,
with league shooting beginning
Wednesday, May 17.

SINUS SUFFERERS
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This important part is missing
inevery other economycar.
When you buy a Volkswagen you get
something you don'i get with any other
economy car.
A 24-month 24,00O.mile guarantee *
(Most others give you at the very best
only 12 months or 12,000 miles.)
Some economy cars may promise you
one or two more miles on a gallon of gas.
But how many give you 12,000 more on a
guarantee?
•If on ewi#( mol/itolfll end »»rvl*»l Ml (*>ikli In Of cvrdonta »>lh lha Vol»»*0(j« AalntMwjrK* Kl,nUa onf
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«o»«i tint |«ti|il nnimol w»or oml »a( on ••r>ic« li.ni| will U ,.ra.,.J M rafltifx) tiv (w/ II "i.
¦aut CanailitM Vollr«ia«o t>*al*r. And IhU *ll| I* «loi\» IIM ol <.t>oij)>. ti. yv& d.ol.t lo<
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Delia Import Motors, Inc .
Hifihwny 16, fil ami 14
Petlibone Island
La Crosse . Wisconsin
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Dralle arrives just
in fim^t^
By B.C. LINDEN
Daily News Staff Writer

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. —
Red Dralle of Eransdale, Iowa ,
borrowed a car from his racing buddy Ed Sanger of Waterloo at 11 a.m. Sunday, didn't
arrive at Tri-Oval until 10 minutes after registration normally
closes and began the 20-lap late
model feature 17th in a field of
17 cars. ' ..
Those events normally would
be associated with dismay, certainly not success.
But the IoWa veteran calmly
"went to school" during the
first 10 laps of the race, found
the groove he wanted to run
and then began to charge
through the field.
He pushed his borrowed Chevrolet into the top five with seven laps to run, took the lead on
the 18th lap and won going
away. . '
HE WAS probably thinking to
himself , "Some days you just
can't seern to do anything
wrong."
But that's not the entire
story. The first 15 laps of the
late model feature were exclusively a Phil Prusak show.
Starting second from the grid,
the Eau Claire, Wis., driver
opened a five-length lead over
pole-sitter Gerhard Wollenburg
of Austin, Minn., before the
completion of lap No. 2. Then,
when Wendell Kuehn of Rochester caught Wollenburg on the
next lap, Prusak had seven
lengths on Kuehn and was rapidly pulling way. It was obvious
that Prusak was going to be the
winner by a wide margin —
just so long as nothing happened to his car and , 2) there
would be no need of a restart.
The restart became necessary
after Fred Prudoehl, Winona,
spun on lap seven, but it did
Kuehn, and the rest of the field ,
little good as Prusak pulled
away again.
Then trouble struck Prusak's
car on the 16th lap.
As Prusak rounded the first
turn it could be seen that his
left front wheel was poteting in
nowhere near the same direction as the rest of the car. And
Prusak, now driving a car with
a broken tie rod, slowed, letting
Kuehn past.
NEARLY AS SOON as Kuehn
took the lead, fiowever , Dralle
moved to No. 2, since, all the
while Kuehn had been chasing
Prusak through traffic , Dralle
had enjoyed a clear shot
through the high groove, The
determined I ow a n literally
came from nowhere to pass for
tha lead on lap 18. And that
was that.
Kuehn remarked later that he
had not chosen the best gearing for the conditions and that,
after being passed for the lead,
his only chance was for Dralie
to be detained in traffic. That
didn't happen.
Prusak, although he somehow
managed to bring his "sqvirrely" car in behind ( well behind ) Kuehn to claim third,
was slightly unhappy with the
day's events.
"That's racing," he said philosophically but also noted,
"that's the trouble with driving
a year-old car — parts get
'fatigued' and then they break.
I was just sitting there waiting for something to go wrong,
and it did ,"
AS A MATTER of fact , Prusak had nothing to smile about
after his heat race either, since
he could finish no better than
fith — behind Ron Goss (Eau
Claire-, Darrel Zwiefel (Kasson) , Kuehn and John Foegen
(Winona).
In that race, Goss started
¦fourth but took the lead on the
second lap and never relinquished it. Back in the pack, however, a close contest for Becond
eventually , developed between
Zwiefel and Kuehn (won by
Zwiefel), and Foegen barely
managed to outlast Prusak to
claim fourth ,
But the crowd of 2,000 didn't
seem to mind the relative lack
of excitement that the second
late model heat offered , since
what they probably needed
most after the first heat WAS a
rest.
In the first heat , Rich Olson
and Dale Baker of Rochester ,
and eventual feature winner
Dralle , put on one of the best
exhibitions of the afternoon.
The action began even before
tho green flag fell, as three
false starts occurred when drivers attempted to jump the gun .
Then, three cars ~r Olson ,
Dralle nnd Cecil Henderson of
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Dakota, Minn. — passed the David Moffit of Rochester staginitial leader John Kuri of Coch- ed a close race in the second
rane before the completion of heat ; but Moffit ran away with
ST. PAUL, Minn. A- Jeff
one half lap.
the 15-lap feature.
Bunke
and Bob Brewington of
For the next five laps Olson Volkart started heat No. 2
Winona State turned in performwas able to hold a three-length from the front and commanded
ances in the Macalester Collead, over Henderson, but on lap that position handily until four
lege Invitational here Saturday
No. 7 Henderson went wide into laps from the finish when Mofthat enabled them to qualify for
the dirt of the east turn, al- fit, who had started seventh,
the National Association of Inlowing Dralle and Baker to placed himself immediately betercollegiate Athletics track
pass. Henderson repassed Bak- hind. Throughout the final laps
meet to be held in Billings,
er immediately and, Baker Moffit applied constant presMont., May 31-June 3.
having none of it ; caught Hen- sure and actually edged slightBunke, slendor senior from
derson again before the comple- ly ahead on the last turn. But
Rushford,
soared 23 feet, eight
tion of the lap.
the final sprint was a replay
arid one-quarter inches in the
Brewington
Oland
With Henderson out of the of tbe preceding four laps. Moflong jump to take first place.
way, Dralle began closing on fit would close before the corHis winning leap — he earlier 49.4 which meant six runners
Olson, and Baker began clos- ners but Volkart would leave
scratched on a leap of over 24 finished in a span of 1.3 secing on the both of them. With him behind on the straights.
feet — not only qualified him onds ahead of Mueller.
three laps remaining they were Volkart won the drag race to
for the national meet, but it es- As a result of some confuall bumper-to-bumper; and as the flag with a victory margin
tablished a new meet record sion in the administration of Satmany times as Dralle almost of a few feet. In third was Ken
erasing the old mark of 22 lOHi urday's meet, no team scorcaught Olson^ Baker almost Johnson of Goodview.
set by Jim Bauer of the Uni- ing, was available when the
caught Dralle. But no one was Volkart had so such initial
versity, of Minnesota back in teams departed ,
able to pass and they took the advantage in the feature. Mof: The'.".."next competition f o r
1968. A
checkered flag in one all-en- fit started from the outside of
veloping cloud of dust.
Coach
Myron Smith's squad
* the front row, while Volkart
Bunke alsomanaged a thirdIN HOBBY stock action, Greg started seventh. Moffit quickly
place finish in the triple jump will be Friday in a quadranguVolkart of Minnesota City and removed himself from the test
lar meet at River Falb. The
with a leap of 44-5V
¦
of
the
field
and
finished
oneBrewington, a rapidly-devel- meet will start at 2 p.m. and
. .: yr ¦:- ,*r-: *... ; . half lap ahead of Jim Schell
oping freshman from Eyota, will include Stout State, the; Uni/
( Rollingstone), who had passed
STREET STOCK
Minn., placed fourth in the 3,- versity of Wisconsin-Superior,
Heal (10 laps)
000 meter steeple chase with a Winona , and the host Falcons.
. 1. Dean erdmann, Winona; J. Duana Johnson for second on the last
Strain, Rochester; J. DavW Oertet, WI- lap. . .;- '
time of 9:32.9 and set a new
nonat 4. ¦ ¦ Dave Flrigerald, winona.
varsity record in the process.
. . -. - • Fealura (1J lape)
SCHELL had earlier won tbe
1. Duane Strain) 2. Dean Erdmanni 3,
The
winning time in the event
Dave Fitzgerald ) 4. Dava Monkelj J, first hobby heat, holding a
Saturday
was a remarkable
Rick Hauler, tiVinona.
wide lead over Glen Slawson
HOBBY STOCK
9:15
.
of
Rochester
and
Bob
JenkinFirst Heal (10 laps)
But the top individual per1. Jim Ichell, Rolllnsitofle, Mlnn.i 1 son of Winona — both of whom
HIGH FLYING CHAMPION . .. Len Dun- Ington, N.J., Sunday. Duncan was taken to
Glenn Slawion, Rochester; J. Bob Jenformer
for the Warriors in the
displaced
Winonan
Pat
Durnen
klnson, Winona I 4. Pat Durnen, Winona,
can, Lonsdale, Pa., an eight time midget the hospital where he was treated for cuts meet was
senior Dave Oland.
Second Heat (10 laps)
from second place on the next
racing .champion, flies through the air after and bruises but didn 't appear to be seriously Oland , who has earned varsity The weatherman smiled on
1. Greg Volkart, Minnesota City i 1.
to
the
last
lap.
Durnen
eventuthe members of the Winona
Dava Moffit, Rochester; 3. Ken Johnson,
bouncing off a guard rail during the feature injured. (AP Photofax) -. . - . .
letter awards in cross-country Archers Sunday as they held
Ooodview; 4, Wayna Henderson, Dakota, ally dropped out and Ron DonaMinn.
and wrestling in addition to their fi rst shoot of the seaBori
hue of Rochester finished/fourth. : event for ARDC rnidget racing cars at FlemFeature (15 . Japs)
track
, reeled off two separate under sunny skies. Beginning
1. Dava Moffit; 2. Jim Schell; 1. Ken
Street stock action amounted
Johnson; 4. Wayne Henderson; I. Bob
half-mile
races in the Identical archers and . those new to
to
a
pair
of.
races
between
Jahklnsont (. Dick Petersen, Alma, Wis.;
time of 1:57.9.
7. Grej Volkart.
Dean
Erdmann
of
Winona
and
league shooting turned out SunLATE MODEL
He recorded the impressive day for the qualification shoot
Duane Strain of Rochester. ErdFirst Heat (12 laps)
1. Rich Oltort/ Rodttstfr; 2. Red Dral- mann claimed a close victory
clocking in the open 880-yard .-— where scores are kept for
le, Waterloo, towa ; l. Dalai Baker, Rochrun
but failed to place and lat- placement in future tourna*
in
the
heat
after
starting
well
ester; 4. Cadi Henderson, Dakota, Minn.;
5. Tim Lorenj, Ladysmllh, Wit.
er duplicated his effort in the ments.-v . .
behind Strain but Strain ran
Second Heat (12 laps)
two-mile relay, but Winona 's The Winon a Archers com1. Ron Oosi, Eau Claire), Wis.) 1. away with the feature after
Darrel Zwalfel/ Kasson, Minn.) I. Wen- starting well behind Erdmann.
team wound up sixth with a pete in the West Central Field
dell Kuehn, Rochester; 4. John Fexsen,
spun
while
in
the
lead
time of 8:03.3.
who
Archery League and will be
Winona; 5. Phil Prusak, Bau Claire.
and rejoined the race iv third .
Feature (to. laps)
Oland also turned In a f ast participating in seven tourna1. Red Dralle; I. Wendell Kuehn; 1.
Tri-QvaT s next scheduled racsplit quarter-mile time of 51.4 ments this summer. The first
Phil Prusak; 4. Dale Bakeri 5. Tim
ioreni ; (..Rich Olson; 7. Jon Swan- ing programs are Tuesday, and
for his leg on the mile relay, league shoot In Winona is schedson, Rochester) 8. Dick Sorenson, Roch- Friday. Both programs will bebut again the Warrior four- uled for June 18, while two'. speBy HERSCHEL NISSENSON walked four , struck ' out three home.." .: ¦¦
ester; '. Ron Goss; 10. Gerhard Wetgin at 8:30 p.m.
lehburn, Austin.
Don
Sutton's best was and hit a batter , was Bob Bail- he victory kept the surpris- some was unable to finish .. in cial events' ¦— novelty shoots on
brilliant ... but not quite good ey's clean single to right lead- ing Expos one-half game be- the top five. Moorhead; State July 4 and Labor Day.
enough.
ing off the seventh.
hind New . York and Phila- won the event with a record Anyone interested in shooting
time of 3:18.
"It was the best game I ever After Sutton lett , Jim Brewer delphia in the NL East
with the club should contact
pitched in professional ball , and followed with two hitless in- The Phillies staked Carlton to Jack Peplinski recorded his president Robert Fratzke or atthat covers eight years," the nings before Ricbert came on a 4-0 lead in the third inning fastest time of the season in tend the next regular meeting
Los Angeles right-hander said in the 13th to be greeted by after loading the bases on Mike the 220-yard dash of 22.5 which to be held May 24 at 8 p.m . in
Sunday after hurling lo innings J o h n
was good for a fourth place, the Holzinger Lodge. V
Boccabella's leadoff Anderson's double,
of one-hit ball, only to have the single, the second Montreal hit. Greg Luzinski hit a two-run and two other Winona runners
Montreal Expos edge the Dodg- After Ron Woods popped up at- homer for the Phils ¦ in the achieved the fastest clockings Dave Roberts of Detroit is
the third brother to skate for
ers
1-0 on reliever Pete Rich- tempting to sacrifice, Ron Hunt eighth and Bobby Bonds con- of their careers.
SHREVEPORT, La. (AP) - Golfers Association for players
Michigan
State's hockey team.
ert's
bases-loaded
error
in
the
Senior
Howie
Cook
singled.
Clyde
nected
for
the
Giants
in
the
finished
Mashore
was
¦¦ ¦
Don Iverson of La Crosse, Wis., who didn 't qualify for the Hous13th. , A
sixth in the mile run with a Previousl y^ his brothers Jack
purposely passed after the run- ninth. • - '¦ .
shot a two-under-par 69 Sunday ton Open.
to win the Shreveport golf meet Iverson, a La Crosse college Elsewhere, Steve Carlton be- ners moved up on Duke Sims' The Pirates dropped a home fine time of 4:24,6, and fresh- and Doug won Spartan letter*.
run battle to the Reds 4-3 but man Gary Mueller was clockgraduate, was a National Asso- came the National League's passed ball.
and its $5,000 top prize.
Richert
then
hobbled
Mike
won
the game ; 9-6 with Willie ing in 50.8 while taking seventh
first
five-game
winner
with
a
Winona Daily New* CL
finished
with
an
ciation
of
Intercollegiate
AthletIverson, 26,
13-strikeout performance as Jorgensen's bouncer back to Stargell belting a pair of cir- in the open 440. The winning
Winona, Minnesota "**
eight-under-par 276, two strokes ics titlist in 1968.
the
mound
as
Boccabella
raced
time
in
the
quarter
mile
was
cuits
and
driving
in
five
runs.
MONDAY,
Philadelphia
rounced
San
MAY 8, 1972
may
'T
this
year
runner-up.
He
had
won
$11,000
ahead of the
»?»»???????»»
wake up tomorrow and not be- on the tour but had not won a Francisco 8-3, the New York ^?-?^????^^?^?????????^??????????????????? ???»??
^
Mets rallied in the final three
tourney as a professional
lieve I won," he said.
^
The tourney at the par-71, 6,- "It Is a tremendous amount innings to beat San Diego 8-6 in
954-yard Shreveport course was of satisfaction to win, no mat- 10, Pittsburgh outslugged Cinsanctioned by the Professional ter what tournament," Iverson cinnati 9-6 and St . Louis scored
said in reference to the meet's three times in the last of the
secondary role to the Houston ninth to nip Atlanta 5-4. Houston and the Cubs were posttourney.
m
"It is very important to the poned by cold weather in Chi) i £ a m ^a m m m m m m m m m m \ mK&
MwaYxmTi
m
young players to have satellite cago. A
The only hit off Sutton , who
tournaments," he said.

Winona Archers
convene season

For Dodgers Sutton

l-hrt
inning

La Crosse golfer
wins Shreveport

WSC netmen
still winless

Scoreboard

ST. CLOUD, Minn. - Three
Winona State College netters
offered a glimmer of hope to
the Warriors' weekend efforts ,
but the team dropped three
NATIONAL LEAGUE
starts in a triangular meet at
Bill Dlvlilon
St. Cloud State College-falling
W. L, Pet. OB
to tlie hosts, Moorhead State New York . . . . . . . . 11 i .6t7
U 7 .tit
and the University of Minnesota Philadelphia
Montraal
11 * -«47
» 10 -*« *
PlttsMralt
—Morris Saturday.
Chlcajo
... • 11 -<ll ' 4Wr
Ron Koehler, Dave Reithel St. Louli
I 11 .421 4U
and Ted Kopren managed to Housion Wctt Dlvlilon
11 * .M7
win two of their three singles Los Angelas
11 • .<w> 1
San Dlno ........ » 11 .«» 4'/i
matches, with Kopren collecting Clnclnmtl
t 11 .411 *</s
the only win in an 8-1 loss to Atlanta
t 1) .381 Vi
tan
Francisco
....
7 15 .111 7
St. Cloud.
'! Rtiulti
Koehler and Reithel also PlttiburshSaturday
I. Cincinnati 1
teamed to win a pair of doubles San DIMO a, Naw York 1
San Francisco 3. Philadelphia 1
matches.
Chicago *, Houston 4
The Warriors dropped to an St. Louis 4, Houston J
al Montraal, rain
0-10 mark with 5-4 losses to Los Angelas
Sunday 's Rtiulta
Moorhead and Morris to go wth Philadelphia I, San Pranclico 1
Naw York I. San Dleco a, |0 Innlngi
the 8-1 loss to the Huskies.
Pittsburgh », Cincinnati <
Koehler
In singles action ,
Montraal 1, Los Angelas O, 11 Innings
SI.
Louis 1, Atlanta 4
topped Morris's Dave Reiland
's Oama
12-7 and Moorhead 's Paul Sun- Los AngelesToday
(Ostaan M) at Montraal
McAnally »0), night
dahl 12-6, While Reithel was
scheduled
beating Morris's Bill Sinzheimer Only gameTuesday's
Osmci
12-7 and Moorhead' s Craig Har- tan Francisco at Montreal, night
Los
Angeles
al
Naw
York, night
ris 12.5. Kopren added a 12-7 San Diego at Philadelphia,
night
win over Moorhead's Larry Ol- Hauilon at %l. Louis, nlpltt
Pittsburgh
at
Atlanta,
night
son to his day 's accomplish- Chicago at Cincinnati, night ,—^
ments .
AMERICAN LBAttUB/
The Warriors host Rochester
Bast Division
/
Junior College on tlie Winona
w. L. m. 08
Detroit
10
t
.
/ll
High courts at 3 p.m. today in Baltimore
. 10 7 ill 'i
search of their first win of the Cleveland
10 7 /111 ' i
Naw
York
» 11 /.IIJ I
year.
4 10 r . ill
i
Boston .

Baseball

¦

Troj ans defeat
Peterson in track
PETERSON, Minn. - Rushford defeated Peterson 84te-47ft
here Friday In a dual track
meet.
John Chrlstensen led the Trojans with victories in the 100yard ¦
dash (10.7) and the 220yard (lash (26.6).
S'tcvo Olson was a triple winner for Peterson , winning both
the low and high hurdles
as well as tb/; pole vault. Teammate Kendall Johnson recorded a 20-2 leap in the long jump,
a school record.
Tho Trojans won nil three
relay events.

Mllwaukie

4 10 .114 f
West Division
Minnesota
11 1 .100
Oakland
lt 4 .714 VH
Chicago
t t .lit 4
Texas
I II .444 !>.t
Kamai City
t 11 .4)1 4
California
7 10 .411 4
Saturday 's Rliulli
Cleveland 11, Chicago 0
Detroit 4, Texas 1
Minnesota i, Boston 1
Oakland 4, New York 1
Kanias City », •alllmor* 1
calllornla 1, Milwaukee •
Sunday's KaiulU
Minnesota I, Boston 4
Detroit 7, Texas 4
Oakland 7, Naw York I
Cleveland 1, Chicago 0
Balllmnra I, Kansas City 4
Mllwlukaa I, California X
Monday'* Oam«
Naw York (ltott|emyre
1-1) al Minn*.
sola (Blyloven 44), nlfjhl
Only fame scheduled
Tuesday 's Oama*
Mllv/auke* al Oakland, 1, Iwl-nlght.
Boilon *• California, nigW
Naw York at Minnesota, nllhl
Detroit at Chicago, night
Kama* City al Cleveland, night
Taxis it ¦altlmora, nlghl

?

Hockey

o,
1 mltwSlmmamVXmWSsW&IBlf
m9jaa\a\maM\\9aa%M
a r^tttPfM] I ¦ *^-fl*^^^^*|*ffpr(FfflWVi it j j; | .*v. ^^mYTmama\mamaa ^.iaki(^^^^^^v

lasssBaWl
iammaa^rn
i^^'9 ,^at j a
^ ^awaaata\\waMnili'
'

'

T
L

PlayoHi
NHL

Cltamploriihip

Saturday 's Reiult
No game scheduled.
Sunday 's Result
Boston 1, New York l , Boston leadi
bestol-7 series, 3-1.
Monday 's Game
No game scheduled.
Tuesday 's Came
Ntw York at Boilon,
Wednesday '* Oama
No game scheduled.
Thursday 's Came
Boston at New York, II necessary.
Friday's Oama
No game scheduled.
Sunday 's Oama
New York at Boston, If necessary.

Basketball

Playotls
NBA
Champion ship
Saturday 's Reiult
No game scheduled.
Sunday 's Result
Lo* Angeles 114, New York 100, Loi
Angeles wins bestol-7 series, 4-1.
ABA
Championship
Saturday ' Result
Indiana 114, New * York IM, Indiana
leads best-of-r series, 1-0.
Sunday 's Oama
No gam* scheduled.
Monday 's Oama
Ho gam* scheduled .
Tuesdey 's Oame
Haw York at Indiana.
Prlday '* Qarne
Indiana at New York.
Monday, May IS
Indiana al New York.
Thursday, May 11
Mew York at Indianapolis, If necessary.
Saturday, May 10
Indiana at New York, If nocessary.
Seventh game, If necessary, at Indiana, data pending.
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By A| Capp

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Fred Laswell
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By Alex Kotzky

REX MORGAN,M.D.

THE WIZARD OF ID

By Dal Curtis

-

MARY WORTH
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By Parker and Hart

TIGER

By Bud Blake

*_J |

By Saunders and Ernst

GRIN AND BEAR IT

NANCY

DENNIS THE MENACE

By Ernie Bushtnillor
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By Milton Canniff
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By Gordon Bess
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By Mort Wallcar

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Roy Crant
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"Is needing some big medical breakthrough to
impress visiting President , Comrades!... something
big, like acimuneturel"
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